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A b s tra c t

This work investigates novel methods for improving the efficiency of evaluating lazy
functional programs in parallel. We are specifically concerned with distributed memory
architectures in which it is expensive for processors to communicate with each other via
message passing.
Traditionally, improvements in parallel evaluation are found by experimental pro
cesses supported by intuition and simple mathematical models and much existing re
search has been based on improving the execution time of a number of small benchmark
programs. A key contribution of this thesis is the development of a language for synthe
sising the low-level run-time characteristics of functional programs. Using the language,
it is possible to construct large synthetic workloads in a much shorter time-scale than
the equivalent functional programs. From an experimenter’s viewpoint the behaviour of
the synthetic workloads is more predictable than that of functional programs because it
is not distorted by compile-time transformations; it is therefore simpler to obtain specific
experimental behaviour. The Izmguage enables the granularity of workloads to be altered
in a straightforward manner and can model, under controlled conditions, instabilities due
to run-time input.
It is noted that functional language compilers ought to be able to estimate the ex
pected time-costs of the individual functions of a program and that the time-cost in
formation can then be used to guide dynamic scheduling strategies. Some research has
taken place in this area but no existing research adequately deals with the problems of
laziness (or, indeed, instabilities caused by run-time input). We investigate the effect
on dynamic schedulers when laziness is not taken into account. The time-cost analysis
is then improved to take account of lazy evaluation and we are able to show that the
superior time-cost information can improve efficiency.
However, large deviations from mean time-costs due to lazy evaluation and run-time
input can precipitate inaccuracies even in the more complex compile-time estimates. We
develop a number of heuristic run-time techniques to cope with these inaccuracies and
gauge their success by introducing controlled instabilities.
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In trod u ction
Declarative programming languages are designed for describing what is required of a
programming solution rather than how to perform the low-level computations which
ultimately achieve the solution [DGP91]. In particular, functional languages liberate the
programmer from such concerns as memory management and the undesirable properties
of side effects [Hug89]. The lack of side effects ensures that an expression can be replaced
by its value at any time during the execution of a program without altering the final
outcome. This feature, known as referential transpzirency, is one of the reasons that
functional languages are promoted as good tools for programming pzirallel cind distributed
systems [Bur90a].
In the absence of side effects, concurrent threads of execution can be constructed
automatically, without the need for explicit synchronisation and communications an
notations in the source code. This allows programmers with no specizd knowledge of
the underlying architecture to write parallel programs. Functional programs which exe
cute on sequential processors should execute on parzdlel processors without modification,
although to make best use of the hardware, inherently parallel algorithms are recom
mended. The importance of referential transparency, implicit memory management, and
automatic synchronisation in reducing programming complexity is apparent when paral
lel programs written in functional languages are compared with those written in parallel
imperative languages such as Occam [Ker87].
Most modem functional languages have lazy evaluation semantics. That is, an expres
sion is evaluated only when it is guaranteed that the result of the evaluation is needed.
This is a powerful tool for programmers because it allows algorithms to be expressed in
elegant and novel ways [BW 88 , Hug89]. However, laziness is one of the greatest challenges
for researchers who wish to build efficient implementations of functional languages. Un
derstanding and coping with the effects of laziness play a large part in the work presented

15

in this thesis.

G o a ls o f t h e R e se a r c h
The ultimate goal of our research is to provide improved dynamic scheduling techniques
for a newly developed parallel reduction machine called DIGRESS [Cla92a]. DIGRESS
has a loosely-coupled architecture. To achieve this goal it is necessary to make a careful
study of the way that functional workloads behave on loosely-coupled parallel machines.
The complexity of automatically scheduling lazy functional workloads is especially chal
lenging.
It was recognised in the initial stages of the research that it is unrealistic to develop
many léirge-scale functional programs specifically for the purpose of providing workloads
to stimulate the scheduler. This is a common problem faced by meiny researchers when
attempting to evaluate the success of an infrastructure for executing functional programs
in parallel. It is often the case that a limited number of trivial test programs are used
to demonstrate general properties of implementations. We therefore attempt to pro
vide a fast mechanism for building workloads by synthesising the run-time behaviour of
functional programs. The aim is to be able to construct workloads whose behaviour is
well-defined; and which take only a fraction of the time required to build real functional
programs.
One of the primary methods proposed for the design of scheduling algorithms is to
derive time-cost information at compile-time to guide decisions made at run-time. Recall
that we are dealing exclusively with lazy functional workloads. Existing time-complexity
analyses often claim to deal with lazy languages [BH89, San90, Wad88] but in truth they
are limited to caU-by-name languages because they fzdl to take sharing semantics fuUy
into account [Mah90]. One of our aims is to exploit the fact that we have an abstraction
of functional language behaviour to devise a time-cost analysis of synthetic workloads
that will make sensible approximations in the presence of non-strictness, sharing, and
paraRel evaluation. We then intend to use the results of the analysis to investigate the
utility of the improved information for scheduling purposes.
Finally, given that even the best compile-time analysis cannot be expected to have
detailed knowledge of run-time inputs to the workload, we aim to develop and test a
number of heuristics for making the use of time-cost information more reliable.
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C o n tr ib u tio n s o f t h e W ork
In realising the goals stated above, the following contributions are made to research in
parallel implementations of functional programming languages;
• We develop a method for rapidly constructing well-defined, low-level workloads
with which to stimulate experimental architectures.
• Time-cost anedysis of workloads in the presence of sharing semantics is explored.
We are able to comment on the suitability of this analysis for improving scheduling
algorithms, and consequently the efficiency of program execution.
• Scheduling algorithms for use with the chosen patraUel architecture are designed
and tested.
• The experiments conducted with scheduling algorithms and synthetic workloads
enable us to quantify the Tninimum acceptable workload granularity for efficient
parallel execution of functional programs to be achieved on our chosen circhitecture.
• A technique for profiling lazy functional programs is implemented. We use the
resulting profiler to cheiracterise real functional workloads in order to construct
realistic synthetic workloads. We demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of two
different types of profiling tool in this context.

O v e r v ie w o f t h e T h e s is
The main topics of this research are the design and stnalysis of synthetic functional
workloads, and their use in developing new scheduling strategies for the DIGRESS parallel
architecture. In Chapter 1 we provide a general background to current research topics
in functional programming. We also discuss parallel architectures and to the way in
which parallelism within functional programs is identified and managed. In Chapter 2
the discussion concentrates on the topics of simulating experimental computer systems
and their workloads. Methods commonly employed to record the results of the associated
experiments are also explored in this chapter.
In Chapter 3, we develop a workload description language called Paragon which will
be used to provide synthetic workloads that model key features of the behaviour of real,
lazy functional programs. The Paragon language forms the basis for much of the work
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in the remaining parts of the thesis. In Chapter 4 we provide evidence that Paragon
workloads perform as expected and demonstrate examples of synthetic workloads that
behave in a similar manner to a number of common functional language constructs. A
prohhng tool for higher-order, lazy functional languages was developed to support this
work, the implementation details of which are presented in Appendix C.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the theory of analysing lazy workloads at compile-time. We
start with a small subset of the Paragon language which bans lazy evaluation and move
towards an cdmost complete subset where laziness is tackled by a series of transformations
on the original program graph. In Chapter 6 a number of dynamic scheduHng algorithms
are presented. These are related to existing algorithms and improvements are depicted
graphically. Finally, in Chapter 7 the work is reviewed and conclusions are drawn.
At the conclusion of each chapter, a summary is given, including proposals for further
work where appropriate. The proposals are reiterated, briefly, in the review of Chapter 7.
Related work is discussed in the introductory chapters and in the introductions to each
major section of the thesis. A summary of related work with references to the more
complete discussions is given in Chapter 7,
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C hapter 1

B ackground
To put our research into context, and to explain some of the terms used in the intro
duction, this chapter provides a brief description of the sort of research that is currently
being conducted in connection with functional languages. General purpose parallel ar
chitectures and circhitectures constructed specifically for executing functional programs
are also discussed. In the fined part of the chapter, we deal with methods for identifying
and managing paraUehsm within functioned programs.

1.1

R e se a r c h T o p ic s for F u n c tio n a l L a n g u a g es

Research into functional programming languages can be arreinged into a number of broad
categories such as language design, program analysis, functional language implementa
tion, and programmer support. The work reported in this thesis is related to all four of
these categories.

1.1.1

Language D esign

There are mciny functional languages in existence and yet more currently in development.
Some of the earher languages were constructed primarily to learn about the nature of
functional languages per se and to experiment with compilation techniques (e.g. Ponder
[Fai85] and FP [Bac78]). Other languages such as ML [MCP93, HMM86 , Wik87] and
Haskell [HPJW"''91] have been designed more with the end-user in mind, but have also
been the subject of vast amounts of theoretical research. Haskell is the most recent of
the large functional languages and its design is stiU incomplete at the time of writing. Its
main innovation is a genered purpose overloading mechanism [HPJW+91, NS91, Ber92]
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which allows the same function name to be re-used for different types of input, with the
support of a meta-type (or class) mechanism [HB91]. Novel features, such as functional
arrays [HS85] have also been included into the Haskell definition.
It has long been recognised that functional languages are both elegant and concise.
This is pcirtly due to the nature of the lambda calculus on which functional languages are
based and partly due to the efforts of language designers to ‘sugar’ the lambda calculus.
For example, the foUowing notational style is typically used to construct a list of values
related by generator functions and constraints:
C (x , y) I

X

<- o r d in a te s, y = f x , 0 <= x <= 20 ]

This expression describes a list of coordinate pairs (z, y), based on the equation y = /( z ) .
The expression very closely resembles the mathematical set notation
{ (z ,y ) I z G X , y = /( z ) , 0 < z < 20 }
for the set of ordinates, X .
The above is an example of a design feature which aids programming ‘in the small’.
Another aspect of language design is the consideration of programming ‘in the large’;
i.e. large scale issues such as the management of program modules and their associated
interfaces. Both the ML emd Haskell design committees have paid much attention to this,
in order to meike the lemguages attractive for serious software development employing
teams of prograunmers.
For our reseairch we are concerned primarily with the behaviour of functional prograuns
at run-time rather than their high-level descriptions. When a program is compiled aind
executed it becomes a workload. The programming languages mentioned above are all
used to provide semantic descriptions of the workload. Later (in Chapter 3) a language is
developed which aiims to provide pragmatic descriptions of workloads, paying no attention
to their semantics. These will then be used in place of real functionad workloads to drive
our experiments.

1.1.2

Program A nalysis and Transformation

There aire potentiadly unlimited ways in which computer prograims can be amalysed. Func
tional prograims are especially amenable to analysis because of their mathematical basis
[FH88]. Some examples of anailyses that cam be performed on functional programs aire:
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S trictn ess an alysis We attempt to discover which arguments of a function are defi
nitely going to be required when the function is executed [CPJ85, HY 86 , JL89b,
DW89]. This can improve efficiency because closures do not have to be constructed
to represent the arguments in their unevaluated state [Myc81]. Strictness informa
tion is also important for obtaining parallelism (see Section 1.3, below).
T im e-co m p lex ity a n alysis Predictions of the algorithmic complexity of a program
[BH89, Le 85, Le 88 , Ros89, San90, Wad88 , Weg75] can help to determine the
success or failure of a program transformation that was meant to improve efficiency.
Also, if a measure of the absolute costs of the sub-components of a program can
be determined then parallel execution can be made more efficient [Mah90] (see
Chapter 6 ).
Sharing an alysis Knowing whether or not the result of a computation is shared [Gol87]
allows a compiler to optimise the object code for a program [BPJR 88 , FW87].
Knowledge of sharing properties can also be used to improve garbage collectors
[Hud86]. We use sharing information in Chapter 5 to improve the quality of infor
mation derived from a time-cost analysis.
P artial evalu ation A functional program which takes no run-time input can be eval
uated in full at compile-time. Most functional programs do, however, read input
at run-time but portions of many programs cein be isolated from run-time input
and

Ccin

often be evaluated by the compiler [BHY89, HG84, Lau91, HS92, NN89,

WCRS91].
And there are many others. The anctlyses most relevant to this thesis are those for timecomplexity and shciring. A time-cost analysis for the synthetic workload language of
Chapter 3 is developed in Chapter 5. This cinalysis takes sharing into account and the
results cire used to test dynamic scheduling algorithms of Chapter 6 . We shall develop a
number of workloads in Chapter 6 which correspond to workloads generated by functional
language compilers. They represent the final output of the compiler and it is assumed
that no further transformations take place.
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Parallélisation

Hardware
design

Theory

Figure 1.1: Four aspects of functional language implementation.

1.1 .3

F u n ctio n a l L an gu age I m p le m e n ta tio n

Figure 1.1 shows the relationships between four aspects of functioned language imple
mentation. In this thesis we axe mainly concerned with the aspect of parallélisation and,
more specifically, the development of run-time strategies for improving the efficiency of
parallel execution. The remaining aspects of theory, compiler technology, and hardware
design under-pin the work on parallélisation. For our research we shall be using a newly
designed architecture, based on a network of distributed workstations. To illustrate the
context of the work, we shall examine a number of hardware configurations used for the
execution of functional programs in Section 1.2. Methods for exploiting paraUehsm axe
presented in Section 1.3.
1 .1.4

S u p p o rt for F u n ctio n a l P ro g ra m m ers

Until recently, programmer support for functional languages was a poorly considered
area. Fax more effort has been expended on language design and compilation than has
been apportioned for user support. W ith language maturity, however, comes the desire
to improve the environment in which the language is used. Here, we look briefly at the
issues of debugging and profihng.
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D e b u g g in g

Unlike imperative languages where it is possible to insert ‘print’ statements to foUow
the actions of the program, functional languages are side-effect free and produce all of
their output as the result of the whole program. An attempt to add side-effect output
to functioned programs in a referentiaUy transparent manner was made in [PC90] but
quickly abandoned because of the difficulty in interpreting the lazily generated output.
It is often the case that the side-effect style of output bears scant resemblance to the
order envisaged by the programmer because of the evaluation order imposed by Icizy
evaluation semantics [HHO90].
Another example of a debugging tool is that of [H085] which provides a method for
transforming a functional program into an equivalent program which carries debugging
information in the form of shadow variables. Using this, traces of the execution can be
constructed and examined on completion of the whole program or when breakpoints are
reached. This work also suggests the use of an interactive environment in which functions
cm be redefined and tested m arbitrary number of times. An interactive environment is
offered by many modem functional language compilers. The Standard ML of New Jersey
compiler [TD90] and the Haskell [HPJW'^91] compilers from the universities of Yale and
Chalmers are now packaged with facilities for intelligent progrzim editing, compiling,
execution, m d debugging via the GNU Emacs editor [Sta86].
More recently, algorithmic debugging has come to the fore [NF92]. Here, trace in
formation gathered for a program run is used to drive a question and answer session to
determine where an error might have occurred in the design of the algorithm. At each
stage, the user is presented with a portion of the caU-tree for the program, and the known
results at that stage, and has the option of descending further into the caU-tree if the
results are incorrect or moving back up the tree if expected results are found. In this
way, errors in the algorithm can be pin-pointed. The main problem with the technique
is the large volume of information presented to the user [HHO90].

P r o filin g

Profiling differs from debugging in that summaries of a program executions cire presented
to the programmer rather than intermediate results, or complete traces. TraditionaUy,
profilers report memory usage, execution times, and the number cind variety of function-
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calls made (e.g. [GKM82]). For higher-order, Icizy functioned languages there are many
problems associated with profiling. Consider, for instance, the possibility that a computa
tion is described within the definition of one function,

but at run-time is evaluated by

another function, B , (a very common occurrence under lazy evaluation). We must decide
whether the function-calls, memory-usage, and time taken to execute the stray compu
tation should be attributed to >1 or 5 [CPC91]. Higher-order languages cause problems
for profiler implementation because it is not known at compile-time which function is to
be czdled when higher-order variables are used [ADM 88].
Currently, research into profiling functional Ismguages is particularly active.

At

present, even the interface which allows the program m er to specify what is to be profiled
has not reached a steady state. The profiler of [SPJ92] chooses to annotate individual
expressions in the source code (in a manner sim ilar to that of [PC90]) while that of
[CPC91] chooses to profile on function boundaries, reporting on functions whose names
are specified directly to the compiler. Both of these profilers report their measurements in
close correspondence to the source code (i.e. for the above example the cost of executing
the stray expression is attributed to function A).
The work by Runciman and Wakeling [RW90, RW92] has paid close attention to the
study of memory usage, making a clear distinction between the functions which produce
data objects and the constructor functions which define the shape of the objects. Also,
for the example above, the memory used by the stray expression is reported according
to the locality of its execution, thus attributing the memory usage to function B.
It is clear that much further work is required to standardise functional language
profilers, and to bring together the innovations that have been developed separately at
disparate research sites.
Profiling tools have an obvious use for the construction of synthetic workloads: we
wish to ensure that the pragmatic descriptions specified are equivcdent to those generated
by real functional progrzims. This is demonstrated in Chapter 4 and implementation
details for the profiler described in [CPC91] are given in Appendix C.

1.2

P a r a lle l A r c h ite c tu r e s

In order to experiment with the execution of functional programs in parallel it is first
necessary to choose a suitable architecture on which to base the research. Parallel com
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putations may belong to either of the following categories:
P rocess-p arallel — a MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) architecture is re
quired. Programs are decomposed into separate tasks whose control flow is mutually
independent. Data dependencies may exist between tasks which imply synchroni
sations, but the execution of separate tasks is otherwise independent.
D ata-p arallel — a SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) architecture is required.
In this case, complex data structures provide the vehicle for parallelism. A sin
gle instruction is applied simultaneously to a subset of the components of a data
structure [HS86 ].
For certain specied purpose parallel computations there is the possibility of using more
exotic hardware such as systohc arrays and associative memory which implement fixed
algorithms on data whose structure is pre defined [QD84]. For the most part the work
of this thesis is concerned with MIMD paredlel architectures.

1.2.1

G eneral P urpose Hardware

There are now many examples of generzil purpose parallel machines, réinging from multi
processor workstations, for which individual programs have little or no control over the
exploitation of parallelism, up to the large vector processing machines such as the Cray
X-MP, software for which requires extensive vectorisation work [BH92]. Functional lan
guage implementations have been reported for the Intel iPSC hypercube [GH86 , G0I88]
and for transputers [Bur90a, KLB91, GWW89, SK84, MS90, MS87, BBC'*'90].

1.2.2

Special P urpose Functional Language R ed u ction M achines

In the 1950s and 1960s, high level languages were developed in response to a crisis in
software construction (e.g. Lisp (1959), Fortran (1954-57), Cobol (1959-60), and Algol
(1958-68) [Bar88 , Wex81]). From then until the present day new languages have been
constructed to solve different classes of problems. The primary purpose of the earliest
high-level languages was to replace assembly language programming. Consequently, these
languages encourage programmers to express eilgorithms in an imperative style which is
similar to that of assembly code because compilers can more easily construct efficient
assembly progrzims when the high level imperative source program behaves in a similcir
manner to the target program.
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Functional programs pose new problems for compiler writers because they provide
new facilities such as higher-order functions, delayed evaluation, and sharing seman
tics. At the same time, functioned languages ban many of the features traditionally
found in imperative languages such as assignment statements. The task of mapping lazy,
higher-order functional languages to a machine language instruction set that is inherently
imperative can therefore be complex and subject to inefficiency. A popular solution has
been to construct special purpose hardware whose low level instruction sets cire targeted
towards the requirements of functional languages so that the mapping from high level
functional language to machine level code is simplified. Examples of special purpose
architectures are described below.

T h e S K IM R ed u ctio n M ach ine
The SKIM reduction machine [CGMN80] (and later, SKIM II [SCN84]) is an example
of a SISD processor. It is not a parallel machine but is one of the earhest attempts
to build specialised hardware for functional languages. It was designed at Cambridge
following Turner’s idea [Tur79] that S, K , and I combinators could be used as a low
level representation of functional programs. The operations of a small set of combinators
are microcoded into the hardware so that the machine language has applicative charac
teristics and is more suitable for the execution of functional programs than traditional
hardware. Further optimisations centre on the way that memory is organised. Each
memory cell contains a head and a tail pzirt, which provides a natural data structure for
functional language implementation, and a single bit that is used for garbage collection
(a single bit is sufficient for mark/ scan and one-bit reference count garbage collectors
[Coh81]).

NORMA
The NORMA reduction machine [Sch86 ] is similar in nature to SKIM. It is a SISD
architecture with specially configured memory to support data structures (all memory
cells contain head and tad fields), garbage collection, and graph reduction techniques
such as pointer reversal [CPJ86 , PJ87b]. The machine is microprogrammable and the
initial graph reduction implementation is based on extended Turner combinators. A
novel feature of this architecture is that special hardwgire is provided to inspect status
(or tag) bits in the memory cells to determine the next operation to be performed on
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the graph. Traditionally, this testing imposes a significant overhead on graph reduction
[PJ87a].

COBW EB

The COBWEB architecture [HOS85, AHK^87, BBK87] is designed to utilise the VLSI
fabrication technique of wafer-scale integration. Normally, many identical integrated cir
cuits are constructed on a single wafer and separated, tested, and packaged as individual
components. With wafer-scale technology, the separation does not take place: proces
sors constructed on a wafer remain in their original configuration and the whole wafer
is used as a fine-grained parallel machine. The COBWEB reduction mechanism uses
variable-sized tokens to encode function definitions, and final and intermediate results of
reduction.

A lic e a n d F la g sh ip

The Ahce project [DR81, CFR 86] concentrated on the implicit parallelism within declar
ative programming languages. Programs are represented as a graph where each node is
a packet containing a function applied to a vector of arguments. The packets are aug
mented with a number of status entries which determine how they are to be executed.
The architecture consists of a complex interconnection (switching) network attached to
a number of processing agents. The system is controlled by a central, shared processor
responsible for the distribution of work between processing agents. A prototype Alice
was implemented using trzmsputer chips microcoded in Occam; the intention was to move
to custom designed processors at a later stage.
The Alice project was later superseded by the Flagship project [WWW+ 88 , WW87b,
Det 86 ].

This was also influenced by the Manchester Dataflow Computer [GKW85,

Gur85], cin architecture designed for the paredlel evaluation of data-driven computa
tions. Flagship continues to use the packet-based representation of functional programs
designed for Alice but the hardware is modified so that memory is closely coupled to the
processing elements in order to reduce the bottleneck of the interconnecting switching
network. The Flagship hardware is designed to execute progrcuns written in a number of
different styles including functional, dataflow, and logic languages.
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T h e G R I P M u ltip r o c e s s o r

The GRIP architecture [PJCSH87] was designed at University College London. It consists
of a number of parallel processing elements, each with a small amount of local memory,
and a number of intelligent memory units (IMUs), closely coupled via a futurebus in
terface. A GRIP machine consists of a number of boards, each of which contains four
processing elements and a single IMU. Fast communication is achieved between the units
of a single board via an internal bus. The IMUs are the main innovation of GRIP; rather
than limiting memory operations to data storage and retrieval, the units are microcoded
to perform high level tasks such as graph manipulation. This leads to interesting design
decisions regarding the balance of intelligence between processing elements and IMUs.

M a c h in e à R é d u c tio n S y m b o liq u e (M a R S )

The MaRS project [CCC"^88] combines many of the features of the architectures listed
above. Like SKIM it uses a combinatorial machine language; like Alice it employs a
tightly coupled interconnection network; and like GRIP the machine contains a num
ber of memory processors which are intelligent enough to carry out dynamic allocation
and garbage collection activities. The processing and memory nodes communicate via
message passing. MaRS therefore resembles a distributed memory architecture.

1.2.3

G auging th e Success o f Special P u rp ose Hardware

The special purpose graph reduction machines listed above have all been used as the basis
for advanced research into graph reduction techniques (e.g. [Rob89, WW87b, HPJ91,
HPJ92]). The GRIP multiprocessor, now at Glasgow, has even been made avedlable
to the wider research community for the parallel execution of experimental programs
[HPJ90].
However, none of the machines have been adopted by a major manufacturer for mass
production. There are meiny reasons for this, one of which is that it is time consuming
(and therefore expensive) to adapt existing appHcations to run on the new hcirdware.
Gradual evolution is preferable to sudden changes and is the reason that C is able to
replace Fortran as the most widely used, general purpose, computer language. Many of
the original Fortran libraries were easily converted to C and in some cases C and Fortran
may be interfaced together so that the original libraries can be used without modification.
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The move to specialised hardware is drastic and, imsurprisingly, is not well received by
end users.

1.2.4

N etw orked Processors

Another type of parallel architecture is a set of processors loosely-coupled via a local
area network (LAN). This is an interesting area because many educational, commercial,
and industrial sites possess large numbers of processors connected via LAlNs, primarily
because the connectivity sdlows physical resources such as file servers and printers to
be shared between the processors. LANs also provide general com m unications facilities
between the processors allowing, for example, a user process to be executed on a remote
processor while another process is executed on the local processor. This is coarse grained
parallelism requiring careful management of communications overheads.
Networks of workstations have been used to emulate parallel machines. For exam
ple, the DAPS project [Hud84, HG84] used workstations to emulate the topology of a
special purpose hardware design. The DIGRESS project [Cla92a], whose LAN-based
architecture is described in Chapter 3, moves beyond emulation towards using a network
of workstations as a real parallel machine. Research effort is thus expended to optimise
program execution for the network of workstations rather than for the machine being
emulated by the network. One of the DIGRESS project’s aims is to utilise idle worksta
tions (especially overnight) for applications that would otherwise require access to large
médnframe or supercomputer facilities.
Communication across local area networks is slow in comparison to tightly coupled
parallel processing. Moreover, errors in transmission may occur and, for general purpose
LANs, there will be other traffic using up the available bandwidth. Latency periods are
therefore less predictable than for bus-bound communication. However, the advantage of
gaining large scale parallel processing virtually for free is attractive enough to encourage
further research.
Much of this thesis is concerned with the provision of synthetic, functional language
workloads. These allow the issues raised by high and unpredictable latency to be explored
in a systematic manner.
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1.3

T h e Id e n tific a tio n a n d M a n a g e m e n t o f P a r a lle lis m

Given that fhnctional programmers may be unaware of the low-level aspects of program
execution, it is evident that support must be provided by the compiler and possibly some
run-time system code to identify parallelism. It has been noted that to achieve reasonable
speed-ups on parallel processors, parallel algorithms should be employed [Bus87, Roe89,
HPJ92]. To supplement algorithmic parallelism, a great deal of research has been directed
towards attempting to extract implicit parallelism &om functioned programs via methods
such as strictness analysis (e.g. [CPJ85, HY 86 , BH 86 , WH87, JL89b, DW89, Wad87b,
Hun90, Noc90, Jen91, etc]).
Irrespective of how parallelism is obtained from functional programs, another inter
esting and challenging problem is how to map the resulting threads of execution onto the
available processing elements. Unlike more general problems such as the analysis and
trcinsformation of functioned programs, the mapping issue is very closely related to the
underlying architecture. There is a likelihood that different behaviour will be obtained
when different architectures are studied. It is essentied, therefore, for implementors of
functional systems to develop a thorough understanding of the way that parallel func
tional programs interact with specific architectures.

1.3.1

Identifying Parallelism by H and

One of the simplest techniques for identifying parallelism within a functional program is to
use annotations and functions with special parallel evaluation properties [Bur84, HPJ92,
Kel87, Roe89, PJ89]. This places the onus directly on programmers to find the parallelism
within programs. We have already mentioned in Section 1.1.4 that the behaviour of
functional programs is often counter-intuitive for many programmers. Therefore, explicit
specification of parallel activity can be very difficult to get right [Cla93j.

1.3.2

U sing Strictness A nalysis to O btain Parallelism in Lazy Func
tional Languages

In parallel implementations of lazy functional languages, strictness information plays a
large part in determining when pzirallel evaluation can take place [CPJ85]. Strictness
information specifies that a value wiU definitely be required at some time in the future
and thus allows the lazy, demand-driven evaluation mechanism to be short-circuited.
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This improves the efficiency of graph reduction because fewer closures are required to
represent unevaluated objects. It also aids parallelism. All of the strict arguments of
a function czm be evaluated in advance of (or concurrently with) the evaluation of the
function itself and, because referential transparency ensures that the arguments can be
evaluated in any order, they can be evaluated in parallel with each other.
Modem strictness analysis techniques are able to approximate the extent to which
non-flat data stmctures such as lists can be evaluated strictly [JL89b, Wad87b]. List
structures Eire heavily used in functional programming, hence it is useful to classify their
strictness properties as accurately as possible, e.g.:
• A function which needs to inspect the contents of every list cell that it visits is said
to be head strict in that list.
• A function which needs to inspect the whole list structure (but not necessarily the
contents of the cells) is said to be tail strict.
• A function is hyper-strict in its argument if every sub component of the argument is
to be evaluated in full (this definition applies to all types of a structured arguments,
not just lists).
The hyper-strictness property is especially useful for parallelising progreims which employ
pipelines of functions of the form (/n (/n -i(' • - fi(H st) ■■•)))• If the functions f i ...f n
are executed lazily then a large aunount of synchronisation takes place because every
component of the result is demanded individually and calculated only upon receipt of
the demand [PJ87b]. The demands must pass aU the way along the pipeline before the
intermediate results can be calculated and passed back. If the values are hyper-strict
then the functions can execute more efficiently in parallel because the calculation of the
whole structure begins immediately at each stage of the pipeline (see Section 4.6.3).
There are, of course, many applications for which these simple classifications are
insufficient and it is often possible to build a more complete strictness profile of complex
data structures [HW87, JL89b]. Recent innovations using projections [WH87, DW89,
Hun90] (based on continuations [Hug87a]) are leading to a better understanding of the
problem cind better classifications.
Most strictness analysis techniques are based on abstract interpretation [FH88 , Chap
ter 20 ] or projection analysis^ over finite domains. Unfortunately many recursive data
^Interesting com parisons between the two m ethods are given in [Bur90b] and [DW90] (and an alter-
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structures can only be described by infinite domains and therefore approximations have
to be made. The situation can be improved, however, if contextuzJ information is taken
into account at run-time. Bum proposed evaluation transformers [Bur87, Bur90a, Bur91,
KLB91] which deal with non-flat data structures (speciflcally lists) and allow the strict
ness information held about an object to be improved at run-time when more is known
about its context.

1.3.3

Skeletons

One method of managing parallel behaviour is provided by skeletons [DFH^]. These are
predefined templates with well-defined function semantics and also well-defined behaviour
for a range of parallel architectures. It is intended that programmers code with the
skeleton Hbrary in mind, expressing algorithms so that they correspond to the form of
one or more skeletons. The compiler knows about skeletons in advance and is able to
generate code for efficient pzuallel evaluation. Skeletons express notions such as pipelines
of processes, divide and conquer algorithms, and data-parallel operations [HS86].
For some skeletons, at least, a degree of knowledge of the underlying architecture is
required of the programmer in order to select the most appropriate skeleton. To ease
this, work is taking place to transform between skeletal forms [DFH"*"].

1.3.4

M anaging Parallelism by Scheduling, Load B alancing, and Parti
tioning

For programs to execute efficiently in parallel, both interprocess communications and the
amount of time that each, processor spends idle must be niinimised. A processor becomes
idle when it runs out of work and has either to sectrch for more work or to wait for work to
be sent, according to the chosen load balancing strategy. Work is supplied to processors
in the form of tasks.
The three topics of load balancing, partitioning, and scheduling are closely related: all
three are concerned with obtaining optimal execution times on parallel machines. Load
balancing algorithms (e.g. [Hud84, Sar87]) attempt to ensure that every processor in a
parallel machine has an equal amount of work to perform at all times. Partitioning (e.g.
[G0I88 , HG85]) is the art of determining the subdivisions of a program to be executed as
native m ethod is proposed in [Noc90]).
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parallel tasks. Scheduling (e.g. [CK88 , Mah90, BBC'^QO, MS90, PJ89, HPJ92, KLB91])
is the ordering of run-time activities so that the most efficient behaviour is obtained.
Each of these can be managed statically, at compile-time, or dynamically, at run-time.
Typically, there is more information available at run-time with which to make educated
decisions, but at the sufferance of run-time overheads for the gathering, storage, and
analysis of the information. We deal with this problem in more detail in Chapter 6 .
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C hapter 2

Sim ulations and E xp erim en tal
Stim uli
Modelling and simulation are effective ways to explore both software and hardware de
sign spaces without having to commit resources to the construction of real prototypes
[RS92]. By simulating a system, researchers can enter into the experimental design cycle
shown in Figure 2.1 which leads to a better understanding of the problem before a real
implementation is attempted (e.g. [HOS85, AHK^87]). Booch states in [Boo91] that:
.. most software systems are highly unique, and therefore their developers have
only a restricted basis of experience from which to draw. ... the best we can do
during the design process is to take a stab at the design, step back and analyze it,
then return to the products of the design and make improvements based on our new
understanding.”
He suggests that the process is repeated until confidence in a correct, complete design
is achieved, and describes the whole cycle as round-trip gestalt design. Models allow the
initial iterations of the design cycle to take place more quickly because it is possible to
simplify the problem and to experiment with successively larger subsets of the finzd system
as experience is gained. Furthermore, models can be distorted in many ways and made
to perform beyond the current capabihties of real implementations. This enables the
design space to be explored far more comprehensively than would otherwise be possible.
This chapter explores three aspects of experimentation:
1 . techniques for simulation [CS89],
2 . the generation of experimental stimuli (or workloads), and
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Figure 2 .1 : Using a simulation to simplify design and experimentation.

3. the monitoring of experiments.
For the investigations into dynamic scheduling techniques presented in Chapter 6 , we re
quire workloads that typify higher-order, lazy functional programs. We therefore examine
the techniques for generating workloads in the context of experimenting with functional
language systems. In the section on workload monitoring, particular attention is paid to
the way in which different classes of experimenters interpret the activities of functional
programs.

2.1

S im u la tio n s o f C o m p u te r S y s te m s

In this thesis we are interested in the use of distributed computer systems, specifically
for executing functional programs in parallel. A computer system can be simulated at
several different levels of abstraction according to which of its characteristics are to be
studied. Figure 2.2 shows four components of a distributed computer system, which can
be analytically modelled, simulated in software, or implemented in full.
For a given system configuration we may wish to study the effects of different classes of
workloads. In this example it may be best just to synthesise the workloads and to execute
a simplified abstract model of computation on the target hardware. Alternatively, if the
effects of altering the configuration of the machine are to be studied (e.g. by altering
the interprocessor communications infrastructure) then it might be better to simulate
the hardware components. There are many reasons for modelling a computer system,
including:
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Figure 2.2: Four components of a simulated distributed system.

1. To develop a general understanding of how a proposed system configuration will
behave prior to its construction (e.g. [WWW"'"88]).
2. To debug a real system. The system is implemented in full but is known to be
problematic. An ideahsed mathematical model is constructed so that the actual
behaviour of the real system can be compared with its expected behaviour. The
behavioural model can then be tuned until the observed and expected behaviour
are coincident. At this point the functionahty of the real system is fully described
[Bat88].
3. To allow the system to be monitored without affecting its behaviour. It is well
known th at as soon as measurement probes are attached to a real system then its
behaviour changes. By modelling the whole system, performance measurements can
be isolated more easily from the execution peirt of the model. A good example of this
is Hudak’s diffused combinator experiment [HG84] where an emulation, originally
using a network of workstations, had to be simulated because time-stamping and
statistics gathering had too great an effect on the execution profile.
4. To investigate the effect of using an arbitrary number of parallel processing el
ements.

A simulation is not limited by the availability of physical processors.
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Therefore, theoretical experiments can be executed with any size of machine (e.g.
see [Des89]).
Traditionally, analytical models have been seen as a cost effective way of evaluating
computer systems [HL84] but, recently, simulations have become more common because
computer time is less expensive. Also, simulations can form the basis of experiments for
which the equivalent analytical representation is intractable.
The remainder of this section discusses four common techniques used to simulate
computer systems and how the above goals are achieved. The discussion provides a basis
for deciding the most appropriate form of modelling for our proposed experiments with
dynamic scheduling techniques.

2.1.1

Behavioural M odelling

A behavioural model is a mathematical description of the expected activity in a system. A
simple example of a behavioural model can be found in a parser for a computer Icinguage.
Here, behaviour equates to syntax, and the behavioural model is a set of synteix rules
which describe the greimmar of the language. If a progreun contains an error then the
parser detects a deviation from the underlying model and is able to analyse the problem
cind report a sensible error message to the programmer. This model is easily described
by a finite state automaton (FSA) that accepts only those input streams which conform
to a regular expression corresponding to the grammar [ASU86 ].
Although finite state automata do not have the computing power of Turing Machines,
they can be used to verify an implementation of a Turing Machine given a suitable set
of state trcinsition rules (a behavioural model). The input to the FSA includes all read
accesses that the Turing Machine makes to its memory. For example, the actions of a
sequential Four Stroke Reduction Engine implementation can be described by a simple
FSA [CPJ86 ]. Theoretically the reduction engine has unbounded memory in which the
program graph is stored, but there are a finite number of reduction actions. The choice
of which action to execute next is partially governed by the contents of the graph so
the graph state must form part of the input to the FSA. An FSA cannot replace the
reduction engine because it has no ability to make updates to the graph. It can, however,
verify the choice of reduction action at each stage of the execution.
The above technique is described in [Bat87a] where an implementation of a computer
system is executed and compared to a behavioural model. Again, deviations from the
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underlying mathematical model can be anadysed and the results used to debug the im
plementation. For parallel systems the situation is not quite so straightforward. The
execution may still be deterministic but the execution sequences are partially ordered.
Therefore a simple FSA is insufficient to describe the behaviour. In [Bat87b], Bates
addresses this problem with the use of shuffle automata which are an extended form of
FSA, able to cope with partial orderings.

2.1.2

S toch astic Sim ulation

A stochastic simulation is also based on a mathematical model of the system under inves
tigation and relies on a sequence of pseudo-random numbers to determine the run-time
behaviour. The components of the system are represented by (stochastic) functions and
the stimuli for independent components zue provided by independent random vztriables.
Typically, the ‘computational model’ component of Figure 2.2 is simulated by a set of
mathematical relations and the ‘processing elements’ component is simulated by a queu
ing model (e.g. [EL86 ]); this is a hybrid simulation [Mac87], combining experimental cind
anzJytic techniques.
For this type of simulation it is important [Jai91] that the sequence of pseudo random
numbers used to drive the experiments have the following properties:
1 . For a given experiment, the random sequence must have a sufficiently long period

of non-repeating numbers.
2 . Consecutive numbers in the random sequence must be sufficiently independent so

that the correlation between consecutive numbers is small. For example, it should
not be possible to state boundary conditions for a number given the preceding list
of numbers.
3. The distribution of the whole sequence must be sufficiently uniform.
4. The generating algorithm should be efficient.
It is recognised that many of the random number generators supplied as part of the
libraries of proprietary machines are deficient in one or more of the above properties
[Rip87]. It is sometimes necessary to construct a special purpose generator for stochastic
experimentation.
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As for the analytical model, it is necessary to characterise the components of the
simulated system very carefully. [Sve90] argues that the common practice of assuming
statistical independence between random variables is often not justifiable. For example,
if a workstation provides virtual memory facilities, the number of page swaps performed
(which limits the useful processing time available to user processes and increases the
amount of local disc I/O ) is closely related to the individual memory requirements of
workloads running on the workstation. Such dependencies should be refiected in the
stochastic model which describes the loading of the system.
Examples where stochastic simulation is used include the identification of bottle
necks in networked computer systems [Jai91, p«irt VI] and for experimenting with fault
tolerance (e.g. [Puc90, BKA90]).

2.1.3

Tim e-driven and E vent-driven Sim ulations

The processing elements of a distributed computer system can be simulated by timedriven or event-driven processes. By time-sHcing the activity of the processes, a single
simulation program is able to represent the operation of an arbitrary number of paral
lel processing elements. Large simulations are likely to require a correspondingly large
cimoimt of processing time. Therefore, they are ideal candidates for execution on multi
processor machines [RS92]. This should not, however, be confused with emulation tech
niques (see Section 2.1,4) which attempt to match the pairallel execution of the model
with the parallel execution of the machine being modelled.
In a simulated system, an event is defined to be a change of state in the system. By
chciracterising a system in terms of its state changes, a simulation can be constructed as
a set of atomic events which represent those changes. The events are then scheduled so
that their behaviour is representative of the parallel system as a whole.
For tim e-d riv en simulation, experiments are divided into equal time periods. At
each clock tick of the simulated machine a new system state is calculated from the
existing state. A simulated parallel computer system, for example, can be represented
as a network of functional units whose state is defined by a collection of time-stamped
packets, P^, (also known as tokens) travelling between the units. These will contain
workload descriptions and other information required by the chosen computational model.
Figure 2.3 illustrates a single functional unit, P . The global clock-time for the whole
simulation is given by Tgim and the incoming token P,- is time-stamped with the time.
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time = Ti

F(Pi)
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time = T,im + Ap

when T,im > T{
Figure 2.3: A single node in a time-driven simulation network.

Tj, at which it was created. When

> Ti, the token can be processed by F and a

response F{Pi) is output. The time-stamp for F{Pi) is set to Tgim + A p where A f is
the simulated time for F to perform its function. When aU such functional units in the
simulation have been visited, the next clock tick occurs cind the process repeats.
In an ev en t-d riv en simulation of a distributed computer network, each processing
element, PEi, has a current time, T,-, and a Hst of events, {Eij), whose execution is
pending. In this example we shall denote the time required to execute cin event E{j by
A ij and define B to be the set of all processing elements whose list of pending events is
non-empty.
A single step of the simulation proceeds as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The simulator
chooses the processing element PE{ with the earliest current time, Ti, i.e. such that
Ti < Tj for cdl P E j E B . The event En is removed from the head of P E iS list of pending

events and is executed. Ti is then incremented by A*i. The occurrence of cin event may
cause other events to be inserted into the event lists of the same or another processing
element. Therefore, the set B is redefined after each event is executed. The position
at which a new event is inserted into a list is governed by the time stamps of the new
event and of the events already in the list. Execution of events proceeds until the last
remaining event is complete and aU pending event lists eue empty.

2.1.4

Em ulation

Simulation requires a considerable amount of work to ensure that the simplified descrip
tion of the system being modelled is sufficiently accurate. An alternative method of
synthesising a system is to emulate it using resources whose operations approximate
those of the real system. For example, it is common for transputer networks (e.g. the
emulation of [GWW89]) or workstations connected via local area networks (e.g. [HG84])
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Figure 2.4: Event-driven simulation.

to be used to emulate a target distributed architecture. Real inter-processor communica
tions are used, thereby alleviating the problem of modelling the hardware cheiracteristics.
Components of the emulator are mapped as closely as possible to components of the real
system. This corresponds to emulating the 'hardware/ network infrastructure’ component
of Figure 2.2.
Another level of emulation is to utilise the real target hardware and to emulate the
‘abstract machine’ component of Figure 2 .2 . The advantage of using the target envi
ronment is that experiments are subject to the external influences experienced by the
reed system. For example, to emulate the hardware of a time-sharing system, assump
tions would have to be made about competing processes. By emulating at the abstract
machine level only, real processes will be competing with the experiment.
The processing elements of a hardware or abstract machine emulator differ signifi
cantly from those of the stochastic simulation described in Section 2 .1 .2 . For the emu
lator, processing elements are driven by executable workloads in a similar manner to a
real implementation. This is in contrast to the abstract mathematical functions used to
drive the stochastic simulation.
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2.1.5

D iscussion

A number of methods for simulating computer systems have been outlined in this section.
Of these, one is to be chosen for conducting experiments on dynamic scheduling tech
niques for loosely-coupled, parallel graph reduction. Now, the DIGRESS system under
active development at University College London and Athena Systems Designs [Cla92a]
provides the infrastructure necessary to construct a real distributed processing system
using loosely-coupled workstations. Given that we already have a prototype of the target
Eirchitecture on which the final dynamic scheduling algorithms are to be employed, the
method of emulation seems the most appropriate for exploiting our available resources. A
significant advantage of utilising the prototype DIGRESS architecture is that the design
of the prototype itself can be evaluated simultaneously with the scheduling edgorithms.
This fits in well with the idea of the iterative design process mentioned at the beginning
of the chapter.
Returning to the terminology of Figure 2.2, the chosen experimental framework wiU
use a real network infrastructure and real processing elements. The emulation wiU be of
the computational model. By using the prototype DIGRESS system, we avoid having to
characterise the hardware components mathematically.
It is expected that one of the major factors influencing the success or failure of a
scheduler (and, indeed, the whole graph reduction project) is the cost of sending mes
sages between processing elements. The costs experienced with an emulator built on
the target hardware will thus be identical to those experienced when the final system is
constructed. It will be important, therefore, that the speed and granularity of emulation
be very close to that of running a real system, otherwise the magnitude of communica
tions costs experienced with the emulation will be disproportionate. A useful coroUziry of
this observation is that we can use the emulator to discover the optimum granuleirity for
workloads. The real system can then be constructed with this in mind (see Chapter 6 ).
In the next section we discuss methods of generating workloads to experiment within
the proposed framework.

2 .2

G e n e r a tin g E x p e r im e n ta l W o rk lo a d s

In order to obtain valid results from an experiment, suitable and well considered stimuli
are required [JaiQl]. Given that one of the goals of our research is to find improved
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methods for executing lazy functional programs in parallel, we need to maJce a careful
examination of the nature of the workloads generated from functional programs. For dis
tributed memory parallel systems, functional programs are decomposed into weU defined
tasks which are executed individually as sequential threads of computation. A test work
load is therefore a collection of tasks which, individually, execute as sequential threads
and, in combination, perform the actions specified by a functional program.
In this section, three routes commonly used for generating test workloads for func
tional programming experiments are presented. In the discussion at the end of this
section we consider, for each route, the suitability of using the resulting workloads to
driving the proposed system emulation.

2 . 2 .1

H ig h -le v e l S o u r c e P r o g r a m s

It is common (especially in functional programming hterature) for a small set of highlevel programs to be used éis benchmarks for measuring the performcince of systems. The
following Eire examples of ubiquitous functioned language benchmark programs:
• n f ib calculates the nth number (for integers, n > 0) in the series: 1 , 1 , 3 ,5 , 9 ,. .. (a
VEiriation of the more famous Fibonacci series: 1 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,5 ,...) :
n fib : : num -> num
n f ib n = 1 ,
= 1 +n f ib ( n - l) +n f ib ( n - 2 ) ,

if n < 2
oth erw ise

• nqueens finds all possible solutions to placing n queens onto the squares of an n X n
chessboard such that no queen occupies the same row, column, or diagonal as any
other:
nqueens : : num -> num -> [[num]]
nqueens n 0
= [[]]
nqueens n (m+1 ) = [ q:qs | qs <- nqueens n m;
q <- [ 1 . . n ] ; s a fe 1 q qs ]
where
s a fe d q []
= True
s a fe d q (x :x s ) = q "= x &
abs (q -x ) "= d ft
sa fe (d+ 1 ) q xs
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• ta k is a tail recursive function whose three arguments are also calculated by recur
sive calls:
ta k : : num -> num ->
ta k x y z
= z,
= teik a b
where
a = ta k
b = ta k
c = ta k

num -> num
if y > x
c , o th e rw is e
( x - l,y ,z )
( y - i,z ,x )
( z - l,x ,y )

• p fa c calculates the factorial of a number (n! = p fa c n 1) using a parzdlel, recursive
algorithm:
p fa c : : num -> num -> num
p fa c n z = l ,
= n,
= p fa c n (mid+1) * p fa c mid z ,
where mid = (n + z ) d iv 2

if n < z
if n = z
o th e rw is e

• s o r t; any one of a num ber of sorting algorithm s, often utilising a divide and conquer
algorithm such as quicksort:
q s o r t : : [num] -> [num]
q s o r t []
= []
q s o r t (x :x s ) = q s o r t s m a lle r ++ [x] ++ q s o r t l a r g e r
where s m a lle r = f i l t e r (<x) xs
leurger = f i l t e r (>=x) xs
Most benchmark programs of this kind Eire described in ju st a few lines of code, using
a m odem functional language, and even relatively complex problems such as nqueens
require fewer than about ten lines. One failing w ith the use of small benchm arks is th a t,
individually, they each exercise lim ited aspects of the system under test. A nother failing
is th a t these programs are often fine grained. Tricks Eire required to experiment with
the effects of grEinulEirity, such as defining m ultiple copies of the same function, only one
of which is allowed to spawn pEirEdlel tasks (e.g. see [HPJ91]); or adding clauses to the
program which allow parEiUel execution to occur when a predefined threshold isreached
[LV91].
The use of larger, more realistic programs for benchmarking has begun to become
sHghtly more popular (see for example [RW92], [BH92], and [CC91]) but has still not
reached the m aturity exhibited by research into im perative language systems (for ex
ample, see [Luc92] where a climate model, electronic circuit simulation, and x-ray to
mography are used as test program s). There remains, however, a fundam ental problem
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with employing real programs. In order to make general statements about the behaviour
of a strategy for parallel execution, the behaviour of the test workloads should be fuUy
understood first. It is then possible to qualify the results of performance experiments by
describing the type of workload used, and limits beyond which desirable performance is
no longer obtained. Qualification is relatively trivial for the simple benchmark programs
hsted above biit not so straightforward for real programs that were originally constructed
for purposes other than benchmarking.
A good example of the problem of qualifying functional workloads is given by the
degree to which lazy evaluation affects run-time behaviour. In Chapter 6 it is shown that
laziness can have a profound effect on the accuracy of compUe-time predictions about a
workload. To gauge confidence in a prediction it may be useful to express how lazy a
program might be; perhaps in terms of the proportion of work shared or avoided due
to laziness. For large programs this is not trivial to assess. It is especicJly difficult
to characterise workloads when programs undergo transformations during compilation
because the behaviour of the resultant tasks may no longer correspond directly to the
original definitions.
[AHPJT91] provides an interesting example of a functional database program that
results in a more substantial workload whose parallel operations are relatively well un
derstood. However, this program was crafted specifically for benchmarking purposes eind
is by no mezins typical.

2.2.2

D eriving W orkloads from E xecution Traces

In between using high-level source programs and synthetic workloads (see Section 2.2.3)
as experimental stimuli is the technique of tracing real workloads [HL84, Sve90, Des89].
A trace is a record of every action performed during the execution of a real workload on
an existing computer system. The demands of the workload on the system are measured
(e.g. the number and size of disc reads, or the number of attempted accesses to cache
memory) but the response of the system need not be recorded. The trace is used during
the subsequent experiments to drive a simulation of a different computer system from
that on which the workload was originally executed. The demands of the trace wiU be
identical to those of the original execution but the responses of the simulated system wiU
differ from those of the real system.
This method is guaranteed to give realistic workloads and, because a trace can be a
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simplified representation of the original execution profile, it is amenable to straightfor
ward statistical anzilysis. However, traces still suffer from some of the problems associated
w ith real programs. Firstly, writing the original program to generate a trace is labour
intensive and altering a trace requires the source program to be re-w ritten and executed
again to construct a new trace from scratch. Secondly, for experiments based on the
pcirallel execution of functional programs, the problem of relating changes in the source
program to changes in the operation of the parallel tasks is persistent.
A further disadvantage of using traces is that they occupy a large amount of storage
space. This is likely to enforce a physical limit on the size and complexity of the workloads
that can be generated [Des89].

2.2.3

S yn th etic W orkloads

Reed workloads may contain more detédl than is necessary for the proposed experiments.
This involves a degree of unwanted complexity and, when measurement tools are added,
will inevitably increase the experimental execution time. This is in direct contravention
of the requirement given in Section 2.1.5 that the speed of the emulation is close to that
of the real system.
An alternative is to synthesise the workloads, thereby allowing the computational
model to be simplified and, it is to be hoped, providing more control over the speed
of execution. To make simplifications, the key factors of the real workloads must be
identified cind chciracterised. The choice of factors is heavily influenced by the primary
interests of the experimenter. It is prudent, therefore, to verify the behaviour of the model
against that of real workloads to demonstrate that the simplifications do not distort the
experimental results.
Synthetic workloads have meiny advantages over real workloads. For example, the
behaviour of a synthetic workload can be specified explicitly by definition (and is therefore
well understood) whereas a real workload may require complex retrospective einalysis
to determine its characteristic behaviour. Only those aspects of workloads which axe
relevant to the experiment need to be represented [CGS89] because the primary function
of a synthetic workload is to act as an experimental stimulus, not to process input data.
This frees the experimenter from the semantic complexity of real functional progrcims,
allowing her to focus, instead, on the pragmatic properties of the workload.
By simplifying the workload specification, compile-time analyses can be developed
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with greater ease than would be possible for real workloads. This is especially relevant
when the reed workload is a functional program which combines léizy evaluation with
higher-order function calls (e.g. see the work of [Les89b, LM91, NN89, San90]). Having
implemented a new analysis for synthetic workloads, experiments can be performed to
determine whether the improvement in the quality of information can be used to improve
execution times. If an improvement is observed then there is a strong case to argue for
developing an equivalent analysis for real workloads.
It is straightforward to construct a broad spectrum of well understood synthetic
workloads, each of which is only slightly different from its predecessor. This encourages
thorough experimentation with families of workloads in preference to using a number of
unrelated experimental stimuli. The construction of workload famihes is further enhanced
by making synthetic workloads scalable. It is then a trivial exercise to alter the grain
size of a modelled program in order to experiment on the effects of granuleirity. Also,
to minimise inter-processor communications in a distributed memory system the task
greinularity must be large [G0I88 , Mah92, PJ89]. Consequently, each task represents
many lines of source code. By employing a high-level description language, the effort
to describe the tasks of a synthetic workload will therefore be significcmtly less than
that for writing the equivcilent source code for reed workloads. This also means that
synthetic workload descriptions are far more compact than workloads based on traces of
real executions, allowing potentially unbounded computations to be specified in a finite
space.
For parallel functional programs, the size of tasks generated from a real program is
dependent on the partitioning algorithm. To change the granularity of real tasks would
therefore require the partitioning program to be re-written. We can use the performance
results obtained from experiments with scalable synthetic workloads to guide the future
development of real task partitioning zdgorithms because the behaviour of the synthetic
tasks is well defined. Improvements can be achieved by adjusting the partitioning al
gorithms to obtain real tasks that exhibit similar behaviour. Again, for real tasks it is
difficult to experiment with a full range of behavioural patterns because the partitioner
must be re-coded for each pattern.
Finally, for real workloads, parallel execution is largely dependent upon having a
good parallel algorithm [Amd67, Cul86 , Roe89]. A model side-steps this requirement by
allowing parallelism to be specified explicitly whenever it is needed by an experiment.
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A disadvantage of synthesising workloads is that it is possible to construct workloads
which do not correspond to those generated naturally. This could give rise to misleading
experimented results and it is important to verify that the experimental workloads are
realistic. Tools to aid workload validation are discussed iu Section 2.3 and the issue is
dealt with in some depth in Chapter 4.

2.2.4

E xam ples o f S yn th etic W orkloads

User Processes Executing on a General Purpose Distributed System
In [Kun91], Kunz uses executable synthetic workloads to represent user processes running
on a generzd purpose distributed computer. The aim of the experiment is to balance the
workload across the system by allowing processes to migrate to remote processors when
the local processor is busy. In this model, four aspects of the workload are identified as
crucial to the experiment:
1 . how frequently the processes are executed (the process arrival rate),
2 . how much CPU time each process requires,

3. the amount of I/O performed by each process, and
4. how much memory each process consumes.
A workload is therefore a collection of executable tasks which interface directly with the
target hardware, and simulates the way in which a real program consumes the abovementioned resources. Each factor is governed at run-time by random variables which
conform to specified probability distributions and, to characterise the factors correctly,
real workloads were observed at length prior to experimentation. In Kunz’s experiments,
CPU time is simulated by memory reads and writes, I/O is performed by reading and
writing to a file, and standard system caUs are made to dynamic memory allocation
routines to consume heap space.
The model also requires that some of the variables exhibit statistical dependence (for
example, memory consumption is made to increase in proportion to the length of time
that a process has been running). For this workload it was not necessary to provide a
mechanism for interprocess communication because user processes typically execute in
mutual isolation.
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Process-based Imperative Programs
The system implemented at Edinburgh University to model the statistical behaviour
of concurrent, imperative programs [CFPS92, CPS92] is intended both to explore the
behaviour of general classes of parallel programs and to improve the performance of an
individual program. In order to satisfy both of these goals different types of workloads
are required.
In the initial Edinburgh model, synthetic workloads were defined using the Simula
language which allows general classes of program to be described. The underlying ar
chitecture for this system is a simulation of a network of transputers and real workloads
are coded in Occam. To study the behaviour of specific programs a trzmslator was con
structed [CGS89]. This converts the Occam source into Simula programs which model
just the aspects of the workload that axe relevant to the simulation:
1 . interprocess communication, and
2 . the amount of CPU time consumed by each process.

A more controlled approach to generating workloads for this system is given in [PS91].
Here, a special purpose m o d ellin g Icinguage (an Event Definition Language, or EDL) is
presented in which workloads are defined as directed, labelled graphs. The nodes of the
graph represent tasks and the arcs represent the communication channels. The structure
of the graph is fixed for the duration of each experiment but different graphs can be
generated from a single EDL script to Vciry the experiments in a determined mcumer.
Various attributes are specified for each process, including the granularity of CPU
usage per loop of the process, the ratio of idle (sleep) time to useful work time, and the
amount of storage space that is used. Random variables decide the frequency cind length
of messages at compile-time. Random variables are not employed at run-time. Instead,
the compiler ensures that the behaviour of each node is either fixed for the duration of
the experiment or varies deterministically over time.

2.2.5

D iscussion

Three methods of generating experimental workloads have been described. Of these,
the method of synthesising workloads has numerous advantages when many well-defined
workloads of varying complexities are required for experimentation. The price to be
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paid for flexibility is the need for workload vzdidation. A problem with real functioned
programming languages as experimental workloads is that the compiler and abstract
machine have signiflcant influence on performance. For our work, we currently wish to
avoid this complication so have decided to develop synthetic workloads. W ith adequate
description tools a synthetic workload will behave in precisely the manner required, will
be fast to construct, and is easily adapted.
For synthetic workloads, the ‘computationzd model’ component of Figure 2.2 is an
abstract machine which performs a subset of the operations of a real abstract machine.
The subset is determined by the characterisation of real functional workloads on which
the synthetic workloads are based.

2.3

M o n ito r in g E x p e r im e n ta l F u n c tio n a l W o rk lo a d s

In this section we consider what experimental data is to be gathered, and how, when
functional programs zind their synthetic counterparts are executed on distributed mem
ory, parzdlel machines. To collect the information, monitoring tools must be provided.
The simplest form of monitor has already been mentioned in Section 2,1.4 and exploits
existing operating system tools to obtain the necessary information. Sometimes, however,
this solution is inadequate. For example, in [Cla92b], it is reported that the intelligent
memory units of the GRIP multiprocessor have no access to a real-time clock, hence there
are no ‘system calls’ which wiU provide timing information. An alternative solution is
therefore proposed whereby a register is updated at regular intervals to approximate a
clock. This is just one example where the information required by an experimenter is
not readily available in the desired form and therefore demands careful thought.
Experiments dealing with distributed graph reduction may need to measure a number
of attributes. For the DIGRESS system [Cla92a], the underlying communications sub
system [GB91] provides a hbrary of measurement facihties, zind others can be obtained
from the operating system. Beyond these, aU other measurements must be coded into
the workloads themselves. The following are examples of characteristics which might be
used as metrics for comparing performance:
• The total execution time of the whole program, and time spent per processor per
forming graph reduction. The total number of reductions performed on each pro
cessor may also be measured, but has limited meaning if there are many different
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types of reduction, each taking different amounts of time to execute.
• The time taken to deliver individual processor to processor messages (communica
tions latency).
• The total amount of idle time for each processor. This can be used in conjunction
with the overedl program execution time to calculate the average processor utilisa
tion. Large idle times indicate a high degree of latency intolerance [Sar87] which
will be important when message passing is expensive.
• The total number of messages passed between processing elements [Mah90]. The
average size of messages might also be important, and it may be useful to subdivide
these according to which messages request work, contain work packets, are used for
garbage collection purposes, and request remote values.
• The number of tasks in the task pool (measured dynamically throughout the exe
cution). If task pools are over stocked for much of the program run then there is
obviously too much parallelism for the machine to hcindle.
• The execution times for individuzd tasks.
• The number of tasks which migrate from one processing element to another. When
locahty of reference is to be studied [Mah90, Sar87, Cla89], it may be appropriate
to record sufficient information so that later analyses can reconstruct the complete
migration patterns for the program.
• The number of garbage collections, locally (for individual processors) and globally
(synchronised across the whole system).
• The number of times (and the reasons) that tasks are suspended.
• Traditional resource utilisation (such as I/O to discs or display terminals). This
information proves useful in [NS88 ] for dynamically load balancing a parallel com
putation according to the resources being consumed per processor.
Further inform ation can be calculated from the raw measurements. For instance, the
to tal time-overhead incurred due to message passing, processor synchronisation, servicing
rem ote requests, and garbage collection is im portant when experimenting w ith scheduling
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cilgorithms because a certain algorithm may distribute work perfectly evenly between
processors but suffer large overheads.
A simple index for task granularity can be Ccdculated directly from the total time
spent reducing the graph and the number of tasks created during the lifetime of the
program. However, a more detailed analysis might take into account the ratio of (i) the
elapsed time between running out of work and new work Eurriving at a processor to (ii) the
time required to execute the work, thus measuring granularity with respect to the size of
system overheads. The statisticcd distribution of the grain size of individual tasks may
cdso be important because it can have an important rôle to play in dyncimic scheduling
algorithms (see Chapter 6 ).

2.3.1

M easuring Task Sizes— S ystem Im plem entors Versus A pplication
Program m ers

A fundamental difference exists between the way in which application programmers and
system implementors naturally reason about the execution costs of lazy functional lan
guages. In a strict language the source-level definition of expressions corresponds closely
to the order of their evaluation at run-time. For example, the run-time behaviour of:
X = f strict (czp^, . . . , eip„)
is described as follows:
1 . AU of the arguments ezp j,. . . , exp^ are evaluated (this is independent of the defi

nition of fstrict)- Depending on the source language it may also be possible to state
the order in which the arguments Eire evaluated.
2 . The function, /strict, is executed. Any subexpressions contained within /strict and

relevant to the result are evaluated.
3. The result is bound to x.
In a lazy language, delayed evaluation has the effect of transferring the evaluation of an
expression from the position in the code where is was declzired to the point where its
value is required. In the foUowing example:
y — /la zy

) • • • »

^^P n)

)
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without a defmition for fiazy and further information about the context in which y is
used, the run-time behaviour cannot be determined beyond stating that the function will
be called cind the result bound to y. Any combination of the arguments may be evaluated
or left unevaluated by the function call. Moreover the result may contciin references to
some unevaluated zuguments which may then be evaluated at a later time. Consider the
following defmition of fuzy'
flazy

) • • • >^^9n) ~

^'^9n)

Here, the result is a pair contcdning the first cind last arguments passed to fiazy^ The
pair can be constructed without evaluating any of the arguments. If the result, y, later
occurs in an expression of the form:
z = {fst y) + (snd y)
then the values of expi and exp^ will finally be needed and the expressions wiU be
evaluated. This is a simple example and yet it is quite difficult to reason about where
expressions are evaluated. In large functional programs the examples become much more
complex and unevaluated objects may be passed through many function cedis before
evaluation occurs.
The difference between the strict and lazy cases is significant. For straightforward
performance evaluation, application programmers find it simpler to reason about the
behaviour of strict programs than for lazy programs. As long as lazy programs provide
them with correct results, why should applications programmers have to know where
evaluations occur at run-time?

The issue, which is further complicated by program

trzinsformations, is discussed in depth in [Cla93] and [CPC92]. d aym an concludes that
the cost of evaluating expressions should be reported to application programmers with
respect to the lexical structure of the source program. The program is still evaluated
lazily but the cedi-trace is constructed as if strict evaluation had occurred.
A system implementor takes a very different view of the situation. The actual be
haviour of the program at run-time is more important thctn the lexical relationships
within the original source code. The effects of lazy evaluation must be reported exactly
as they occur so that the knowledge can be used to improve compile-time and run-time
heuristics (e.g. dynamic scheduling).
Despite having different requirements and viewpoints, both application programmers
and system implementors need to make a connection between the definition of lazy func53
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Figure 2.5: How applications programmers and systems programmers relate functional
programs to their run-time behaviour.

tional source code and its eventual run-time behaviour. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5
where:
T h e ap p lication p rogram m er observes the run-time behaviour of the program and
attempts to map this back to the original definitions in the source code.
T h e sy ste m im p lem en to r analyses the source program and attempts to use the anal
ysis to predict its run-time behaviour. The run-time behaviour is also observed
by the implementor, but only so that the success of the prediction can be verified.
Ancdysis of the run-time behaviour is made with respect to the run-time domain,
hence it is not necessary to map the run-time behaviour back to the lexical structure
of the source code.
In the first case the programmer performs a backward mapping from run-time be
haviour to the source program and in the second case performs a forward mapping from
the source program to run-time behaviour. The difference between the two viewpoints
has a large effect on the way that profiling cind monitoring tools are constructed. In
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Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1, we show that a more precise description of workload behaviour
can be obtained when hoth viewpoints are apphed simultaneously.

2.3.2

Profiling Tools for Functional Program s

In addition to the special purpose monitoring tools built into system implementations,
profilers provide a more generzd purpose mechanism for instrumenting the behaviour of
programs. Profiling helps programmers to identify hot-spots in source programs in order
to improve the performance of applications software [GKM82]. A profiler can also provide
information from trial executions of a program so that partitioning, dynamic scheduling,
and load balancing algorithms can be made to work more effectively for future executions
[Mah90, BP92, SH86]. If an implementation is known to be correct with respect to the
original program specification, a greater understanding of the program can be obtained
by making theoretical predictions about its behaviour and verifying or disputing these
using a profiler. Conversely, if the correctness of zin implementation has not been proved
but the theoretical behaviour of the program is well understood, then a profiler can
c'?monstrate that the memory and time consumption, and the shape of the call-graph,
are consistent with the theory. In Section 4.5.1 the latter technique is used to verify
the behaviour of synthetic workloads with respect to the measured behaviour of real
workloads.
Several research sites have recently been involved with the design of profiling tools
for functional programming languages. Some aspects of the tools have been based on the
gprol profiler [GKM82] which is used to monitor the behaviour of imperative Izmguages
such as C. In [ADM 88] and [RW90] the following problems associated with profiling
functional languages are identified:
1 . Compile-time transformations can dramatically reduce the correspondence between

the run-time representation of a program and the original source code.
2. Higher-order semantics [BW88 , FH 88 ] allow function calls to be anonymous. Func
tion are therefore chosen at run-time from a set of alternatives and cannot be
determined at compile-time.
3. Resource management routines such as garbage collection [Bak78, Coh81] are ex
pensive and it is not clear how timings should be attributed to different parts of
the source program.
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4. If an expression is shared then eliminating its evaluation from one place in a pro
gram wül cause the evaluation to move to another (possible quite remote) position.
Therefore the removal of hot-spots is a non trivial exercise.
5. The methods employed by imperative profilers such as gprof often cause recursive
function calls to be handled badly. It is common for a set of mutually recursive
functions to be treated as a single profiling unit. This is clearly undesirable for
functioned programs where recursive functions occur frequently.
These issues have been pursued at length (e.g. see [CPC91], [RW92], and [SPJ92]),
and new profiling techniques have emerged. The implementation details of one such
profiling technique are given in Appendix C. The resulting profiler is used in Chapter 4
to demonstrate equivalent algorithmic behaviour between synthetic workloads written in
the Paragon language^ and real functional programs.

2 .4

Sum m ary

This chapter has explored a range of techniques of simulating and experimenting with
computer systems and workloads. To explore dynamic scheduling technique for use with
the DIGRESS distributed multiprocessor, it was decided to emulate the activities of a
parallel graph reduction machine, and to drive the emulation using synthetic workloads.
The decision to construct an emulator using the target hardwewe and the target commu
nications subsystem was guided by the following:
• the factors influencing experiments are many and complex,
• the factors can be provided by ein existing system implementation,
• some of the factors fall outside the experimental domain (e.g. user processes com
peting with the graph reduction engine for processor time).
The decision to use synthetic workloads in preference to reed functional programs, or
traces of real programs, is based on the many advantages listed in Section 2.2.3.

^Paragon is described in C hapter 3 and in [PC92a, PC92b]
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C hapter 3

M od ellin g Functional W orkloads
By isolating key run-time attributes of lazy functional languages it is possible to con
struct simulated workloads that exhibit just those features which are relevant to the
proposed experimental investigations. We can ensure that simulated workloads are both
well understood and well behaved. To speed the process of workload construction, a
special purpose description language is developed in this chapter.

3.1

S p e c ific a tio n o f t h e P r o b le m

Functional programming languages possess the quahty of referential transparency which
means that an expression Ccin be replaced with its value at any time without changing
the semantics of the computation. This allows expressions to be evaluated in 2iny or
der. Parallel evaluation Ccui thus take place without the need for explicit synchronisation
in the functional source code. To evaluate a program in pzirahel, it is partitioned into
sequential code segments known as tasks. Many tasks execute simultaneously to pro
duce the required paralleHsm. The workload to be modelled is therefore a collection of
tasks whose internal behaviour and interaction are determined by functional language
semantics.
The goal of modelling workloads is to achieve a simplified representation of real work
loads so that it becomes possible to experiment more freely with the system under test.
The key to a successful model is to determine which characteristics of the real workload
are important and which can be ignored [Bat88], Primarily, we intend to use synthetic
workloads to model the tree of calls made by equivalent functional tasks and the synchro
nisation properties that take place between functional tasks. By artificially producing
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these characteristics, a new method is provided for exercising the components of a parallel
system implementation whose performance we wish to measure.
The system under test consists of hardware cind software components for executing the
workload and for conveying messages between processing elements. It also encompasses
task scheduling, gcirbage collection, and any other housekeeping mechanisms, including
techniques to locate and manage paraUehsm. The model workload does not form part of
the system under test. The caU-tree and synchronisation properties of the workload cire
defined by the experimenter using a workload modelling tool, whereas the properties of
the system under test cire measured empirically.

3.1.1

E xperim ental R equirem ents

Model functional workloads are employed because they provide advantages over using real
workloads for experimental purposes. Functional languages pose many practical problems
to the experimenter, mainly because higher-order functions and Izizy evaluation semantics
make it extremely difficult to predict the nature of the run-time stimulus provided by real
functional programs. Simple examples such as the benchmarks listed in Section 2 .2.1 are
reasonably straightforward to construct and analyse, but larger examples require a great
deal of time and effort. One of the main experimental requirements of model workloads
is therefore that they circumvent this bottleneck: they must be simple to specify and
easily understood.
One purpose of the experiments presented in this thesis is to determine key properties
inherent in our chosen parallel environment. This is motivated by the desire to build an
optimising compiler for real functional programs which tailor workloads to the charac
teristics of the underlying architecture (for an example of this, see [Koo90]). To conduct
experiments to find the best classes of workloads for the environment under test, the test
workloads must be readily adaptable.
We intend to run experiments to assist the development of improved dynamic schedul
ing algorithms. One of the planned approaches is to use advcinced ainalyses to extract
more information from source code than is currently available and to measure the im
provements thereby achieved. The model must be sufficiently simple that the analyses
can be developed with minimal effort, eind to allow experimental evidence to be gathered
quickly. Only when the utility of an analysis has been demonstrated for the model will
it be recommended for further development in the domain of real functional programs.
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Standard experimented requirements apply to model functional workloads. These
include the ease of workload construction, repeatability of experiments, and a close map
ping from the model to the reed world. Beyond this we have the requirement that model
workloads cem be modified systematically so that trends can be established and, for a
large number of experiments based on similar issues (e.g. the effect of laziness or granu
larity on a number of problem areas), the ability to re-use and adapt existing workloads
is likely to be useful.
An issue that is often ignored when using real functional languages for experimental
purposes is that of run-time input. We shall see in Chapter 6 that run-time input can
have a large influence on the effectiveness of dynamic schedulers which make use of timecost predictions made at compile-time. It must be possible to introduce the effects of
run-time input into the model in a controlled manner.
Finally, it is required that modelled workloads do not introduce any new features
that are not present in real functional language stimuh. An example of this is deadlock.
For an implementation of a real functional language to be correct, it must guarcintee to
return the results of all terminating programs. If communication deadlocks can occur
in a parallel implementation then the implementation is not correct. To predict the
correctness of an implementation using a model stimulus, the model must not be able
to introduce new deadlock conditions into an otherwise deadlock-free environment, (It
is acceptable, however, for a model workload to fail to terminate if it is modelling a
non-terminating program.)
A second example is that of memory consumption and space leakage [Wad87a]. Func
tional implementations usually employ garbage collectors (e.g. [GRW88 , Hug85, Hug87b,
Les89a, Rud 86 ]) which attempt to ensure that dynamically allocated memory which is
no longer active is returned to the memory allocator for re-use. Similarly, when a model
stimulus is used, the implementation should again provide a gcirbage collector to allow
memory to be recovered when its contents are no longer active. Model workloads should
therefore be amenable to garbage collection.

3.1.2

T he E xperim ental Environm ent

The environment chosen for this work is an experimental parallel circhitecture called
DIGRESS [Cla92a]. DIGRESS is a loosely-coupled, distributed memory architecture
intended for the parcillel execution of functional programs and is built on top of a network
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of Unix workstations connected via an ethemet. Processing elements (PEs) are software
entities executing on the workstations and there may be zm arbitrary number of PEs
per workstation. At the heart of the design is a custom built, reliable, asynchronous
message passing protocol which typically achieves a data transfer rate of 300k bytes per
second [GB91]. The protocol requires each workstation to be executing a local system
manager process (or Ism) which keeps track of all of the processing elements (and their
host workstations) that form the current virtual reduction machine. Processing elements
may join and leave the system arbitrarily^ which indicates the necessity for effective
dynamic scheduling algorithms.
Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of the DIGRESS system used in conjunc
tion with simulated workloads. All processing elements in a DIGRESS virtucil machine
have equal connectivity and PE to PE communication (and communication between PEs
and special units such as the program loader) is performed via message passing. The
300kBa"^ data transfer rate for messages is high with respect to the effective ethemet
bandwidth; however, message passing stiU imposes a large overhead with respect to CPU
processing times and it is expected, therefore, that DIGRESS workloads will always be
coarse grained. The issue of granularity is sufficiently important for it to be given spe
cial status in the workload model and Figure 3.1 illustrates the facility to cirtificiaRy
scale the gTciin size of modelled functional tasks so that the effects of granularity on the
performance of the system can be investigated easily. Also shown in the figure is the
need for comprehensive run-time logging facilities to be incorporated into the simulated
processing elements.
When Deschner used trace-based workloads in [Des89], he chose to ignore operations
at the level of abstract machine instmctions in favour of characterising workloads by the
higher level operations which were directly relevant to his study. In contrast, the work
of King [Kin90] reduces the operations of workloads for a number of different abstract
machines to an extremely low level in order to make direct comparisons between the
behaviour of the machines. When experimenting with the DIGRESS architecture, and
specifically with dynamic task scheduling issues, the former approach appears to be more
attractive. The coarse granularity expected of DIGRESS workloads implies that tasks
wiU contain a large number of low-level abstract machine instructions to be executed
^UsuaUy under controlled conditions, b u t it is also intended th a t the system be tolerant tow ards
workstation failure during the lifetime of a com putation.
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Figure 3.1: The experimental environment.

sequentially and that the need for expensive PE to PE communication will be kept
to a minimum. We are therefore interested mainly in characterising the synchronisation
properties of tasks which are responsible for message passing. Work performed internally,
within the confines of the sequential code of a task, can be characterised trivially by a
simple resource consumption mechanism.
3 .1 .3

S h arin g and D ela y ed E v a lu a tio n

Ideally, functional tasks would have no cause to communicate with each other beyond
that required for parents to create child tasks and for children to return results to their
parents. However, for lazy evaluation to work properly, tasks must perform some degree
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of extra synchronisation, and will therefore require extra inter task communications.
Consider the function definition:
Aei 62 63 . if ei then 62 else (es + 63).
This demonstrates the following two aspects of Iciziness which both require synchronisa
tion:
n on -strictn ess: when the function is applied to three argument expressions, ei, 62 , and
63, the evEiluation of the second and third arguments is delayed because only one

of their values will ultimately be required.
sharing: the third argument occurs more than once in the body of the function ex
pression. Shciring ensures that the corresponding argument expression 63 wiQ be
evaluated only once.
The property of non-strictness is central to lazy evaluation because non-terminating ex
pressions can be passed safely as arguments as long as they are never evaluated. The
sharing property is not semantically important because referential transparency also
works in reverse, allowing values to be replaced by the expression which originally de
scribed the vedue. A consequence of this is that shared expressions can be copied and
evaluated any number of times, without affecting the final value of the program. How
ever, evaluating an expression multiple times incurs an obvious performance penalty

cind

is to be avoided whenever possible. Figure 3.2 shows the graphical result of instantiating
the example function with expressions ei, 62, and 63: only one instance of 63 is present
in the graph and none of the arguments have been evaluated at this stage.
This is well known functional language implementation theory and is fully discussed in
texts such as [PJ87b, FH 88 , PJL92]. Its relevance to building synthetic workloads is that
non-strictness and sharing can have significant effects on the cost of tasks both in terms
of message passing and the cimount of work performed internally. In turn, this will affect
scheduling strategies which rely on cost forecasts. One of the aims of creating synthetic
workloads is to test the degree of susceptibility of various strategies to this problem. The
model must therefore be able to closely reflect the functioneil characteristics.
Shared and delayed expressions may or may not form tasks in their own right. For
example, consider the expression (ei + 62). A compiler might decide that the addition
should be executed as a sub-computation of the currently evaluating task but that the
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Figure 3.2: A graphical example of non-strictness and sharing.

sub expressions ei and 62 are sufficiently expensive for one of them to be computed on a
remote processor, as a separate task. A method must therefore be found for modelling
the expression as a computation which may be transferred from one task to another and
which may spawn tasks in its own right.
If an expression is shau’ed by two or more tasks then lazy semantics requires that only
one task will execute the code to evcduate the expression. For efficiency, the expression
will not be duplicated and will be held locally within the task that created it until an
external task requires its value.

Therefore extra message passing is needed to fetch

the value. If the expression is unevaluated when the request for its védue arrives then
the code will be transferred to the requesting task. Similarly, delayed (but unshcired)
evaluation may require the code for an expression to be left with the task which created
it until its value is required by another task. This would be sensible, for example, if
the expression contained a large amount of state. Here, the cost of trcinsferring the
unevaluated expression is best avoided until it is known to be necessary.
Message passing is required in both of the above cases and the amount of work
performed internally by the donor and recipient tasks changes dynamically as expressions
are moved around. To model this, the following mechanisms are required:
1 . a mechanism to define and name shared and delayed workloads,
2 . a mechanism to trigger the evaluation of a shared or delayed workload,

3. a mechanism to pass shared and delayed workloads between tasks.
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3.1.4

Sum m ary o f R equirem ents

A model of a functional language workload for experimenting with dynamic task man
agement algorithms on the DIGRESS architecture should exhibit the following qualities:
• Model workloads should be representative of real workloads that could reason
ably be generated from functional programs cuid must operate in the same looselycoupled, distributed memory environment as the real workloads. An important
aspect of this requirement is that message passing activities and synchronisation
properties of model workloads must correspond to those expected of functional
programs executed in the given environment.
• The specification of test workloads should be simple so that experiments may be
built quickly and without the Hkelihood of mistakes being introduced due to un
necessary complexity.
• Where the utiHty of an advanced analysis (such as time-cost zinalysis) is to be
investigated, the analysis must be possible for the modelled workloads even if the
corresponding analysis for regil workloads is not currently available.
• We have decided that, within the boundaries of a task, it does not matter how
a progrcim spends its time. Therefore, it is sufficient to model only the fact that
resources are consumed. Moreover, for scheduling experiments we are mainly con
cerned with the amount of time between successive task synchronisations and thenassociated message passing. To do this it is sufficient to model internal work as a
time delay.
• Inter task synchronisation is the single most important factor of the model and
we need to specify: how new tasks are invoked, how tasks are suspended and
subsequently resumed, and how computations are transferred between tasks.
The above list does not mention explicit representation of PE to PE communication.
Communication is a consequence of inter task synchronisation. Therefore, it need not
be included as an independent parameter of the model. Also omitted from the list are
methods for modelling garbage collection techniques, hardware characteristics, or the
consumption of resources other than CPU cycles. These are not immediately required
for experimenting with dynamic scheduling techniques on the DIGRESS eirchitecture and
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have not been deédt with at this stage. They are, however, considered as candidates for
future work in Section 3.4.
The list of requirements given above matches very closely the list of advantages gained
by synthesising workloads given in Section 2.2.3. We choose, therefore, to use synthetic
workloads defined by a special purpose description language. Workload descriptions are
text files which are simple to adapt, to include into other descriptions, and to use as input
for automatic analysis, thus fulfilling a number of the other requirements listed above.
It remains to define the language and to show that the synthetic workloads generated in
this way are valid with respect to the actions of real functional programs. The remainder
of this chapter is devoted to developing the workload description language, and vahdity
is demonstrated in Chapter 4.

3 .2

T h e P a ra g o n W o rk lo a d D e s c r ip tio n L a n g u a g e

In the previous section it was decided that synthetic workloads would be generated from
textual definitions written in a task description language. The workloads thus described
bear some resemblance to the trace-based workloads of [Des89] but the methods of de
scription differ significantly in the following respect. Traced-based workloads are ex
pressed as a complete caU-tree in which every task to be executed is specified explicitly.
In contrast, the workload description language developed in this chapter allows a single
template definition to define the operations of a whole family of task instances. Fur
thermore, by introducing recursive task templates, terse descriptions are able to generate
workloads with many task instances. Figure 3.3 illustrates this graphically. Figure 3.3(a)
shows a finite, directed, cycHc graph of task templates, representing a program that uses
a divide and conquer cilgorithm. Figure 3.3(b) shows the run-time representation of the
program, where the recursive definition is unfolded into a caU-tree of potentizilly infinite
depth.
In this section the Paragon language is developed. We begin with a minimal tool for
describing connectivity between tasks and introduce additional features to describe the
other aspects of functional Icinguage behaviour that we wish to model.
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Figure 3.3: A directed, cyclic graph of task tem plate definitions are expanded into a
Ccill-tree of task instances at run-tim e.

3.2.1

Task T em plate Graphs

The primary building block of the Paragon language will be the task template. Our
first concern then is to provide syntax to describe the template graphs of Figure 3.3(a).
Templates descriptions take the following form:
tname {
instructioTii

instructioun

}
where the instructions will be defined in the following sections. A collection of template
definitions forms the nodes of the program graph, but there is currently no mechanism
for defining the arcs.
Tasks are spawned when it is decided that work can be performed by parallel threads
of computation. Typically this occurs when strictness analysis or user annotations result
in code which creates tasks to evaluate the strict arguments of a function in advance of
the function call. To model the creation of a task instance, the following instruction is
introduced:
SPAWN -> tname
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Figure 3.4: A first attempt at describing the template graph of Figure 3.3(a).

This uses the template tname to create a child task instance. The SPAWN thus describes
the arc of the graph between the parent and child instances. The template graph of
Figure 3.3(a) can thence be represented by the example program given in Figure 3.4.
Let us now attempt to define a semantic meaning for the template graph. In a real
functional progreun, the arcs of the graph represent dataflow in two directions. Firstly,
arguments 2tre passed from the pzirent task to its child in the form of an environment
[PJS89, PJ92]. Secondly, when the child completes, it returns a result to its parent.
However, at this stage we are attempting to define a minimal model and have no re
quirement to represent these data values expHcitly. Implicit argument passing and the
impHcit returning of results will therefore be assumed.
The SPAWN instruction is adequate for describing arcs of the template graph, but it
says nothing about the synchronisation properties between the parent and the child. It
is not clear whether the parent must wait for its children to complete prior to its own
completion, or if it should return immediately. In a real functional program, the parent
task will have need to use the results of the child so will have to awciit its completion.
Also, it may be the case that one set of children must complete before éinother can be
spawned. For example, in the expression:
i f (ezpa + expf,) > 2 th en 0 e l s e (exp^ + exp^)

the value of {exp^ -f expj,) must be known prior to the possible evaluation of {exp^. + expj).
A mechanism is clearly required to state at which points synchronisation occurs.
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3.2.2

Synchronising Parent and Child Tasks

Consider the actions of a parallel evaluator when confronted with a function application
/ Cl . . . e„ where / is strict in one or more of its arguments. Expressions bound to the
strict formal peirameters are spawned as tasks for parallel evaluation and the function is
entered. At some point during the execution of / the value of the strict argument will be
required by a primitive function and one of several actions will follow. If the argument
has already been evaluated (in parallel) then there is no more to be done. If the argument
has not been evaluated then the current processing thread must be interrupted and the
evaluation forced (as discussed in Section 3.3). If the evaluation is currently taking place
then, typically, the parent task must suspend until the evaluation is complete. Various
suspension/ resumption mechanisms are possible such sls maintaining a list of suspended
tasks that are awaiting the value [CPJ86] or for child tasks to explicitly inform their
parents of their return [WW87b].
To specify points at which a psurent task synchronises with one or more of its children,
it must first be possible for a parent to identify the children uniquely. It is insufficient to
make reference to the task template used by the child because several child task instances
may have been created from a single template. The SPAWN instruction, as described
above, is therefore extended with a facility to uniquely label each of the children:
SPAWN label -> tname
A blocking instruction is now introduced which suspends the current thread of execution
until specified child tasks have completed. The instruction takes the form:
BLOCK label\ . . . laheln
where the labels are those of preceding SPAWN instructions within the current template
definition. We can now attempt to represent the functioned i f - t h e n - e l s e expression
shown above. Currently, there is no mechanism for representing conditional behaviour
(this is dealt with later in Section 3.2.7). A task template will therefore be built to
represent just the test and the e l s e branch of the expression. Assuming that only one
argument to each + operator wiU be spawned as a parallel task, the following definition
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approximates the behaviour of the expression:
if_then_Glse {

Spawn
Block
Spawn
Block

a -> exp_a
a
c -> exp_c
c

}
However, the calculations for the values exp^, and exp^ are conspicuously absent from
this approximation. These form part of the computational work performed by the task
and are therefore responsible for the consumption of machine resources. To model the
calculations, some thought must be given to modelling resource consumption.

3.2.3

R esource C onsum ption

The simplest form of computational activity that we can model is the consumption of
CPU cycles. This represents the amount of time taken to compute the value of an expres
sion. In Section 3.4 other types of resource consumption are considered as ceindidates for
future work, but for now we concentrate on timing issues only. The following instruction
is therefore sufhcient to specify resource consumption:
WORK t
where t is a number of abstract time units. A concrete interpretation is given for abstract
time units in Section 3.3.2.
The characterisation of the example if - t h e n - e ls e expression now becomes:
if_ th e n _ e ls e {
Spawn a -> exp_a
Work t&
Block a
Spawn c -> exp_c
Work t j
Block c

}
such that the local calculation of expressions expj, and ezpj is represented by the two
WORK instructions.

The cimount of time spent executing w o r k instructions can be used a measure of
useful work. AU other run-time activity, such as task spawning and context switching
when tasks suspend, is the overhead incurred by paraUel evaluation. The ratio of compu
tational time to total processing time therefore expresses the efficiency of an execution.
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3.2 .4

D escribing Sharing and D elayed E valuation

In Section 3,1.3 three mechanisms were hsted for the representation of shared and delayed
eveduation properties of function programs: (i) the defmition, (ii) the forced evaluation,
and (iii) the communication of shared and delayed objects. None of the Paragon instruc
tions so far defined fulfil these rôles. A child task can only be referenced by one parent, so
two parents cannot share the implicit results of a single child. Therefore, synchronisation
is currently limited to a straightforward parent/child relationship.
Consider the following function application:
/ (m ei) • ' • {9n Cl) where ei = . . .

(3.1)

If f is strict in one or more of its arguments (for n > 1) then a corresponding number
of child tasks wiU be spawned. If none of

. . . ^„ are strict in their argument then the

expression ei will not be evaluated in advance and we assume that a closure is passed to
each of these functions indicating the location of the code and environment to compute Ci
[PJ87b, FW87, WW87b, AJ89b, PJS89, PJ92, etc]. If n = 1 then the closure represents
a delayed value and no calculation or data transfer takes place until it is deemed to be
necessary. If n > 1 then ei is not only delayed but is also shzu^ed. A shared expression
is evaluated at most once (by the first task to require its value) and subsequent requests
for the vcdue must wait until it is computed.
At present we have no notion of an explicit environment (remember th a t argum ent and
result passing between tasks is im plicit), but the notion of code is given by sequences of
Pciragon instructions. Therefore, closures Ccin be synthesised by the following instruction:
DECLARE sequence-name {
insiructioTii

instructioUn

}
Which names the synthetic closure and describes the actions of the code. In this defini
tion, instructiorii (for 1 < i < n) is a SPAWN, BLOCK, EVAL, or WORK instruction (the
definition of EVAL will be given shortly). These nam ed sequences of instructions are given
the title declared sequences.
W hen an instance of a task is created from a task tem plate, a set of unevaluated code
sequences are built in accordance with the DECLARE instructions present in the tem plate.
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Just like a reed closure, each code sequence can be referenced an arbitrary number of
times but will be executed at m ost once. When they are evaluated they behave exactly
as any other sequence of instructions. Just like the functional language where construct,
the sequence decleiration does not imply that the evaluation of the enclosed instructions
takes place; the d e c l a r e instruction merely defines the sequence.
The next stage in modelling expression (3.1) is to modify the

spa w n

instruction so

that declared sequences can be passed explicitly &om a parent to its children:
SPAWN label -> tname < seq i , . . . , seçn>
The SPAWN instruction now possesses a list of declared sequence references delimited by
angle brackets. These form a list of explicit actual peirameters which are additional to
the implicit parameters that cire assumed to pass from parent to child when a SPAWN is

executed. A declared sequence is referenced by specifying its name. Further methods of
reference will be explained in due course.
Using this syntax, expression (3.1) can be described thus:
a p p ly J {
D ecla re ei { . . . }
Spawn a rg i -> gi <ei>
Spawn a rg n -i -> Çn-i <©!>
Work tg^
Block a rg i . . . a rg n -i
Work tf

}
However, there is currently no mechzinism either for the child tasks to access their formal
parameters or for forcing the evaluation of declared sequences.
The first problem is solved by introducing the syntax

to reference the zth sequence

in the list of actual parameters supplied by the parent. If fewer than x actual parcimeters
were passed then an unshared, empty code sequence is assumed by default. A

pa

rameter reference is valid wherever a decleired sequence name may be used. For example,
$æ can be included in the Hst of actual parameters of another SPAWN instruction. This

passes the zth fbrmeil parameter of the current task on to its child, thereby allowing the
synthesis of a function definition of the form:
f x i .. .Xn = ” ■ [g Xi) ■■■

(for 1 < 2 < n)

where X{ is described by a closure.
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The addition of explicit peirameters introduces an explicit environment to task in
stances. By definition, the environment of a declared sequence (which does not take
explicit parameters in its own right) is set to that of its defining task instance. Declared
sequences now correspond very closely to the traditional {code, environment) definition
of closures.
To force the evaluation of a declared sequence, another new instruction is required.
The instruction takes the form:
EVAL seqi . . . seqn
and, if they are not already evaluated, causes the evaluation of the declared sequences
bound to the references s e q i.. .seqn. The evaluation proceeds from left to right.
These mechanisms enable expression (3.1) to be represented in full. The templates
g i . . .g n -i used in the Paragon description, above, can now be defined. They contain an
EVAL instruction at the point at which the value of the shêired expression is required:

gt* {
Eval $1

}
The Work tg^ instruction of the applyjf template should eilso be replaced with the three
instructions:
Work
Eval 8i
Work
such that applyjf also requires the value of the shared expression when it evaluates the
nth argument supplied to / . The first task to request the evaluation of the expression
will be the task which incurs the expense of the evaluation.
The representation of closures is almost complete. In Section 3.2.1 we stated that
dataflow takes place between tasks in two directions. For example, in the following
functional code:
f ( g i in term ed ia te) (g2 in term ed ia te) expr
where
in term ed iate = h ei . . . e„
the in term ed iate result of evaluating h is passed as a shared argument to both g l and
g2. The flow of closures from parent to child tasks has been covered, but not that from
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child to parent. Therefore, the following instruction is introduced to allow synthetic
closures to be passed explicitly as the result of a child task to its parent:
RETURN seqi • • •
The label attached to the

spa w n

instruction which created the child can then be used

to make reference to the returned closure. The above example is modelled in Paragon as
follows:
h {
DeclzLTe r e s u l t { . . . }
R etu rn r e s u l t

}
a p p ly -l {
Spawn in te r m e d ia te -> h
Spawn a r g i -> g l < in term ed iate>
Spawn arg 2 -> g2 < in term ed iate>
Work ttxpr
Block a r g i arg2
Work tf

}
The synchronisation property here is such th a t task instances a r g i and arg 2 will suspend
if they reach an E val $1 instruction before task instance in te r m e d ia te has completed
and returned its value.

A Summary of the Declared Sequence Mechanisms
In summary, declared sequences can be executed, passed as arguments to child task
instances, and returned as results from children to their parents. References are made to
declared sequences in the following ways:
1, By explicitly specifying the sequence-name given in the DECLARE instruction.
2. By specifying the label attached to a preceding spawn instruction of the current

task or declared sequence. The label identifies the declared sequences returned
as the result of the associated child task instance. If the child does not return
an explicit sequence then an unshared, em pty sequence is assumed by default. If
the child returns more than one sequence then the collection behaves like a single,
compound sequence. The evaluation of a compound sequence takes place as if each
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o f the sequences had been specified separately within an EVAL instruction (i.e. they
are evaluated from left to right).

3. By referencing a formal parameter of the current task. The syntajc for a formal
parameter is $z (z > 1), indicating the zth actual parameter passed to the current
task.
Declared sequence evaluation provides another method of synchronisation between tasks
beyond that of parents blocking to await the completion of their children. An attempted
evaluation of a declared sequence will cause the current task to suspend if:
1. the declared sequence is shared and is in the process of being evaluated by «mother
task or

2. the return value of a child task is to be evaluated but it is not yet known (either the
child task has not completed or its return value is bound to the result of another
task which is not yet complete).
A suspended task can resume at any time after the condition which caused the suspension
no longer persists.

3.2.5

O ptim ising Tail-Recursion

An optimisation often applied to functional implementations is that of tail calls. A tail
call occurs when a function has completed aU of its processing apart from a single call
to another function. In functional languages, tail calls are often caused by functions
tail-calling themselves. As we are dealing with low-level run-time specifications it would
be sensible to specify tciil-recursive calls explicitly and to give them special status in the
implementation. This can be done using the following instruction:
TAIL t <seqi , . . . , seçn>
where t specifies the expected number of tail calls to be made for this task at run-time.
A tail call counter is maintained for each task and is inspected when a TAIL instruction is
executed. If the counter is greater than zero then it is decremented and the instruction
creates a new task instance, in place of the existing instance, emd immediately begins to
execute the new instance. The argument list allows the completing task instance to pass
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synthetic closures to the new instance. If the tail call counter is zero then no action is
taken.
This mechanism preempts the RETURN instruction described in Section 3.2.4. The
RETURN instruction is ignored for all tail-recursive instances except for the last in the

cycle. When the last task instance completes, the RETURN instruction is then executed,
and the result is returned to the task which spawned the first task instance in the cycle.
TAIL instructions are useful for simulating list processing where successive tail calls

deal with successive items in the list. The typical Hst length is characterised by the value
of t. However, it might be desired to employ a single task template to represent a number
of processes which operate on lists that have different lengths. This is achieved by adding
a modifier to the SPAWN instruction:
SPAWN la b el-> tname < seq i, . . . , seqn> m
If the child task created with the SPAWN contains a TAIL t instruction, the number of tail
calls performed by the child is given by the product m X t.

3.2.6

Sum m arising th e Paragon Instru ction Set

In summary, task templates are defined in Pciragon as follows:
tem plate-name {
declaratiorii

declaration^
sim ple-instructioui

simple-instructioun
tail
return

}
where:
declarations (m > 0) are DECLARE instructions which define named code sequences.

These model closures which are used in functional language implementations to
provide both sharing and delayed evaluation. It will be shown in Section 4.3.5 that
these also model higher-order behaviour.
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sim ple-instructions (n > 0) are SPAWN, b lo c k , e v a l, or w o r k instructions, which pro

vide a pragmatic definition of run-time activity. They create new child task in
stances, synchronise parent and child tasks, force the evcJuation of synthetic clo
sures (declared sequences), and synthesise primitive work, respectively.
tail is an optional TAIL instruction that forces task instances to make recursive tail

calls. Only one t a i l instruction may be specified per template and it may only be
followed by a r e t u r n instruction or (if there is no explicit r e t u r n ) the closing
brace of the definition.
Note that a recursive tail call differs from a recursive spavm in the following ways:
• The subsequent RETURN instruction is ignored, until the very last tail call has
completed.
• The recursively spavmed child overwrites the current task and inherits its
pzirent rather them existing as a separate entity.
• The tail call count for the child is calculated by decrementing the current tail
call counter. There is no modifier present in a t a i l instruction, so the counter
is not recalculated by the m X t formula given in Section 3.2.5.
return is an optional RETURN instruction for binding the result of a task to a synthetic

closure. There is at m ost one RETURN instruction per task template éind if there
axe none, the return value is bound to an empty sequence.
This syntax is extended further in Section 3.2.7, to include facilities to model run-time
input. After this, a full BNF syntax is given for the language.

3.2.7

Sim ulating R un-T im e Input

In algorithmic terms, the only mechanism to be cdfected by input data is that of decision
making. If we ignore low-level issues such as floating point versus integer arithmetic
then, as long as the expression contains no conditionals, the processing effort required
to compute the expression will be constant, irrespective of the input. When conditionals
are introduced, however, alternative actions axe selected dynamically, according to the
input over which the conditionals are resolved. This can have one of two effects with
respect to the activities of a task:
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1. A conditional expression may cause the amount of work performed internally within
a task to vary, but does not alter the degree of synchronisation between the current
and other tasks.
2. A conditional branch selects one of a number of alternative actions that are respon
sible for different amounts of inter-task synchronisation.
We can model the first of these effects simply by extending the syntax of the Paragon
W ORK

instruction to accept a random variable:

WORK r
where r is one of the ranges defined in Table 3.1. For example, task instances constructed
from the following template:
sim ple {
WORK NORMAL 5 0 .34 4 .2

}
perform primitive work for a time period whose duration has a normal distribution about
a mean of 50.34 time units with a standard deviation of 4.2 units.
A Paragon range specifies the probability density function (pdf) of a rzindom vari
able, Vedues are expressed in units and can be applied whenever it is useful for a numeric
value to be generated stochastically (for example, in specifying the tail call counts and
the corresponding modifiers described in Section 3.2.5). Table 3.1 contains just a small
number of methods for specifying random variâtes, the simplest of which is as an unqual
ified constant, x, whose pdf is just a delta function. The table can be extended by adding
new pdf constructor functions to Paragon whenever the need arises (e.g. CHISQUARE i/).
By default, random variables are re-calculated every time a new value is required.
However, in some cases it may be useful for a random value to be generated once only
for a template and for the result to be used as a fixed number by every task instance
constructed from the template. A new value will be generated for each execution of
the workload and will remain fixed for the whole execution period. ‘Fixed’ variâtes are
indicated by placing an asterisk immediately after the range constructor (e.g. BETA* a b
I h).
To reflect the more complicated case when run-time input affects tasks synchroni
sations, the instructions for dealing with synchronisation must be modified. This can
be done with a single mechanism which extends the b lo c k , e v a l, r e t u r n , spaw n,
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Range

Description

Mean

Variance

X

0

a -f 6
2

(&-a)2
12

® is a real number specifying a fixed num
X

ber o f units.
UNIFORM o b

X units where x is a r<indom variable uni

or

formly distributed in the range a < x < b

[a . .6]

where o and b are real numbers (o < b).

X units where x is a random veiriable nor
NORMAL /I a

m ally distributed with variance cr^ about
(where a and /i are real

the m ean value
numbers).

X units where x is a random variable

{1 < X < h) whose probability density
function is given by:
BETA a b I h

î “- ‘( l - î ) ‘- ‘r(a + 6 )
-f(0)T(b)
-

a{ h+l )
2(a -h 6)

ah{h - I f
(a-l- &)2(o-i- 6-f 1)

where o, 6, /, h are real numbers such
that a > 0, & > 0, h > /; and x = (x —

Table 3,1: Paragon ranges.

and TAIL instructions with alternative branches which are selected according to explicit

probabilities. Each of the instructions is extended to take the form:
instruction altemative\
I altemativez

(ppi'/t)
(pp2%)

I altemativcn

(pPnl*)

The choice of which branch of the instruction to execute is made according to the per
centage probabilities, ppiV., for 1 < 2 < n. The probabilities express a discrete pdf over
the range of alternative actions. For example, consider the functional expression:
a + ( i f X th e n y e l s e z )
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If y and z are to be represented by synthetic closures, and the probability of x evaluating
to tru e is determined to be 0.25 then the expression can be represented in Paragon by:
example {
EVAL $1 (25%) I $2 (75%)
Work

}
where y corresponds to the first explicit parameter of example, and z corresponds to the
second.
If the total percentage probability is less than 100% then it is possible for none of the
branches to be selected. Conveniently this allows terminating, recursive programs to be
written. Previously, all instructions were unconditional and thus the divide and conquer
example given in Figure 3.4 would never terminate because new task insteinces would be
generated ad infinitum.
Two slight modifications are made to the general purpose branching syntax given
above. The first is for the TAIL instruction. Here, the tail call counter already determines
whether or not the téiil call takes place. Therefore, if none of the branches of the tail call
are selected probabilistically then a tail call is still made (as long as the counter is greater
than zero), but with an empty list of actual parameters. The second modification is for
SPAWN instructions. The full branching syntax for spawn is as follows:

SPAWN

label

->

tn a m ei

I

tnam e2

I

tnaTTieii

->

seqi^rni> m odi (p^i%)
< 5 C V 2 ,i> --

» 5 eg 2 ,m 2 >

mod2

(p52% )

modyi

(p^n^)

work

such that the final alternative is given by a WORK instruction that is executed if none of
the other branches are taken. This is convenient when there is a choice between creating
a child task and performing some work locally (e.g. see Section 4.6.1 in Chapter 4).

3.2.8

Formal Paragon S yntax

The formal BNF syntax of Paragon programs is given in Table 3.2. Terminals (literal
characters) are printed in the table in co u rier font and non-terminals are printed in
emphasised font. Alternates are specified using the | character and optional syntax is
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enclosed in []’s. Notice that Paragon is not sensitive to the case of reserved words (e.g.
instruction names and random variable constructors such as NORMAL).

3 .3

I m p le m e n ta tio n I s s u e s

In this section topics concerned with the compilation and implementation of Paragon
workloads are discussed.

3.3.1

C hoosing B etw een A ltern ate B ranches of an Instru ction

The general purpose syntax adopted in Section 3.2.7 for specifying alternative run-time
behaviour is:
instruction altemative\
I
altemative 2

(ppi%)

alternative^

(ppn% )

I

( p p 2 %)

The following inequalities must hold for correct compilation:
0 < ppi < 100,

where 1 < i < n

(3.2)

and
J^PPi < 100.

(3.3)

*=1

To simpHfy model building, probabilities may be omitted and Ccdculated automati
cally using the following formula:
100 -

^

ppj

^

ailppi^F

(3.4)

where P is the set of probabilities which are specified explicitly. The w term is normally
zero except for the SPAWN instruction where it is used to take account of an extension to
the syntsix for alternative actions:
I 1, if there is a work item in the SPAWN

I

0, otherwise.

The residuéil probabihty after the explicit probabilities have been summed is divided
equally between those alternatives that had implicit probabilities and (if w

0) the w

item. If there are no implicit probabiUties then the residual probability remains unas
signed. It is therefore possible for none of the branches of an instruction to be selected
at run-time. In this case, no action is performed by that instruction.
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description
taskdefs
taskdef
deals
units
unit
block
blocklist
eval
eval-list
spavm
spawrdist
spawnitem
template-narne
' work
tail
tail-list
return
retvals
probability
actuals
seqlist
seqs
seq
range
distribution

s-list
d-label
s-label
name
subs-chars
initial-char
small
large
number
posint
digit

—> taskdefs
—> taskdef [taskdefs]
—> template-name { [deals] units [tail] [return] }
DECLARE d-label { units } [deals]
unit [units]
—*■ block 1 eval | spawn | work
—> BLOCK blocklist
—» s-list [probability] [ I blocklist]
-> EVAL eval-list
—> seqs [probability] [ I eval-list]
SPAWN [s-label] -> spawnlist [-> wort]
—> spawnitem [probability] [ I spawnlist]
—> template-name [range]
template-name actuals [range]
name
WORK range
—> TAIL [range] [-> tail-list]
—> actuals [probability] [ I taü-list]
RETURN retvals
—> seqs [probability] [ | retvals]
—>■ ( number ’/,)
-»■ < seqlist >
seq [, seqlist]
seq [segs]
s-label 1 d-label | $posint
> number | [ number . . number ] | distribution
—> UNIFORM [*] number number
NORMAL [*] number number
BETA [*] number number [number number]
s-label [s-list]
—> name
name
initial-char subs-chars
—> initial-char | digit
small 1 large | _
a 1 b 1 ... 1 z
—y A 1 B 1 . . . 1 Z
[-] posint [. posint [e [-] posinff]
digit [posint]
0 1 1 1 ... 1 9
—

Table 3.2: BNF syntax table for Paragon.
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v o id s im u la te - p r o c e s s in g

( lu t u n its )

{
e x te r n f l o a t g ra n u ls u rity ;
i n t l i m i t = u n i t s * 100 * g r a n u l a r i t y ;
in t u;
f o r ( u = 1 ; u <= l i m i t ; u + + )
u n it_ p ro c e s s () ;

}
v o id u n it_ p ro c e s s

(v o id )

{
e x te r n i n t t o t a l j u n i t s ;
+ + to ta ljo n its ;

}
Figure 3.5: A concrete interpretation of abstract work units.

3.3.2

M aking A bstract T im e U n its C oncrete

For the abstract time units used by WORK instructions to be meaningful, the magnitude
of a work unit must be made concrete. It would be ill-advised to specify work units as an
absolute measure of time because this tedces no account of the power of the underlying
hardware or (for multi threaded systems) the loading of the machine. Instead, we use
the piece of C code shown in Figure 3.5 to simulate processing. Assuming the code is
not optimised, it executes 100^ function calls and 100^ integer increments per work unit
where g is the process granularity. The granularity is a dimensionless coefficient emd is
represented by a real number.

3.3.3

R estriction s on D eclared Sequence R eferences

In total, three modes of reference to declcired sequences were given in Section 3.2.4.
Any of these modes can be used wherever synthetic closures are required, except for
the following situations. Firstly, no instruction within a declared sequence may contain
explicit references to its own label or the labels of any other declared sequences. This is
called the d irect referen ce rule and is needed to avoid cychc graphs and deadlocks (see
Chapter 4 for further discussion of deadlocks). Secondly, the label of a SPAWN instruction
may only be referenced within the scope of the declared sequence or task in which the
SPAWN occurs, and only by subsequent instructions. This is called the retu rn referen ce
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ru le and avoids cyclic references between declared sequences.

3.3.4

E valuating Child Tasks Locally

When there is insufficient processing capacity for a child task to be evaluated remotely,
there are a number of different ways in which the implementor could force it to evaluate
locally. The Paragon language places no restrictions on the implementation; the instruc
tions for creating child tasks merely indicate that pzirallelism is available in the synthetic
workload. It is left to the implementor to determine exactly how tasks are exported to
remote processing elements for parallel evaluation and how paredlelism is dynamically
throttled when there is insufficient processing capacity for parallel evaluation to occur.
For example, one implementation may cause an unevaluated child task to be subsumed
into its parent task for sequential evaluation (this is the technique described in [HPJ92]).
Another implementation may take the view that if a child is unevaluated when its value
is required then the parent must block and start evaluating another task from its local
task pool. The child task might then be evaluated locally or might still be picked up by
a remote processor. In both cases the parent will be released from its block as soon as
the value becomes available. The relative merits of these techniques will not be discussed
here but it should be noted that implementations of Paragon cem be made to resemble
whichever real functional language implementation is favoured by the experimenter.

3.3.5

S p ecu lative Parallelism

The Paragon specification does not insist that a child task must be the subject of cm un
conditional BLOCK instruction. If the end of a parent task is reached and synchronisation
has not tciken place between the parent and one or more of its children then speculative
parallelism is being modelled and the runaway children éire now irrelevant. The current
Paragon implementation does not attempt to kill off irrelevant tasks in the way suggested
by [Hud84], but leaves them running and merely assures that their eventual return (if
they are terminating processes) is handled properly. The experimenter should be aware
of this because irrelevant tasks compete for resources with useful tasks.
If speculative parallelism is not to be modelled, it is the responsibility of the workload
designer to ensure that the completion of all child tasks is synchronised properly by the
use of BLOCK instructions.
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3 .4

F u r th er W ork

The Paragon language presented in this chapter has a number of omissions that are
possible candidates for future work. Perhaps the most pressing of these is the abihty to
model the consumption of resources other than CPU cycles. Specifically, we do not model
memory consumption, beyond that required to describe task instances. A straightfor
ward reference-count garbage collector is sufficient to collect task instances because they
form a caU-tree in which there can be no cycles. However, it would be more realistic to
introduce a method of allocating memory in order to study the behaviour of other types
of garbage collectors and the effect that they have on dynamic scheduling algorithms.
Currently, the workloads are métnaged by real implementations of dyncimic task manage
ment algorithms; it is envisaged that garbage collection experiments would be conducted
in the same manner, using an extended Paragon syntax to introduce garbage and a real
implementation of a garbage collector to reclaim the memory. For this approach to be ef
fective, the nature of garbage must be studied closely and an accurate model constructed.
Beyond memory allocation, traditional I/O resource modelling [JadQl] could be added to
Paragon workloads if future investigations so demand.
The other major omission from Paragon is the ability to model hardweire elements.
The reason for this is that Paragon workloads are designed to stimulate a real heirdware
platform such as the DIGRESS system on which the experiments of this thesis are based.
Two possible approaches can be taken in future work that includes hardware modelling.
Firstly, the hardware model ceui be kept separate from the workload model, in which case
Paragon workloads would require no alterations to be executed on synthetic hardware.
Alternatively, an approach similar to that of [PS91] might be adopted by extending the
Paragon language to include instructions which model the hcirdwcire.
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C hapter 4

R ep rod u cin g F unctional
Language B ehaviour
The mechanisms given in Chapter 3 for describing synthetic workloads are useful to
experimenters only if the resulting workloads correctly model the behaviour of functional
programs. In this chapter we verify that Paragon is sound cind show that it is complete
with respect to the key features of functional language workloads that we have chosen
to model. Procedures for verifying cind vahdating individual Paragon workloads are
also presented, and example models are illustrated which mimic the actions of common
cJgorithmic forms.

4.1

I n tr o d u c tio n t o P a r a g o n V e r ific a tio n a n d V a lid a tio n

In [Jai91, p.413], Jain states that:
“During the development of the simulation model, you must ensure that the model
is correctly implemented and that it is representative of the real system. These two
steps are called model verification and validation, respectively.”
For Paragon workloads there are, in fact, four stages of verification and one of validation
to consider:
1. Verifying that the Paragon language is sound. This demonstrates that Paragon
scripts produce workloads that are equivalent to those which can be generated
from real functional programs.
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2. Verifying that the Paragon language describes all that we want it to describe. This
is the property of completeness.
3. Verifying that the implementation of the Paragon language does not introduce
inconsistencies (i.e. debugging the implementation).
4. Verifying that the pragmatic description contained within each Pciragon script stim
ulates the system under test in the way that was intended in the original specifica
tion. Thus we remove logical errors in the composition of individual workloads.
5. Validating individual synthetic workloads with respect to read functional programs.
If a particular algorithm is being modelled, this demonstrates that the workload
specification wiU stimulate the system under test in the Scime way as a real imple
mentation of the algorithm.
The first three stages are necessary before any workloads are constructed and are dealt
with in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. The fourth stage is relatively straightforward. When
ever a model workload is to be employed, the experimenter should have a clear idea of
the required stimulus. The actions of the stimulus are traced when the model is executed
and verification is achieved by comparing these with the expected actions. If they differ
then the experimental results obtained with the invcilid workload are rejected and the
original model is refined. The comparison/ refinement process is repeated until the traced
actions Eire consistent with those expected of the workload.
The final stage of VEihdating workloads is the m ost difficult to perform. If it were
practicable to measure a real stimulus, a real functionsd progrEun m ust have been con
structed in the first instcmce, and it appeeirs th a t there is no longer a need to construct a
model. However, filtering the stimulus produced by a reed program may well require th at
its semEintics are changed. One of the claims of our workload model is th a t it removes the
experimental overhead of writing progrcuns in the presence of com putational semEintics.
Therefore, it is useful to construct an initial functional program against which a model
workload can be vahdated, and then to make perturbations to the model, rath er than
to the real program. In this way we can rapidly measure a comprehensive spectrum of
responses from the system under test. These issues are presented in Section 4.5 and
examples of workloads based on common algorithmic forms Eire illustrated in Section 4.6.
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4 .2

S o u n d n e ss

Paragon is a language for modelling Icizy functional language workloads. Therefore, to
show that Paragon is sound, it is sufficient to show that any behaviour that can be
described by Paragon can also be achieved by a real functional program.
We claim that Paragon models the following three aspects of real functional language
workloads:
1 . Arbitrary computation is modelled by the consumption of CPU cycles.
2 . The dynamic call-tree of a Paragon program matches that of a real functional

program.
3. The inter task synchronisation properties of Paragon programs are a subset of those
pertaining to real functioned workloads.
In the following sections we show that the Paragon language is sound in each of these as
pects by demonstrating that for each modelling construct, there is at least one functional
language expression that can produce an equivedent workload.
For the five instructions which can take an arbitrary num ber of alternative branches
(i.e. BLOCK, EVAL, RETURN, SPAWN, and

tail ),

the proofs are broken into two parts.

Initially, unconditional versions of the instructions are considered, and in Section 4.2.5
we show th a t the conditional branching mechanism can be modelled by a functional
program.

4.2.1

P rim itive Work

The simplest Paragon activity is described by the
WORK r
instruction which causes an am ount of com putation to take place. The tim e required
by the com putation is determined by the value of a random variable r (see Table 3.1 on
page 78). An equivalent workload can be generated by the following functional expression:
le n g th (read " fo o .d a ta " )

where le n g th is the function which takes the length of a list, re a d is the function which
takes input from a file, and r characterises the probability density function for the length
of the run-tim e input.
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4.2.2

T he D ynam ic Call-Tree

The Eircs of the dynamic call-tree of a paragon program are determined by the TAIL and
SPAWN instructions. First consider the TAIL instruction. From Section 3.2.5 we know

that the number of recursive tail calls made by a task is determined by the product of
two random Vciriables. The first, m, is supplied by the SPAWN instruction which created
the task, and the second, f, is aproperty of the task itself. There istherefore one value
of t, but there may be many values of m. Now, the following is an example of a real
tail-recursive function:
trm ap [] l i s t
trm ap (x :x s ) l i s t

= lis t
= trm ap xs ((treu isfo rm x ) : l i s t )

This function can be compiled to generate exactly the caU-tree obtained from a task tem 
plate which contains a TAIL instruction. Any other activity within the task is generated
by the tra n s fo rm function. If we then add the following function definitions:
d a ta
fi

= re a d " f o o .d a ta "
= trm ap (trsm sfo rm i d a ta ) []

f„

=

trmap (transformai data) []

the numberof tail-calls made by trmap is determined by the cimountof data
fUe

f G O . data

in the

and the resulting length of the Hstsaftertreinsformation byfunctions

tran sform !.. .transformai. This corresponds directly to the two-part characterisation
for the Paragon TAIL instruction. Therefore, the call-trees specified by the Paragon TAIL
instruction can be reproduced by real functional progreims.
Now consider the

spawn

instruction. Spawns can occur from either tasks or declared

sequences that are being evaluated during the lifetime of a task. Section 4.2.4 deals
with the issue of locahty of evaluation for synthetic closures, and the soundness of the
synchronisation properties are demonstrated in Section 4.2.3. Therefore, if closures are
treated as separate nodes in the dynamic call-tree then it is sufficient in this section to
show that it is sound for each task and decleued sequence template to possess an arbitrary
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number of SPAWN instructions. Consider the following template definition:
f {
Spawn labeli -> t% <args.. .>
Spawn laheln -> t„ <args.. .>

}
A node with an identical out-degree can be constructed in the CciU-tree of a real functional
program by a task (or closure) containing a function call with n -f 1 strict arguments, as
follows:
f = g ( t i args... ) • • • (t„ args. .. ) (t„+ i args. .. )
When f is evaluated, the first n arguments to g are spawned as parallel computations,
and the (n -f l)th argument is kept for local evaluation.
All dynamic call-trees created by the execution of Paragon programs, such that each
node has an arbitrary out-degree, can therefore be reproduced by executing real func
tional programs.

4.2.3

Synchronisation due to BLOCK Instructions

Figure 4.1 illustrates the most general eirrangement of SPAWN emd BLOCK instructions.
In Section 3.2.2, the restriction was made that BLOCK instructions may only reference
preceding spawn instructions within the current template. Therefore, each label-listi is
a list of spawn labels which form a subset, L{ Ç {labelj^k 11 ^ i ^

^

1 < ^ < n j}.

For completeness, we define Lm+i = 0.
Figure 4.2 shows a functioneil program segment from which it is possible to obtain a
real workload with identical synchronisation properties to those of Figure 4.1. The desired
synchronisation occurs when the compiler ensures that the last n,- arguments to functions
fi (for 1 < i < m -f 1 ) are spawned as parallel tasks (in the figure, these arguments are
represented by arbitrary expressions exprij). After spawning the arguments for f i, the
current task enters the code for fi. For functions f%.. .f„ , the code begins to execute
the addition by first evaluating the left hand side. The functions gi (for 1 < z < m + 1 )
demand the values of a subset of their arguments such that there is a one-to-one mapping
between this subset and the subset, Li, defined above.
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f {
Spawn labeli^i -> • • •
Spawn laheli^m -> • • •
Block labeUlisix
Spawn labelm.,1 ->
Spawn labelm,n„, ->
Block label-listm
Spawn labelm+1,1 ->
Spawn labelm+i,nm+i -> •••
}

Figure 4.1: The most general combination of SPAWN and

block

instructions.

It is therefore possible to arrange for a functional program to exhibit the same par
ent / child synchronisation properties as any legal zirrangement of

spawn

and BLOCK in

structions.

4.2.4

Syn th etic Closures

Synthetic closures are created with DECLARE instructions and may contain BLOCK,

eval ,

SPAWN, and WORK instructions in their own right and mzike reference to the environment

of their defining task (see Section 3.2.4). Here we shall show that it is valid for closures
to contain these instructions, and that all possible scenarios in which synthetic closures
are evaluated can be modelled by a real functional program.
The following function definition demonstrates the validity of all of these mechanisms.
We assume that f is being evaluated in a head strict context [Bur90b, WH87] so that
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fo

= f i (ezp ri,i) ••• (expn^m)

fi
=

(g l
+ (f2 x i,i---x i,m

fm

X i,i---X i,ni

-

X2,i*--X2,n2

(expr^^i) ••• (e xpra.nj))

^ , 1 ' " ^ ,n m

•'*

(gm 3Ci,i-• -Xi^ni ^ 2 , 1 ' "
+

(fm + 1

^ 1 ,1 * • *3^1,m

^ ,1 "

3C2,i* • -X 2 ,n 2

•••

^ , 1'

(expr^+i,i) ••• (exprm+i,nm+i'>'>

^ tn - |- l

””

g m 4" l

Figure 4.2: Equivalent parent/child synchronisation in a functional program.

the first item of the resulting list is evaluated immediately, within this task.
f Xi ••• Xn

=

[Ih s + r h s .
where
Ih s
rh s
Cl

Cm

Cl, ...» Cm]
= gl (C i, . . . ,
= g2 ( c i , . . . ,
= hi Xi ••• Xn

“

hm

Xi

Cm) Xi
Cm) Xi

Xn
Xn

• ' • X ,^

If the first argument of both gi and g 2 is non-strict then closures will be constructed for
the expressions, c i . .. Cm- The closures make reference to the arguments of f . Therefore it
is valid for a Paragon synthetic closure to reference the environment of the task in which
it is defined. If h» (for 1 < z < m) requires the value of any of its (non-strict) parameters
then the evaluation of the parameter will be forced. Thus it is valid for synthetic closures
to contain EVAL instructions. If any of the parameters to h*- are strict, then child tasks
may legitimately be spawned to evaluate them in parallel. Thus it is valid for synthetic
closures to contain SPAWN and BLOCK instructions. Trivially, hi may contain any amount
of primitive work that does not require tasks to be spawned. Therefore, it is valid for
synthetic closures to contain WORK instructions.
A compiler will typically arrange for the evaluation of f to proceed by spawning one
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of the arguments to the addition as a parallel task, and for the other argument to be
evaluated by the current task.^ Therefore it is valid for Paragon tasks to evaluate their
own declared sequences, and for them to be passed as arguments and evaluated by child
tasks. Given that f is being evaluated in a head strict context then only the first item in
the list will be calculated. Therefore, if any of c i . . .

are not evaluated by gi or g 2 then

their closures will be retained for possible evaluation later. Thus it is valid for Paragon
tasks to return one or more of their closures to their pzurents for subsequent evaluation.

4.2.5

C onditionals

The five instructions,

blo ck , eval , r e t u r n , spaw n ,

and

tail ,

each take the following

general form:
instruction
I

cdtemativei
altemative 2

(ppiD
(ppz%)

I

altemativCn

(ppn%)

We know from Equation (3.3) that

PPi ^ 100, so we can model this behaviour using

a conditioned expression constructed in the syntax of the Haskell kernel [HPJW'*'9l]:
f choice = case choice of {

p I
p < ppi
Ip >= ppi && p

< (ppi + PP2 )

Ip >= PPn-l && p <(pPl+PP2-i
I Otherwise

-> expri ;
-> expv2 ;
+PPn) ->
expVnl
-> default;

}
where ch oice is randomly distributed in the range 0 < ch o ice < 1 , and the default
expression is a consteint and thus costs nothing to evaluate. The cases are selected in
one-to-one correspondence with the cases of the conditional Paragon expression. The
expressions expr\... expr„ are arbitrary functioned expressions. We have already demon
strated that workloads constructed using unconditional

block , eval , r e t u r n , spaw n ,

and TAIL instructions may be modelled by real functional programs; hence the condi
tional forms may also be modelled by functional programs by combining the previous
definitions with the above case expression.
^NB: ju s t as P aragon does not insist th a t spawned tasks are evaluated in parallel, parallel functional
language im plem entations such as [CPJ86, HPJ92] also allow spawned tasks to be evaluated sequentially
when there is insufficient capacity in the machine to evaluate them in parallel.
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4.2.6

Sum m ary

It has now been demonstrated that the following aspects of Paragon programs can be
modelled by real functional programs:
• The number of CPU cycles consumed by a

w ork

instruction.

• The shape of the dynamic call-tree of tasks,
• The synchronisation properties of a parent task awsdting the completion of one or
more of its children.
• The ability of synthetic closures to execute

blo ck , eval , spaw n ,

and

w ork

in

structions.
• The evaluation of synthetic closures, locedly by their defining tasks, or remotely, by
a descendent or ascendcint task.
• The combination of alternative branches of BLOCK, EVAL, RETURN, SPAWN, cind
TAIL instructions.

It is therefore concluded that workloads produced by Paragon programs can always be
modelled by real functioned workloads.

4 .3

C an P a ra g o n D e s c r ib e a ll o f t h e R e q u ir e d S tim u li?

In this section we show that Paragon cein model all of the experimental features specified
in Section 3.1. Recapping briefly, the key behavioured features of functioned programs on
which it has been decided to concentrate are:
R eferen tial tran sp aren cy The order in which events occur has no effect on the value
of the fined result of the program. This implies that the order in which parallel
tasks are evaluated can be edtered at run-time without compromising the integrity
of the workload.
N o n -strict evalu ation Increased communication overheads eire experienced when ar
gument evaluation is non-strict.
Shared com p u ta tio n Laziness (as opposed to non-strictness) is a major cause of dif
ficulty when attempting to predict the behaviour of functional programs (e.g. see
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[Mah90, San90] which both avoid the issue). In Section 6.3.5 we see that sharing,
especially, can have drastic effects on dynamic scheduling strategies. The orderindependence afforded by referential transparency accentuates the instability intro
duced by sharing. It is required that the evaluation of shared objects produces the
same behaviour as for real programs with respect to task inter-task synchronisation.
D a ta d ep en d en cies The order in which events occur is partially constrained in many
functional programs by data dependencies [G0 I88]. These provide synchronisation
points at run-time and sequentialise the execution.
D y n a m ic in sta b ility Real functioned programs operate on data supplied at run-time
and to which the compiler has no access. Many algorithms are fundamentally
dependent on the characteristics of the run-time input, thereby reducing the degree
to which the behaviour of the functional progreim can be predicted at compile-time.
H igher-ord er fu n ction s Typically, functional programming lemguages provide higherorder functions. These complicate static analysis enormously but are primarily
programmers' tools and can often be trcinsformed away at compUe-time. For com
pleteness, however, we express em interest in modelling at least a limited degree of
higher-order behaviour.
Recall from Chapter 3 that, in order to simplify the model, we allow explicit parameter
passing between tasks to be ignored unless it is necessary to express one or more of the
above characteristics.

4.3.1

R eferential Transparency

The key concern of referential transparency is that the order in which tasks are evaluated
should have no effect on the computed result. In a fuUy lazy environment, where shared
expressions are computed at most once, and unused expressions are never computed, this
is equivcdent to reproducing the same nodes in the dynamic call-tree irrespective of the
order in which the tasks are evaluated. The arcs of the call-tree may differ, however,
depending on where the shared expression is evaluated.
Now, the run-time stimulus produced by Paragon tasks and declared sequences is
fixed at compile-time in all respects apart from the following:
1 . the actions determined by random variables, and
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2. the EVAL instruction which m ay or may not cause the evaluation of declared se
quences, depending on their run-time history.

Consider each of these in turn:
Case 1: Variation in behaviour due to random variables models a variation in the input
to the program. But referential treinsparency makes no claims for consistency
when the (code, data) closed form of the program is altered. We therefore assume
that the actions of all instructions containing random variables are fixed for this
investigation. This is equivalent to tracing the execution of a Paragon workload,
and replacing it with a program that contains no random variables but which
performs exactly the actions recorded in the trace.
Changes in execution order from one program run to another must have other
causes such as a change in the number of processing elements employed for the
calculation.
Case 2: In the absence of variation due to random variables, consider a task instzince,
T, which contains a number of EVAL instructions operating on a set of declared
sequences, Q t- Prom Section 3.2.4 we know that an instance of a declared sequence
is evaluated at most once.
the execution of the

eval

Therefore, if Q E Q t has been evaluated prior to
instruction in T then it will not be evaluated by T.

On completion of T, then, cdl of Ç E Q t wiU have been evaluated exactly once,
irrespective of their history.
Consider a declared sequence, Qi,q, created by task instance T{. During one program
run, Qi^q is executed by task instance Tj, and during a second run it is executed by
task instance 7*, such that j ^ k. For correctness we require that the behaviour
of Qi^q is consistent with referential trzinsparency. We know from Sections 3.2.4
and 3.3.3 that a declared sequence may only reference other declared sequences
via the formal parameters of the task instance which created it. In this case, and
regardless of whether Qi^q is evaluated by Tj or Tk, the EVAL instructions in
refer to Qp Ç Tp where Tp are the formal parameters of 7^. As before, on completion
of Qi^q, all of Ç E Qp will have been evaluated, irrespective of their history.
We conclude that the presence of a node in the dynamic call-tree generated by a Paragon
workload is independent of the order in which tasks Eire executed.
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parent {

c h ild {

Declare comp {
Eval $1 (40%)

}
Retnm $1

Spawn t r y l -> c h ild <comp>
Block t r y l
Eval comp (30%)
Spawn try2 -> ch ild <tryl>

Template
parent
c h ild
c h ild

(instance)
( t r y l)
(tr y 2 )

Chance of evaluating comp
(100% —40%) X 30%
40%
(100% - 40%) X (100% - 30%) X 40%

18.0%
40.0%
16.8%
74.8%

Figure 4.3: An example of shared computation in a Pciragon model.

4.3.2

Sharing and N on -S trictn ess

Figure 4.3 contains an example of the general sharing properties provided by Paragon.
The declared sequence comp is shared by both parent and c h ild and can be evaluated in
one of three different places—the table within Figure 4.3 lists the probabilities for comp
to be evaluated in each place. The shcired computation can only occur once, hence the
probabilities are exclusive and can be summed to determine the overall probability that
comp is evaluated.
The Paragon SPAWN instruction always passes declared sequence parameters nonstrictly. Only the EVAL instruction has the ability to cause declared sequence evaluation:
strict argument passing can be simulated by preceding a spawn instruction with an EVAL.
The sharing properties of Paragon models are im portant. They require implicit inter
task communication and will cause suspensions to occur if two or more tasks are attem p t
ing to evaluate the same declared sequence. Suspensions are released when the evaluation
completes. This is exactly the behaviour described for im plem entations of real functional
programming languages in [PJCS89, CPJ86, AJ89b, WW87b], etc. In Section 4.4.4, the
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current implementation of the Paragon task suspension and resumption mechanism is
compared with that of the HDG-machine [KLB91].

4.3.3

D ata D ep en d en cies

Data dependencies occur when one expression cannot be evaluated without the result
of another. Evaluation is usually forced in lazy functional programs when a primitive
function (e.g. +) is apphed, or when pattern matching forces at least the structure of
a result to be computed before it can be passed as an argument to another function.
In the following example, the order in which function evaluation occurs is fixed by data
dependencies (assuming that each processing function pattern matches on its input):
f s ta te

=

n e w s ta te
where s t a t e i
s ta te 2
new state

= p ro c e s s i s t a t e
= p ro c e ss2 s ta te i
= process^ s ta te „ _ i

This is modelled in Paragon by the BLOCK instruction. Assuming no shared or higherorder data objects, the above excimple can be expressed as:
f {
Spawn c h ild i -> p ro c e s s i
Block c h ild i
Spawn child^i -> p ro c e ss^
Block c h ild n

}
(When shared or higher-order data objects are introduced, they are modelled by declared
sequences in the normal way and passed as parameters by the SPAWN instructions.)

4.3.4

D ynam ic Instability

The inclusion of random variables in the Paragon specification provides the ability to
model instability in a controlled way. To reason about the effects of instability it is
necessary to be able to quemtify the degree to which variable input data supphed at run
time can affect the behaviour of a program. With the exception of DECLARE and WORK,
P 2u*agon instructions may contain any number of alternative brzinches to be selected
under the control of random variables. For instructions of the form:
instruction altemative\ (ppi%)
I

alternative^
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the probabilities, ppi% ..

express a very specific discrete random distribution for

executing the alternative branches of the instruction. All other reindom variâtes (such
as those used in the WORK instruction) are continuous distributions specified by ranges
(see Section 3.2.7). The set of theoretical distributions is limited only by the current
implementation of the Paragon compiler and may be extended whenever necesseury.
In Section 4.6.1 cin example is given where random variâtes are used to chciracterise
the distribution of calls to partitioning and combining functions in a divide and conquer
algorithm. They are also used to control the number of recursive calls made with respect
to average expected input. In this way, the example workload is made to vary from one
run to the next, such that key statistical characteristics observed over many experiments
can be predicted in advance.

4.3.5

H igher-O rder Behaviour

A functional program contains a finite number of function definitions.

This implies

that specialised versions of functions can be constructed at compile-time and higherorder parzimeters eliminated. Moreover, the collecting interpretations of, e.g., [HY91,
BHY89, Hud86] allow this to be optimised so that the number of specialised functions are
minimised. However, for partially apphed functions, especially those which are shared,
the higher-order vedues Eire traditionally represented at run-time by the same closure
mechanism which is used to describe unevaluated objects. Closures are synthesised in
Pciragon by declcired sequences (see Section 3.2.4). Consider the higher-order function
definition:
compose f g

=

com position
where com position x = f (g x ) .

This function takes two arguments which are themselves functions, each tziking one ar
gument. The result of compose is also a function of one argument. When that function
is executed it first applies g to its argument and then f to the result.
For the purposes of task modelling we might be unconcerned about the explicit rep
resentation of the parameters of g and f . But, if f is strict in its argument then there is a
data dependency and the order of events is such that g executes first, followed by f . The
following Paragon task template models this by equating the higher-order parameters f
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and g with explicit template arguments, $1 and $2, respectively:
Compose {
D ecla re r e s u l t {
E val $2 $1

}
R eturn r e s u l t

}
This synthesises the desired closure-based representation because explicit arguments are
bound to declared sequences.

The parameters to Compose are packaged into a lazy

code sequence which is then returned in the unevaluated state. In essence this models
second-order behaviour because the current Paragon definition restricts explicit param
eter passing to tasks. No mechanism is available to parameterise declared sequences
on synthetic closures in their own right. The arguments $1 and $2, and the r e s u lt ,
therefore correspond to first-order functions.
A limited form of higher-order function passing can be modelled by adding a third
explicit argument, thus:
Compose2 {
D ecla re r e s u l t {
E val $3 (p%)
E val $2 $1

}
R eturn r e s u l t

}
Compose2 might be used, for example, to model
compose2 g' f x

=

co m p o sitio n
where co m p o sitio n y = f (g' x y) .

where g' is strict and x is not a higher-order function. The percentage probability, p,
determines the chance for the third argument to be evaluated by either of the functions
f or g \
The main limitation of the Paragon representation of higher-order functions is that
placed on partial apphcations. In the above example, the argument x of compose2 is ex
pressed explicitly by argument $3 of Compose2. If fewer than three actual parameters are
supplied when Compose2 is spawned then the remaining synthetic closures are automat
ically assumed to be unshared, empty declared sequences (see Section 3.2.4). However,
for workload models, we are more interested in studying the effects on efficiency caused
by the presence of higher-order functions at run-time, rather than describing specific
functional language constructs. The simple mechanisms shown above for synthesising
closures is sufficient for current modelling purposes.
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4 .4

V e r ify in g t h e I m p le m e n ta tio n

There are a number of implementation issues to be addressed before synthetic workloads
are constructed. Some of these issues are directly related to models which encompass
speculative parallelism.
Active tasks and declared sequences are represented in the Paragon implementation
by a descriptor which maintains a complete record of the state of the task. The state of
a task is described by the following tuple: [tem plate, tail-calls, program-counter, parent,
local-seqs, parameters, retum -values, active-children, block-count) , and a number of minor,

administrative items. The descriptor for a declared sequence is almost identical to this,
but differs in that it has no entries for tail-calls or local-seqs, and is extended with an
extra item, block-list, listing the descriptors that are blocked, awaiting completion of the
current sequence.
In the above tuple, the tem plate identifies which template was used to construct the
current descriptor. The tail-calls counter indicates the number of recursive tail calls
still to be executed for this task instance. The program-counter indicates the current
instruction within the template.
The parent entry of the tuple is the task or declcired sequence which created the
current descriptor and to which results are to be sent.

The local-seqs are references

to the declared sequences bound loccdly within the current task; parameters are those
sequences supplied as actual param eters to the current task; and retum -values Eire those
sequences returned by child task instances.
Prior to a child’s return its entry in the hst of retum -values can also take a special
value to indicate that the current task is blocked, waiting for the child to complete.
The active-children are the number of child task instances that were previously spawned
but have not yet returned. Finally, the block-count is the number of children on which
the execution of the current descriptor is blocked. This counter is reduced whenever a
child returns and is found to be one of those responsible for the suspension, A blocked
descriptor is allowed to resume execution when its block-count reaches zero.
In the following verification, we shall make reference to the mechanisms employed
by the im plem entation of the HD G-machine [KLB91], Flagship [WW87b], and the Four
Stroke Reduction Engine [CPJ86], The well documented im plem entations of these m a
chines make them ideal candidates on which to base the comparison between Paragon and
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real functional language implementations. The HDG-machine is one of the most recent
paraJlel implementations for functional languages and embodies many of the innovations
suggested by earlier implementations.

4.4.1

M em ory Consumption

In Section 3.1.1 it was stressed that Paragon workloads must not consume unbounded
amounts of memory when the equivalent functional program would not be expected to do
so. Examining the tuples which record the state of tasks «ind declared sequences, we find
that all entries, barring the block-list, have fixed size. Also, the list of Paragon instructions
describing the actions of the task or declared sequence are stored uniquely in the original
task template and are not copied to individual instances. This corresponds directly to
the implementation of the HDG-machine [KLB91] which uses variable application (Vap)
nodes. Vap nodes record a fixed amount of state and contain the equivalent of a blocklist (Lists of blocked tasks are found in many parallel implementations of functional
languages from the Four-Stroke Reduction Engine [CPJ86] onwards.)
To model laziness, the actual parameters passed to a task by its parent, and the
values returned to the task by its children, are initially represented by local or remote
pointers [Hug85] which indicate the origin of the associated declared sequences. (There is
nothing inherent in the Paragon language which requires the sequences to be duplicated,
although this approach may be adopted if the experimenter is interesting in investigat
ing the effects of duplicating shared workloads.) Therefore, to represent a task, the
Paragon implementation requires approximately a constant multiple of the amount of
space required by the HDG-machine. Moreover, real functional languages produce data
objects which remain in existence after the tasks that created them have been gaxbaged.
Since there is currently no analogue for these in Paragon, the memory consumption of a
Paragon workload is at most as big as a constant factor times that of a corresponding real
progreim. This statement is only true, however, if the Paragon implementation garbage
collects memory when it is no longer active.
A task descriptor can be garbage collected as soon as the end of the task is reached
and there are no active (speculative) children. However, the locally-declared sequences
must remain intact if any references to them still exist. This will be the case if the
sequences are returned as the result of a task to its parent, or were passed as arguments
to speculative descendants which have not completed.
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The garbage collection of declared sequences is managed by a weighted referencecounting scheme [Bev87, WW87a, KLB91, Les89a, GRW88]. Normal reference-counting
[Coh81] is unsuitable for message passing environments because increment and decrement
messages might both be in transit simultaneously. This leads to the possibility of a race.
If an increment message is followed by a decrement message and the latter overtakes the
former in transit, it is feasible that the decrement will reduce the count on the object to
zero. The object will then be garbaged prematurely. For weighted reference-counting,
weights are associated with each object and with pointers to the object. The sum of
the pointer weights is always equal to the weight on the object itself. When a pointer is
deleted, its share of the weight is returned to the object. When a pointer is copied, its
share of the weight is divided between itself and the copy. Only decrement message are
ever transmitted to the object, thereby avoiding the race.

4.4.2

Guaranteeing the Absence of Cycles

Reference-count garbage collection wiR reclaim all inactive declared sequence descriptors,
only if it is not possible to form cyclic dependencies between declared sequences. We must
therefore demonstrate that cycles wiR not occur. AR parametric, returned, Eind direct
(named) references to declared sequences axe bound to concrete instances of declared
sequences created by task instances. To prove that cycles cannot occur it is sufficient,
therefore, to show that, for any two distinct declared sequence instances, Q and Q', when
Q makes a direct or indirect reference to Q', it is not possible for Q' to make a direct
or indirect reference to Q. To clarify the proof we define the relation X

Q to mean

that the task or declcired sequence X makes a (direct or indirect) reference to declared
sequence Q. The above statement is therefore expressed by
VQ,Q' l Q j t Q ' A Q ^ * Q ' = ^ Q ‘ -^ Q ]
Also, for task instances, T and

define the relation T ^ T' to mean that T' is a direct

descendant of T.
PROOF: Let Ti be an instance of a task and Q* ^ be a declared sequence created by

Ti. Let X a be an cincestor of T{ (X a

Ti) such that the lineage of T{ originates from

the <7th SPAWN instruction of X a (spawn^^ <,^). Let the sequences returned as the result
of Ti be Ri, and the formal parameters of Ti be Pi^ ■.. Pi,n-
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Task/Declared Sequence, X a ^
[case 1(b): task X a , local seq.: Qoo]
[case 1(c): sequence X a = Qc

a

jC

^T'oclr

-=I=-) CaSi'lr
Figure 4.4: Call tree depicting possible origins of declared sequence, Qoo-

From Section 3.3.3 we know that Qi^q may make references to other declared sequences
via the following routes only:
1. Qi^q, may reference the formal parameters,
2. Qi,q, may reference the return value,
Consider C ase 1 where Qi^q ^
via this route, there must exist a

%. . . Pi^n, of the task, T{.

of one of its own child task instances, Tj.

for 1 < ® < n. To construct a cycle of references
g such that F^ a,

Qt.g- Now, the scope of direct

references to Qi^q is limited to Tj. Furthermore, the binding of Pi^x to a declared sequence
takes place outside of T{. Therefore, for F^ g

Qi,q, the latter must be returned to the

ancestors of T* as part of R{. However, by the retu rn referen ce ru le of Section 3.3.3,
Pi^x cannot be bound directly to Qi^q because Ri can only be specified in the hst of actual
parameters of SPAWN instructions that occur subsequent to that which created Ti. The
only remaining way in which F^ g
such that Qoo

Qi^q is if F^ ^ is bound to a declared sequence, Qoo,

Pi- There are three possible cases (illustrated in Figure 4.4):

1(a) Qoo = Qk,a which was created and returned by Tk, where Tk is a descendant of the
task or declared sequence X a such that:
Ri) A ( X a ^ n ) A (Tit
When Tk

Ti)

A (T i

Ti) A (T;

^

Tit).

T,-, set X a = Tk and use case 1(b). When Ti <—> Tk, set X a = T{,

Ti = Tk, and again use case 1(b).
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Now, for Qk,M
Qk,a

Ri, a formal parameter, Pk,z, of T*. must be bound to Ri, and

Rk,z- Ri must therefore be passed as an actual parameter by a spawn

instruction, SPAWNx^.aS of

because X a

T^. But,

T k ^ T i^ a ^ y .
If cr < fr' then R{ is avcdlable to SPAWNx^,«r' but, by the retu rn referen ce rule,
Qoo is not available to SPAWN%^

hence

g

Qoo Similarly, if <7 >

then Qoo

is avzdlable to SPAWNx^.o- but R{ is not avedlable to SPAWNx^,o^'> hence Qoo 'A RiTherefore, no cycle of references can occur in this case.
1(b) There exists a task instance X a such that X a

Ti

and Qoo is one of its locaüy-

declcired sequences. By the retu rn referen ce ru le, the return value

R i

can only be

referenced directly by the task or declared sequence which spawned the associated
child task instance. Therefore:

X A ^ T i = >

Qoo

R i,

and no cyclic references occur in this case.
1(c) There exists a declared sequence X a = Qoo such that X a ^ Ti. Declared sequences
have no locally-declared sequences of their own Eind do not return results. In this
case, Ri cein only be referenced by X a and the declared sequences created by its
descendants. Case 1(a), above, rules out cycles when Qoo is created by a descendzint
of X a , therefore Qoo

Ri

Qoo = ^ a- If -ft,® is bound to Qoo then Qoo must

be passed as a pzirameter of SPAWNx^,<r- However, the d ir e c t r e fe r e n c e r u le of
Section 3.3.3 bans references to X a from within Xa- Therefore Qoo 7^ X a and,
again, no cyclic reference occurs.
The proof that no cycles occur via C ase 2 is exactly that given in Case 1(c), above. We
conclude, therefore, that cycles cannot be generated either via Case 1 or via Case 2.

□

From the above analysis it is evident that cycles of references between declared se
quences will never be generated and that reference count garbage collection is sufficient
to ensure that all possible garbage is collected.
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4.4.3

Deadlocks

Deadlocks are caused whenever there are two activities, A and B, such that activity
A cannot proceed until activity B has completed, and activity B ceinnot proceed until
activity A has completed. Let us examine the activities of the Paragon instruction set.
D eclare instructions are purely declarative. They perform no actions and, therefore, do
not depend on the completion of other activities.
W ork instructions are self contained. The implementation given in Figure 3.5 illus
trates that no external dependencies exist to impede the completion of a

work

instruction.
R etu rn , Spaw n, and Tail instructions make reference to declared sequences. However,
the references are constructed lazily such that the corresponding sequence descrip
tors are not required when the instructions are executed. This means that even if
a reference is made to a child instance which has not yet returned its result, these
instructions can proceed unhindered.
Consider the behaviour of the

return

instruction. The descriptor of the parent to

which a child sends its result cannot be garbage collected until all of its children
have completed. Therefore it (or one of its subsequent tail calls) is guaranteed to
exist when the child returns. The communication subsystem forcibly interrupts
the activity of the parent to deliver the return value; hence the RETURN cannot be
blocked.
Next, consider the SPAWN instruction which creates a new child task instance. This
cannot fail to complete unless there is insufficient memory, at which point the whole
program fails as would be expected for any real functional program that exhausts
the heap.
Finally, consider the TAIL instruction which overwrites the current descriptor with
a new instance of the same task. The implementation ensures that the retumvalues part of the state of the overwritten descriptor is carried forward to the
new descriptor. When a child created by the overwritten descriptor returns, the
new descriptor recognises it and deals with it appropriately. Therefore, the TAIL
instruction does not have to wait for speculative children to complete before it
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overwrites the current descriptor. Hence, TAIL cannot be blocked eind is free from
deadlock.
B lock instructions suspend the execution of the current descriptor until the specified
child task instances have completed.

The completion of a descendant depends

only on the actions of an ancestor if both are attempting to evaluate a shared
declared sequence. However, in this case we know that the parent is executing a
BLOCK instruction so cannot possibly be evaluating a declared sequence,

block

instructions are therefore free from deadlock.
Eval instructions suspend execution of the current task or declared sequence, X , if the
evaluation of a declared sequence, Ç, is requested, but Q is already being executed
elsewhere, by another EVAL instruction. If X is itself a declared sequence then it
appears that a cyclic dependency might be possible. If it were the case that X
contains cin EVAL instruction which causes the evaluation of another sequence Q,
and that Q contains an

eval

instruction which requires the evaluation of X then

deadlock would result. The first sequence to be evaluated will cause the second
to stéirt executing and wiU suspend until it is completed. When the second tries
to cause the execution of the first, it finds that it is already executing and also
suspends. However, we have already seen in Section 4.4.2 that it is impossible to
form such cycles of declared sequence references.
The absence of deadlocks in request/ response message passing is ensured by adopt
ing the following protocol. When a task sends a request message, it suspends itself
before listening for responses. When a request arrives for a sequence that is not
being evaluated, zm immediate response is sent. When a request arrives for a se
quence which is already evaluating then the response is delayed until the evziluation
is complete.
We conclude that the current Paragon language implementation is free from deadlocks.

4.4.4

Suspension and Resumption

Tasks and declared sequences suspend their execution for two reasons. Firstly, a

block

instruction forces the current instance to wait for the completion of one of its children.
Secondly, an

eval

instruction attempts to execute a declared sequence which is already
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being evaluated elsewhere: the current instance cannot continue until the evaluation is
complete. In both cases, the current instance must suspend execution until it is re-awoken
when the pending event occurs. The Paragon implementation maintains two separate
task pools: one for newly sparked tasks, awaiting execution, and a second for resumed
tasks. In the tradition of [WW87b, KLB91], only newly sparked tasks may be migrated
to remote processing elements.
To facilitate resumption of a parent, when the children on which it is blocked have
completed, we arrange for each child to send an explicit return message to the parent,
as in the Flagship model [WW87b]. Since a parent can block on several children simul
taneously, the receipt of a single return message may not be sufficient for the parent to
resume immediately. Following the Flagship example once more, blocked parents main
tain a count of the children on which they are still blocked. When the count reaches zero,
the parent is resumed.
The second case differs from the first in that many descriptors can be blocked awaiting
the completion of the same declared sequence. A common technique [CPJ86, WW87b,
KLB91] is to maintain a list of tasks blocked on a computation, A separate list of blocked
descriptors is maintained for every declared sequence. If a task (or declared sequence)
attempts to execute a declared sequence, Q, which is already executing, it is added to
Q^s list of blocked tasks and suspends. When the execution of a declzired sequence is
complete, the list is checked and all of the blocked descriptors Eire resumed.

4 .5

V a lid a tin g I n d iv id u a l W o rk lo a d s

In Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.3) one of the advantages given for using synthetic workloads
in preference to real functional programs is the ability to construct large workloads with
minimal effort. We also note that real functional workloads are more difficult to un
derstand than synthetic workloads because the former are specified semantically and the
latter, pragmatically. For these reasons, it is often laborious or impracticable to construct
a real functional program which corresponds to the synthetic workload.
An alternative is to construct a collection of small functional programs which rep
resent a set of standard algorithms and programming techniques. For each functional
program, a synthetic workload is built and verified to produce similar run-time behaviour.
The verified workloads can then be used as a basis for constructing new workloads. One
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method of doing this is to take an existing experiment, based on real functional programs,
and to reconstruct it using synthetic workloads. Perturbations can then be made to the
synthetic workloads to satisfy a number of “what if?” scenarios.

4,5.1

Validation by Profiling

To ensure that the behaviour of a synthetic workload corresponds to that of a real pro
gram, measurements of both must be taken and compared. In Section 2.3.2, profilers
were discussed briefly and the difference in application and system programmers’ view
points was highlighted.

The difference is mainly in the way that lazy evaluation is

viewed. When laziness delays the evaluation of an expression, the system programmer
is interested in the point at which the expression is evaluated, and therefore requires a
profiler of the style suggested by [ADM88, RW92]. The application programmer, how
ever, simply wants to know whether an expression is evaluated, and is happiest when the
information is presented in terms of the lexical affinities of the original source program.
Application programmers are therefore in need of lexical profiling tools, as suggested by
[CPC91, SPJ92].
We can exploit this difference by providing both types of profiler which, used together,
form a more comprehensive picture of the program’s behaviour. For example, consider
the following short programs:
f

Program 1 <

=

g X =

h X

f

Program 2 < g y

Program 3 <

(g x) / 18
x = [expression)
( h x) * 10
X + 32
w h ere

=
-

h X

=

f

=

g X =
=

h X

(g 10) / 18
( h x) * y
w h e r e x = [expression)
X + 32
(g x) / 18
w h e r e x = [expression)
x * ( h 10)
X + 32.

The three programs are similar but differ in where the expression, x, is declared and
evaluated. Assuming that the programs are evaluated lazily. Table 4.1 shows the number
of primitive operations (+, *, or / ) counted for the functions of each of these programs.
If we consider just the count of primitive operations using the lexical profiling style,
the results given in Table 4.1 for programs 1 and 3 are indistinguishable. Similarly, if
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Number of primitive operations
function in which x is . ..
Program

lexical profile

dynamic profile

. . . declared

.. .reduced

f

g

h

f

g

h

1

f

h

1 +Px

1

1

1

1

1 +Px

2

g

h

1

1 +Px

1

1

1

1 4- Px

3

f

g

1 + Px

1

1

1

1 +Px

1

Px = number of primitive operations to evaluate i

Table 4.1: Counting primitive operations using lexical and dynamic profiling styles.

we count just the primitive operations reported dynamically then programs 1 and 2 are
indistinguishable. Therefore, when attempting to demonstrate that the behaviour of a
synthetic workload is comparable to that of a real workload, the results will be more
convincing if both types of profiling are employed. Where the effects of sharing and
delayed evaluation are not being modelled explicitly, there will be no difference in the
reports obtained from lexical and dynamic profilers and a single profile will suffice.
Notice that, when sharing is present in a program, changes in reduction order wiU
affect the outcome of dynamic profilers. Consider the following program:
f
g
h

X
X

= (g x) + (h x)
where x = {expression)
= X * 10
= X + 32

If the evaluation order for + is left to right then a dynamic profiler wiQ credit g with the
evaluation of x. If the evaluation order is right to left then h will be credited. If f is
evaluated on a parallel processor then the reduction order may well be nondeterministic,
fluctuating under the influence of factors such as the loading of individual processing
elements and the reliabihty of inter-processor communications. A dynamic profiler will
therefore return different results each time and must be executed a number of times to
obtain an average behaviour. Lexical profilers do not suffer from this problem because
the credit for an expression is always given to the function which lexically contained the
expression in the source progreim. This is clearly a static relationship.
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4.5,2

C onstructing Profilers

In total, four profilers «ire required to provide both lexical and dynsunic profiling for syn
thetic and recil workloads. Profifing tools for Pctragon workloads are comparatively easy
to construct because task cind declared sequence descriptors can be enlarged to contain
any amount of information required to construct a complete profile (taking care not to
compromise the memory consumption properties discussed in Section 4,4.1). However,
profilers for real functional languages are less straightforward.
Dynamic profiling is the simplest of the two techniques to implement for real func
tioned languages. A dynamic profiler simply requires code to keep track of the current
function [ADM88], measuring time and memory allocations between successive function
transitions. Higher-order functions can be a problem because profiling code added at
compile-time does not know which function will be called at run-time. The solution
given by [ADM88] is to profile higher-order parameters as separate functions but we can
improve on this by applying techniques developed for lexical profiling in Appendix C.
Lexical profiling is more complex because individual expressions as well as whole
functions are traced. The results of Table 4.1 illustrate that, under lazy evaluation, the
function which evaluates an expression is not necesscirily the one in which the expression
was declared. For lexical profiling, the executable code must be amended so that extra in
formation is carried with expressions at run-time. Appendix C gives full implementation
details of the lexical profiling tool constructed to profile the real functional workloads of
this chapter. The extra data added to a functional program provides correct results for
higher-order functions without having to profile higher-order parameters separately.

4 .6

E x a m p le A lg o r ith m s

A small set of basic algorithms and standard functional constructions are now presented
with equivalent Pciragon representations. For the first example, a detailed workload char
acterisation is also illustrated. Similar studies can be made for the remaining examples
although they are not included here.

4.6.1

D ivide and Conquer A lgorithm s

Divide and conquer is a popular method for implementing parallel algorithms (for ex
ample, the ZAPP project [BS81, SK84] is based solely on this class of algorithm). The
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divide and conquer method divides a problem into sub-problems. If the solution to a
sub-problem is not trivial then it too is divided into further sub-problems. By repeated
division, trivial problems are eventually obtained whose solutions are known or can be
calculated directly. At each level of the division, the results of the sub-problems are
combined to produce the solution for that stage.
We shall now attempt to characterise a divide cind conquer workload using Pciragon.
Figure 4.5 shows a Paragon program constructed from two templates. The first template,
divide_and_conquer, represents the three stages of a single recursive step of a generzil
divide and conquer algorithm. The WORK items at the start and end of the template
simulate the average work required to divide the problem and to combine the results,
respectively. The
ities,

spawn

items simulate the recursive steps and the percentage probabil

determine the characteristics of the input data (e.g. how well it is balanced on

average). In representing the quicksort algorithm, n = 2 and, for perfectly random lists,
ri = 7-2.

Hypothesis 4.1 To guarantee termination, the condition
pr o o f :

< 100 must hold.

Initially there is only one instance of the divide_and_conquer template; there

fore set to = 1. An instance spawns an average of c recursive child instances, where
c = X)i r*/100. Hence, the number of instances executing by the nth recursive generation
is given by

The time taken to execute individual instances is fixed and

finite. Therefore, the total time to execute the whole simulation is finite iff there are a
finite number of instances. The sum to infinity, t^ , is given by

which converges

to 1/(1 —c) when c < 1 and diverges otherwise.

□

The second template of Figure 4.5, le a f , represents the invocations for which no
sub-problems are generated. For quicksort this is the case when the input list has zero
length. The recursive spawns can be optimised by employing the following syntax:
Spawn r e e l

->
->

divide_and_conquer
Work wi

(7*j‘/ , )

In this case the leaves of the call tree are not represented by tasks in their own right but
simply by WORK instructions executed by the ‘parent’ task.
The Paragon definition makes no statement about the run-time execution strategy.
For example, the implementation is at liberty to arrange for one of the spawned children
to be executed as part of the current task, without placing a separate task descriptor
into a task pool. This is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3.4.
Ill

divide-and-conquer {
Work Wp
Spawn reci -> divide_and_conquer (ri%)
1 le a f
•
Spawn recn

-> divide^and_conquer (r»'/,)
1 le a f
Block reci . . . rec„
Work Wc

leeif {
Work wi
}

}

Figure 4.5: Paragon simulation of a divide and conquer algorithm.

An E xam ple D ivid e and Conquer A lgorithm : Quicksort
A good example of the divide and conquer technique is

providedbythe quicksort algo

rithm for sorting a list of numbers into ascending order:
q s o r t : : [num] -> [num]
q s o r t []
= []
q s o r t (x :x s )
= q s o r t s m a lle r ++ [x] ++ q s o r t l a r g e r
where s m a lle r = f i l t e r (<x) xs
l a r g e r = f i l t e r (>=x) xs
The algorithm is based on the following three steps:
D iv id e th e p rob lem A pivot point is chosen (in this case the first item in the list) cind
all the numbers in the list which zu^e (i) smaller than the pivot and (ii) larger thcin
the pivot are found.
S olve th e su b -p rob lem s Quicksort is csdled recursively on sub-parts (i) and (ii) re
spectively.
C om b in e th e resu lts The ++ operator is used to concatenate the sorted sub-lists.
The first step in constructing a synthetic version of the workload is to characterise the
typical behaviour of the real workload. The quicksort program was executed for sixty
different input lists each contciining 100 randomly generated integers, and uniformly
distributed in the range 0 < z < 100. The complete set of results is shown in Table B.l,
in Appendix B, and are summarised here in Table 4.2.

We shall make an analysis

of the q sort algorithm, paying particular attention to the expected behaviour of the
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mean tim e/call

Total calls
Function

(in seconds)

min

max

mean

variance

qsort

201

201

201.00

0.0

2.655 X 10“ ^

filter

1302

1854

1503.70

15440.0

3.654 X 10-2

508

718

607.57

3083.2

8.743 X 10-2

++

Table 4.2: Summary of quicksort profiles.

partitioning and combining functions. The analysis provides theoretical limits and is
supplemented by the experimental results to help determine sensible random distributions
for the Wc and Wp variâtes of Figure 4.5. The resulting synthetic workload is then executed
and its behaviour is compared with that of the real workload.
It can be inferred from Table B .l that the total number of calls made to q sort is
given by 2n + 1 where n is the length of the input hst.^ It is evident, however, that the
number of recursive calls made by the partitioning function, f i l t e r , is dependent on the
contents of the input hst. The number of recursive calls made to the combining function,
++, is also variable.
Quicksort is most efficient when its call tree is perfectly balanced, as in Figure 4.6(a),
and is least efficient when the nodes of its call tree form a single spine, as in Figure 4.6(b)
[AHU83]. We can use this to determine upper and lower bounds for the total number
of cedis made to f i l t e r during the hfetime of the algorithm. The time-complexity of
f i l t e r is 0{V) where I is the length of its input hst. At each (non-leaf) node in the q sort
cedi tree, f i l t e r is invoked twice on the teiil of the current hst. Therefore, the eimount
of work performed by f i l t e r during the lifetime of q sort is proportional to Ylnodea 2/
Consider the worst-case call tree of Figure 4.6(b). Summing the calls to f i l t e r over
the nodes of the tree we get
(4.1)

P m a x — ^ ] 2 z — 7i ( t2 I " l ) .

i=l
^PROOF: by induction on sublists of length m and n — m — 1, constructed by a call to q s o r t w ith
a list of length n.

W hen n. = 0, q s o r t returns imm ediately, satisfying 2n -|- 1 = 1. E xtending th e

in p u t from n to n -f- 1 elements gives sublists of length m -|- 1 and n — m — 1 which require a fu rth er
2(m -t-1) -f-1 and 2(n —m —1) -f 1 calls to q s o r t, respectively. Summing th e calls com pletes th e induction:
1 + (2(m + 1 )4 -1 ) + (2(n - m - 1) + 1) = 2(n + l ) + 1.
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□

I = n =

I= n

I = length of input

2* - 1

list each tim e

j*-i _ j

/ = n —1

q so r t recurses

f= 0

1= 0

2”

-

1

=

0

(a) Perfectly balanced.

I= 0

1= 0

(b) Badly balanced.

Figure 4.6: Best-case and worst-case call trees for quicksort.

Contrast this with the perfectly-balanced tree of Figure 4.6(a). Here, n = 2® — 1, hence
X = log 2(n -f- 1). At each node eind leaf, I =

= 2®“* —1, where i is the distance of the

node from the root of the tree. The total number of calls to f i l t e r at each node is given
by
2 /i = 2(2® -* - 1 ).

For a perfectly-balanced binary tree, there cire 2* nodes (or leaves) at distance i from the
root. Therefore, the total of calls to f i l t e r is given by
= E 2’-2(2*-' - 1) = 2 [2»(i - 1) + 1].
i=0

And, substituting for z, we get
Pmin = 2 [(n -j- l)(log 2(n 4- 1) —1) 4- 1].

(4.2)

A similar analysis is performed for the combining function, ++. Firstly, we note that
++ is used by q sort in an expression of the form:
left ++ [x] ++ right

(4.3)

where left and right are sorted sublists. The expression is invoked by calls to qsort
which form the (non-leaf) nodes of its call tree. Therefore, exactly 2n calls are made
from q sort to ++, as confirmed by the results of Table B.l. However, the number of
recursive calls made by ++ depends on the length of its left-hand argument. Therefore,
the minimum number of calls to ++ occurs when left is empty for every call to ++. If this
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is the case then (assuming left-precedence for ++) zero recursive calls

Eire

made by the

first ++ of Expression 4.3 and one recursive call is made by the second ++. The minimum
number of ceiUs to ++ during the Hfetime of q s o r t is thus
= 3n.

(4.4)

As for f i l t e r , the m axim um number of calls to ++ occurs when the call tree for
q s o r t is th a t of Figure 4.6(b). It is given by
n
Cmax = 2n + ^ i + (i + 1) = n(n + 4).

(4.5)

i= l

For the experimental results reported in Table 4.2, n = 100. Hence, from Equations 4.1
4.2, 4.4, and 4.5:
Pmin(lOO)

= 1145

Pmax(lOO)

= 10100

Cmin(lOO)

= 300

Cmax(lOO)

= 10400 ^

(4.6)

We now have theoretical Hmits on the to tal num ber of calls m ade to the partitioning
Euid combining functions. The next step is to obtain a suitable function to describe the
distribution of their call counts so th a t rsindom vEiriables CEin be constructed to synthesise
the resulting work. Table 4.2 contains the SEimple mean and SEimple deviation recorded
for the experiment. The histograms shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 respectively illustrate
the observed frequency w ith which the number of calls to f i l t e r Eind ++ occurred. It is
appropriate to approxim ate the beU-shaped, observed distributions w ith probabiHty den
sity functions (pdfs) based on the b eta distribution [Jeu91, p.484] [Kre83, p.A-57] because
the num ber of

ceJ I s

is bounded in bo th cases. The normaHsed pdfs Eire superimposed on

the histograms in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 and are calculated as follows.
For the pdf, /( z ) , distributed according to the b eta distribution w ith shape parEimeters a Eind 6,

The m ean of f { x) is given by a/ {a -f 6) Emd the variance by ab/[{a -f 6)^(u -|- 6 + 1)]
[Jai9l]. However, f [ x) is defined for 0 < z < 1; thus, for the observed call-frequencies,
each call-count, z, must be scaled to (z —Zmin)/(®max —Xmln)- Therefore, let
m =

®

® m in

—Xr
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Figure 4.7: The distribution of total calls to the f i l t e r function.

For a sample size of n, sample varicince is given by

= X^i=i

—z)^/(n —1). Hence

the corresponding scaling for variance is given by
V =
-m a x

® rm n

Solving m = a /(a + 6) and v = ab/[{a -f
a= m

m (l - m)

and

1

+ 6 + 1)] simultaneously for a and 6, we get
6 = (1 —m)

m (l - m)

--------------------------- —

J_

For f i l t e r : a = a^, = 7.959, b = bp = 190.7, and
6 .9 5 9 ( 1 _ p ) 1 8 9 . T
( 4 .7 )
2 .8 4 4 X 1 0 -1 5

•

For ++: a = Uc = 29.72, b = b^. = 946.1, and
,28.72

/(c) =

(1 - c) 945.1
7.955 X 1 0 -51»

(4.8)

Equations 4.7 and 4.8 can be used in conjunction with the mean profiled execution times
recorded in Table 4.2 for f i l t e r and ++ to determine suitable random variâtes for Wc
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Figure 4.8: The distribution of total calls to the ++ fimction.

and Wp. (The functions superimposed over the histograms of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are
normalised to match the results obtained experimentally (see Table 4.3)).
For the real q s o rt program, the costs of partitioning a problem into sub-problems, and
of combining the results, diminish as the problems get progressively smaller. However,
apart from recursive tail-call specification, there is currently no mechanism in Paragon
for relating the value of a variable in a task instance to the value of a variable belonging to
its parent. Therefore, we must approximate the relationship between successive recursive

/(x)

A rea u nder

Bucket

E qn.

/ ( z ) ( = A)

size ( = B)

filte r

(4.7)

8954.9

100

++

(4.8)

10099.4

36

F unction

N o rm alisatio n

Peak / ( x )

N orm alised

p lo tted a t

peak

1 . 11 7 X 1 0 - 2

(1460,30.1)

(1460,0.336)

3.565 X 10-^

(596,73.4)

(596,0.262)

(=

a //l)

Table 4.3: Normalising the beta distribution.
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calls to q sort. Two relatively straightforward options are available. The first is to ran
domly generate individual partitioning and combination costs each time q so rt recurses.
This provides the expected degree of variability, albeit with arbitrary incidence. Unfor
tunately, the sum of random vziriates does not conform to the required beta distribution.
A simpler approximation is made by employing the Paragon range: BETA* a b I h. The
* ensures that a single random veiriate is generated when the workload begins executing
and remcdns constant throughout the lifetime of the workload. The beta distribution
over the whole workload is achieved by calculating Wp and Wc as follows:
w . = BETA» a , A.
^
^ ^

n

n

n

Cmax
n

and
Wc = BETA* ttcC h
The factors tp cind

are determined experiment ally and produce overall timings which

coincide with the mean times attributed to f i l t e r and ++ respectively.
The values T\ and rg of the divide_and_conquer template are still to be calculated.
We know that the number of calls to q sort is 2n-}-l for input lists of length n. Examining
Figure 4.6, we see that n -f 1 calls être represented by the leaves of the

C cdl

trees and that n

calls are represented by nodes. For a single execution of the workload, 1/(1 —(ri-|-r 2) / 100 )
instances of the divide_and_conquer template are constructed. When ri = r*2 = r, the
average number of nodes is given by n = 1/(1 —2r/lOO), hence
50(n - 1)
T\ = V2 = r = ------------ .
n

.
(4.9)

For n — 100 we have r*i = r 2 = 49,5.
The final variable to be defined is it;/. This simulates the work executed by the n -f 1
calls to q sort which cire represented by leaf nodes in the call tree. As for tp and tc, wi is
determined experimentcilly.

4.6.2

Tail-R ecursive Loops

A very common construct in functional programming is that of the tail-recursive loop.
For example, many standard function definitions such as dropWhile and f o ld l (e.g. see
the definitions given for the HaskeU prelude [HPJW+91]) tzike the general form:
f ta i l xi . . . x„ =
=

go xi . . . x„
(gi Xi . . . x „ ) ...( g „ Xi . . . x„)

fla il
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for case
for case

1
2

F ta il {
Spawn e i -> ev a lu a te <$!>

C a llF ta il {
I
Spawn
Spawn
Spawn
Block

f s -> F t a i l <gi,
e -> ev a lu a te <fs>
f i n a l -> Go <fs>
fin a l f s e

:
Spawn e» -> evzLLuate <$n>
Block e i . .. e „
Work Wf
Spawn ai -> Gi < $ 1 ,.. .,$n>

g„>

}
ev a lu a te { Eval $1 }

Spawn a^ > G% < $ 1 ,.. .,$n>
T a il t < a i , . . .,an>
Return ai , . . ei»

Gq { . . . }
:

}

Gn { - - • }

Figure 4.9: A Pciragon model of a tziil-recursive loop with pzirallel sub-tasks.

Parallelism can be obtained from the above function definition by strictness analysis over
the functions ftaii and go-. -gn- It should be noted that this is a very restricted form of
parallelism that leads only to a fixed number of parallel tasks, the evaluation of which
will usucilly be expected to complete prior to the tail-call. The resulting activity wiU thus
be the sequential generation of batches of parallel tasks

c in d

will be most useful when

used in conjunction with inherently pcirallel techniques such as divide and conquer. For
example, Figure 3.3 (on page 66 ) shows the run-time instances of tasks of a divide and
conquer algorithm. At each stage of the recursion, a number of sub-processes are created,
any or all of which might take the form of a tail-recursive task that spawns batches of
parallel children.
Tail-recursion is modelled expHcitly in Paragon using the TAIL instruction (see Sec
tion 5.2.2). Where ft&ii and gi (for 0 < z < n) are strict in all of their arguments, the
behaviour of a call to f tail can be modelled by the Paragon templates shown in Figure 4.9.
Here, C a llF ta il spawns an initial instance of F t a il, corresponding to the initial cedi to
f tail- The synthetic closures g i . . . gn represent the initial arguments to the function.
F t a i l spawns parallel tasks to evaluate its arguments. It then performs some work,
and spawns parallel tasks to calculate the next set of arguments. Finally, F t a i l creates a
new instance of itself with a tail-recursive call, passing the new argument vzdues lazily. A
total of t tail-calls are made and, after the finzd call, F t a i l returns control to C a llF ta il
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Fn {
Spawn c h ild -> F^-i
Block c h ild
Work Wn
T a il I

Fn>i>l {
Spawn c h ild -> F^_i
Block c h ild
Work Wi

Fl {
Work wi

}

}

}

Figure 4.10: A Paragon model of a sequential pipeline.

which then spawns an evaluation of the final set of cirguments in parallel with an instance
of tem plate Gq.

4.6.3

Stream Processing

Lazy functional languages are ideally suited to processing continuous (and possibly in
finite) streams of data by using the composition of a series of functions [Hug89] (this is
sometimes called a pipeline of functions). Function composition is expressed with the
higher-order operator o : (^ —+ 7 ) —> (a —>)9) —> (a —> 7 ), defined as follows:
fo g

=

comp
where comp x = f (g x ) .

Sequential Stream Processing
Consider the function fg : [tq] —> [t„], defined thus:
fo = map (f„ o f n - i 0 ' " 0 f i )
where f*

: Ti_i —> 7^, for 1 < i < n. This produces a simple, inherently sequential

form of composition where n subsidiary functions are called each time map recurses. The

Paragon templates shown in Figure 4.10 model the data dependency between successive
subsidiary functions, resulting in sequential behaviour. Every subsidiary function, f^ is
represented by a separate task template F* and all but Fi contain a SPAWN instruction
which immediately blocks pending the child’s return. This will cause the child process
to be executed on the local processor and the parent to be resumed when it returns.
The initial template, F„, also contains a recursive tail-caU, modelling the activity of
the map function. The length of the input list is characterised by the random variable 1.
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The calculation can also be modelled by a single, tail-recursive loop as shown in
Section 4.6.2. This is equivalent to a compiler combining the actions of the main function
fo and the subsidiary functions, f i .. .f„ into a single task.

Parallel Stream Processing
Another form of function composition occurs when f □ is defined in the following manner:
fo = fn o fn_i

O- . - O f l

where, for 1 < * < «, ft : [tï-i] —* [?t] and
f t xs

=

map gi xs
where gi = processing-fanction.

When fo is applied to an input list, /o, the intermediate lists, l\ . . . f n - i, will be con
structed by the subsidiary functions f%.. .f n - i and a result list,

will be constructed

by fn. Under lazy evaluation only those parts of the lists that are required for the re
sult will be generated [PJ87b]. Therefore, if the result list is consumed one item at a
time then the evaluation order will be such that, when the first item of the result list is
demanded, just the first item of each of the lists / i . . . /n will be calculated, in sequence.
This behaviour continues for each item demanded from the result list until the end of
the input list is reached. The execution of the subsidiary functions and the generation
of the intermediate lists is thus interleaved.
The demand-driven behaviour described in the previous peiragraph assumes the ab
sence of strictness information (see Section 1.3.2). If it is known in advance that every
item in the result hst,

is going to be demanded at some stage then it is safe to calculate

the whole hst as soon as possible. This is an example of hyper-strictness and, by utihsing
a mechanism such as Bum's evaluation transformers [Bur87], it is possible to force all of
the intermediate hsts to be hyper-strict also.
In the presence of hyper-strictness, every f»- can be made to execute as a separate
task and so each stage of the calculation could be executed on a separate processor.
Some synchronisation between the processors is required because, for f i (1 < i < n) to
calculate the zth element of the hst fi, the function fi_ i must have finished calculating
the arth element of /i_i. If the value is not yet available then the process executing f i must
suspend and if there is no other work available the processor wiU idle. There wiU also
be a communications overhead because data flows between successive stages. However,
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Processor

K ey:
n

p ro c essin g
b u ild re q u e st

□

idle

■

b u ild re su lt

/

sen d re q u est
sen d re su lt

T im e

Figure 4.11: Timing diagram for a parallel pipeline of four functions.

when the processing time for the successive stages is sufficiently high (with respect to
the communications latency) the parallelism achieved will result in an overall speedup.
Figure 4.11 illustrates these principles for an example where n = 4 (i.e. four processors
are used) and where an input list of three items is supplied. This excimple shows a
relatively skewed timing graph because there are fewer items per list than there are
processing elements. When larger input hsts are used the idle times at the beginning and
end of the timing period account for a much smaller fraction of the processing time.
This is a form of data-parallehsm [HS86] and can be approximated [HM88] using the
Paragon model shown in Figure 4.12. Here, all of the functions f,- are modelled by the
P rocess task template.
The Main template starts off the simulation by spawning an instance of the tmlrecursive template Par Threads. In turn, Par Threads spawns a child instance of Thread,
passing its first argument as a parameter to the child. Immediately after spawning the
child, the instcince of PaxThreads tail-caUs a new instance of itself, lazily passing on
the result of the child. In this manner a number of parallel child threads are created,
each of which has access to the result of the preceding thread. On completion of the
last tail-called instance of Par Threads, a return is made to Main, which then attempts
to evaluate the result of the final thread. It therefore blocks until the final thread has
completed. (Notice that the results of the threads are not bound to declared sequences.
By default, they are bound to an unshared, empty declared sequence. This produces
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Main {
Spawn th reads -> PeurThreads
Eval th reads
}

Thread {
Spawn c h ild -> P rocess
Eval c h ild $1
Work w

}
ParThreads {
Spawn thread -> Thread <$!>
T a il I <thread>
Return <thread>
}

P rocess {
Spawn c h ild -> P rocess (f%)
Block c h ild
Work w

}

Figure 4.12: A Paragon approximation of a pipeline of interleaved functions.

the correct synchronisation because, as for a real declared sequences, the empty result is
returned only when the thread completes.)
Each thread models a pipeline of functions, g„ o g n -i o • • •o gi, operating on a single
element of the input list. The pipeline is sim ilar to that shown for sequential strecun
processing, above. The data dependencies of the functions are therefore represented, but
what of the synchronisations required between elements of the resulting lists? This is
obtained by the arguments that are passed from thread to thread. The

EV A L

instruction

of each instance of Thread first waits for its child to complete and then attempts to
evaluate the result of the previous thread. However, this will not be available until the
previous thread has completed. Consequently, emd in accord with the timing diagram of
Figure 4.11, the completion of threads will be skewed.
Although is it possible to reproduce the end effects of the synchronisations between
threads, a model of synchronisation on intermediate lists is not attempted. For cor
rect simulation of data-peirallel processing, the Paragon language must be extended to
synthesise compound data structures (see Section 3.4).

4 .7

Sum m ary

In this chapter it was shown that workloads constructed using the Paragon language
are able to model the behaviour of lazy functional programs as far as the requirements
listed in Chapter 3. It was also demonstrated that Paragon programs always describe
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workloads that could have been generated with lazy functional programs.
Implementation issues have been discussed, and it has been shown that the Paragon
language is inherently free from deadlock and is amenable to reference count garbage
collection because cyclic references are not constructed. The use of profiling tools as
a method for validating workloads was described, cind in the final section, a number
of example workload constructions were demonstrated. These correspond to general
algorithmic techniques employed by functionzd programmers zmd can be extended and
combined as necessary to produce complete workloads.
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C hapter 5

T im e-cost A n alysis o f P aragon
W orkloads
A time-cost analysis of Paragon programs is developed in this chapter. The work demon
strates that it is possible to estimate the time-cost of programs which contain shared
components and which are executed using a lazy evaluation strategy. The ultimate aim
of the cLualysis is to derive an ordering over task templates based on the expected execu
tion times for the associated task instances. In Chapter 6 we show how this information
can be used at run-time to aid dynamic scheduling decisions. Issues of parallel execution
such as inter-processor communications latency are also dealt with in Chapter 6. The
analysis presented in this chapter deals solely with task execution times.

5.1

A n I n tr o d u c tio n t o t h e T im e -c o s t A n a ly s is

A good starting point for calculating the cost of a task is given by the amount of primitive
work performed by the instance. This is defined by the
(and the default

w ork

w ork

instructions in the template

branch of s p a w n instructions). Secondly,

eval

instructions cause

declared sequences to be evaluated; since these may also contain WORK instructions they
too add to the cost of the task instance. Declared sequences can however be shared,
hence it is not always certain that executing an EVAL instruction will result in work
being performed. Sharing severely compHcates the analysis so we choose to ignore the
problem for the time being and return to it in Section 5.3 having first estabhshed a
simpler analysis for programs which contain no EVAL instructions. RETU RN , DECLARE,
and BLOCK instructions do not make a direct contribution to the cost of a task. Therefore,
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these shall also be ignored in the initial zmalysis, which leaves only the creation of child
task instances by SPAWN instructions. The effect of child instcinces on the expected cost
of a task demzinds further consideration.
To clarify the contribution that child tasks medce to the cost of a parent it is useful to
contrast the demands of a dynamic scheduler with those of a compile-time algorithm that
partitions a functional program into task units. A compile-time partitioning strategy may
try to regulate the size of individual task units in terms of the primitive work performed
within the boundary of each task. Here, the cost of a child task has no bearing on the
cost of the parent because it falls outside the boundary of the parent and is treated as a
separate entity. When dealing with the use of time-cost analysis for dynamic scheduling
purposes, however, the approach is different. Here the aim is to ensure that, when a
processor requests work, it should be kept sufficiently busy that repeat requests for work
are minimised. Taking as an example a partitioning and scheduling strategy used on the
GRIP multiprocessor [HPJ92] we find that program partitioning is performed by placing
spark annotations in the code. If a spark is acted upon at run-time then a child task
is created as a separate entity. A run-time throttling strategy is employed which causes
sparks to be thrown away whenever it is usefiil to do so (e.g. the availability of work on
the loced processor is low or it is simply faster to execute a child process locally). In this
case the work that would have been performed by a child task is subsumed by its parent.
Therefore the potential cost of the parent must include that of the child. This appfies to
any scheduling strategy that edlows the work of a child task to be executed on the same
processor as its parent.
In Paragon models, task templates contciin SPAWN instructions to indicate which child
tasks are to be activated. These correspond directly to the GRIP spark cinnotations zind
are used either to create paredlel children or to generate loccd work, depending on the
chosen run-time scheduling strategy.

5 .1 .1

D e a l in g w it h R e c u r s io n

Since Paragon templates can be defined recursively, the time-cost analysis must be able
to cope with recursion. The termination conditions of recursive Paragon definitions are
specified probabilistically. Therefore the analysis is simpler than an equivalent analysis
for real functional programs because, for these, it is often possible to detect a base-case
only in the presence of run-time input. Consider, for example, the following function
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which takes a list of numbers and returns the list up to (but not including) the first zero
encountered:
b efore : : [num] -> [num]
b efore []
= []
b efore (x :x s ) = □ ,
if x = 0
= X : b efo re x s , oth erw ise
The order-of-magnitude time-complexity of this function is 0 (n ) in the length of the
list up to the first zero. However, the time cost cannot be estimated without further
information about typical run-time input. If b efo re is evaluated in a hyper-strict context
then its result is demanded in full. This behaviour is modelled by the following Paragon
template:
b efore {
Work wi
Spawn recu rse -> b efo re (pa%)
Block recu rse
Work W2

}
The time-cost of the model workload can be estimated because the probability, ps*/,, of
recursively spawning fully characterises typical run-time input.

5 .2

A S im p le T im e -C o s t A n a ly s is w ith o u t S h a r in g

A simple time-cost analysis is developed in this section in the absence of shared workloads
(the DECLARE and EVAL instructions zire ignored in the analysis until Section 5.3).
Formally, a Paragon program can be represented as a directed, cyclic graph, G, made
up of vertices, V (which constitute the set of task templates), and of edges, E (which
describe the set of all possible spawns). An instance of template Ti E V is free to spawn
a task using template T j E V if there is at least one corresponding edge

E E (the

subscript k may be omitted if there is exactly one edge connecting T{ to Tj). Figure 5.1
shows a simple Paragon program containing three mutually recursive task templates.
The graph for this program is shown in Figure 5.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the edges,

and the brzinches of SPAWN instructions in the program. For

each edge there is an associated probability,
Now, let T be a subset of V and E x =

.
G E A 7^ E T A Tj E T }.

T describes a mutually recursive set of tasks if and only if (T, E x ) forms a strongly
connected component of G. We say that an SCC, S, is maximal if and only if S' 3
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T1 {
Spawn c h ild -> T2 (107.) I T1 (20%) | T3 (30%)
Block c h ild
}
T2 {
Spawn c h ild l -> T1 (20%)
Spawn c h ild 2 -> T1 (30%)
Block c h ild l ch ild 2
}
T3 {
Spawn c h ild -> T2 (40%)
Block c h ild
}

Figure 5.1: A small Pcuagon program with, mutually recursive task templates.

^11
(ps 11 = 0.2)

T1

T2

T3

Figure 5.2: The graph of the Paragon program shown in Figure 5.1.
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s =>

= s , for all SCCs S' Ç G (in Figure 5.2 the whole graph forms a mciximcil

SCC). Subsets of V whose graphs (T ,E x ) are maximal SCCs of G will be denoted by a
subscript, r (e.g. Tj%).

5.2.1

First Order R ecursion

The b efo re function from Section 5.1 exhibits first order (or linear monadic) recursion
[Bus87, chapter 4]. For this type of recursion, |T h | = 1 for all

Ç V . Therefore, no

maximal SCC contains more thzin one vertex.
The cost expression, cT, for a template, T, which contains a single SPAWN instruction
of the form:
SPAWN -> T (pa%),
and no TAIL or EVAL instructions, is given by:

cT = w -\

100

oo
cT = w ^ ^ (p s/1 0 0 y.
1=0

^

w is the sum of primitive work performed by the WORK instructions of the template
(for the b efore template w = w i + W2 ). For convergence, the recursive call is not
unconditional (i.e. ps < 100), whereupon:

5.2.2

E xten d in g th e A nalysis to Tail Calls

The Paragon TAIL instruction is designed to model the behaviour of recursive tail czdls
(see Section 3.2). Although the run-time behaviour of TAIL differs from that of SPAWN the
cost of making a tail call is identical to that of the first order recursive spawn described
above. To calculate the cost of the tail call it is therefore sufficient to replace the TAIL
instruction by a recursive SPAWN which has the same cost, and then use Equation 5.1.
From Section 3.2.5 we know that when an instance of template T,- spawns a child using
template Tj, the number of tail calls performed by the child is given by the product of
two random variables^ :
^ The mean of a product of two random variables is equal to the product of means if and only if the

two random variables are independent [Jai9l].
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1. The range item in the tail call instruction of Tj] this specifies an unmodified num ber
of tciil caUs. Define r] to be be mezin value of this range calculated according to
Table 3.1,
2, The m ean value of the mod item in the spawn alternative which caused T{ to invoke
Tj. Define m ïj to be the m ean value of this range.

Therefore:

tcj = rjX rnïj.

(5.2)

The TAIL instruction causes the child to recurse tCj times, term inating after a to tal of

tCj + 1 invocations. The same average cost is obtained from a recursive SPAWN instruction
whose probability of success is given by:
tCj

,

= ÏÏ7 T Î’
therefore the tail call instruction:
TAIL

range

->

seqi^rni>

I

(p(i%)

»• • •»

is equivalent to:
SPAWN
Tj

I

'^ j

I

Tj

(.ptS-^/i')

^ ^ 6 ^ 2 %, . . . ,

» • ' ' » ^ ^ Ç n ,m ,n ^

where (for 1 < A: < n),
ptSk = p t k j ^ ^ ^ .
The final branch of the

(5.3)
spaw n

ensures the correct default behaviour for tail calls: if

none of the preceding alternatives are chosen at run-time then a tail caU is made with
an empty parameter list.
(Notice that for a tail-call of template Tj to be re-written as a s p a w n instruction, all
modifiers, m ij, must be the same. This restriction will be lifted in Section 5.5.3.)
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5.2.3

Lim ited Sim ultaneous R ecursion

The first order recursive case is simple but describes only a small subset of Paragon
programs. In this section the analysis is extended to describe a restricted form of simul
taneous (or mutual) recursion. Again only WORK instructions and at most one

spawn

instruction are permitted but the SPAWN is of the more general form:
SPAWN -> Tt, (pai%) I ••• I

ip s M .

A maximal SCC (of G ), S = (T fl,E x ), containing r vertices (|T ü | = r) can be repre
sented by the transition matrix:

P =

Pll

Pl2

' ' • Plr

P 2I

P 22

' ' ’

P 2t

PtI

Pt2

"

Ptt

•

The SPAWN instruction from template T{ defines a row, Pi = \pn pi 2 • • ' Ptr]> of the
matrix, where pij is the probability (0 < pij < 1) for T* to spawn a child task instance
using template Tji
Pij =
k

Inequality 3.3 (withppj = lOOpij) ensures that

^ I for all i.

The cost, cTj, of executing a task instance spawned using template T,- G

is given

by:
cTi = Wi -f '^ p ijc T j,
i= i

for 1 < %< T.

(5.4)

Expanding (5.4) by one recursive step we get:
cT i

=

W i-\- p i i I w i

=

W i -h ^

+ ^ P lk C T lA H-------\-pir (ui.r+ ^ P rk c T k
k=l
/
V
k—1
>

PijWj +

j=i

VijPjkcTk.

fc=i j=i

Expanding (5.4) to the limit gives the following (where, for notational convenience, to is
defined to be equal to i):
00

cT,- = to; +

T

^
ir=lti= l

T

^

/

TT

\

\p=l

/

n
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The mutuaJly recursive relationship expressed in (5.4) is expressed more naturally in
matrix form. Given that the primitive work performed during a single call to a task is
Wi and the total cost of calling a task is cTj, we define the vectors:
Wi
w =

cTi
and

I

C =

Wt

1
cTr

Equation (5.4) can then be expressed as C = PC + W". This recursion relation has
cin iterative solution

+ W where

is an initial and

is the A;th

approximation for C. By expansion, we have:
- pA+l^(0)

k
^ p jy ^

(5.5)

i=o

To solve Equation (5.5) we can use the eigenvalues, A i . . . A^, and the eigenvectors,
vi . . . Ur, of the transition m atrix P. The analysis requires th a t the eigenvedues are distinct
so th a t the corresponding eigenvectors Eire linearly independent. It is therefore assumed
th a t these can be calculated, otherwise the analysis cannot proceed. This is acceptable
because the probability th a t the eigenvectors of a randomly chosen m atrix Eire calculable
and distinct cEin be approxim ated to 1 [Mag85, §5.2.18] Eind since P is obtained from
an experimental workload then in the unlikely event th a t the analysis is thw arted it
is possible to chEinge the input model to allow the EiUEilysis to proceed. Moreover, the
eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix can he very sensitive to small changes in the matrix
elements [PFTV88, p.382]. Therefore, it is hkely th at only a small chEinge to a rogue
workload is necessEiry to yield values th a t are suitable for analysis.
We know from the theory of eigenvectors (see e.g. [Mag85, ch.5]) that if P is expressed:
Ai
P = VAV

where V =

. . . v^.] and A =
A.

then Pvi = AiU£. Thus, if W is expressed as a linear combination of the eigenvectors:
W = Ya=i GiUi, then P^W = 53i=i o-iP^'^i = Z)r=i o-i^{vi. Substituting for P^W in (5.5)
and choosing

= 0 (valid when k is large) we get:

^(fc+i) = ^ ^ CLi\\vi = W + ^ ^
i=i i=o

=

i=l j=l
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aiVi ^
i=l

i= i

Aj,

for

> 1

The term

M is simply the sum of a geometric progression which converges to

A,7(l —Ai) as k

oo on condition that |Ai| < 1, for 1 < i < r; therefore we get:

lim C = lV + y ' ^ .
^
t=l 1 - A i
The total cost of executing a task Tj is given by the %th row of C.
k-^oo

5.2.4

(5.6)
^

^

E xten d in g th e A nalysis to Task T em plates w ith m any SPAWN In
structions

In the previous section, an analysis of Paragon programs was developed for mutuzilly
recursive task templates that were limited to at most one SPAWN instruction.
section deals again with templates T E

This

but they may now contain any number of

SPAWN instructions. The evaluation of declared sequences is still banned.

The previous limitation of one SPAWN instruction per template led to the property that
Pij ^ 1 lor I ^

^ T but since this property was not required to derive Equation (5.6)

the condition can be removed. Collectively, the SPAWN instructions from template T{
define the ith row of the matrix:

S

«11

Si2

• ’ '

S ir

«21

S22

' ' • S2t

=

^t1 ^t2

’ ''

^TT

where Sij is the average number of times that a single instance of T{ uses template Tj to
create a child task and is given by:

k
Equation (5.6) developed in Section 5.2.3 holds for generally recursive Paragon progreims

if Ai and Vi (for 1 < i < r ) are the eigenvalues eind eigenvectors, respectively, of 5.

5.3

R e a s o n in g a b o u t S h a r in g S e m a n tic s

Until now the time-cost analysis has not taken the evaluation of declared sequences into
account. Declared sequences complicate time-cost analysis in the following ways:
1. Because of sharing the history of a declared sequence determines whether or not
an EVAL instruction causes the evaluation of the sequence. Declared sequences can
therefore alter the expected cost of tasks dynamically.
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2. The order in which tasks are executed (hence the order in which their EVAL in
structions are encountered at run-time) is relevant to where declared sequences are
evaluated.
3. In the previous analysis it did not matter whether two possibilities for spawning
children were specified by alternative branches of a single

spawn

instruction or

by two distinct SPAWN instructions. This is because the average number of calls
to each child is identical in both cases. However, in the presence of sharing it is
necessary to know whether or not it is possible for two children to execute in parallel
with each other. Alternative branches of a single SPAWN cannot do this because
they are mutually exclusive but children spawned by separate instructions have
no restriction. Pctrallel threads introduce uncertainty in deciding which task will
evaluate a certain declared sequence thus a distinction is henceforth made between
the two cases.
4. Sharing semantics can introduce statistical dependencies into the expressions which
describe the history of a declared sequence. For example, consider the following
task template:
dependency {
D eclare se q l { - - }
Eval se q l (pi*/,)
Eval se q l (p2‘/,)

The outcome of the first

eval

instruction partly determines whether the second

EVAL instruction causes the evaluation of se q l. This example is relatively straight-

forwcird but more complex dependencies cire likely if sequences are passed as argu
ments to child task instances and returned as results to parents. For this reason,
expressions denoting probabilistic events are left in algebrziic form throughout the
analysis.
5. A single task template can be used by many spawn instructions to construct differ
ent task instances. Each spawn may contain a different set of actual parameters,
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therefore the instances differ because their formais are hound to instances of de
clared sequences constructed from disparate templates. Tcisk instances must be
characterised, therefore, in terms of the task template and the declared sequence
templates used by their formais.
As for the simple time-cost analysis described in Section 5,2, each edge,
the program graph, G , is associated with a probability of spawning,

G E, of
Moreover,

because we are now dealing with parameterised task templates, each edge,
associated with a Hst,

is also

of declared sequence references^.

The strategy for analysing the time-cost of Paragon progrzims is divided into five
stages as follows:
Stage 1: Perform a sharing einalysis over the task templates of the program to decide
which formal parameters Eind which locally-declared sequences are evaluated by
the EVAL instructions of each task. This analysis is described in Section 5.4.
Stage 2: Transform the progrcun graph, G , into a new graph, G' (made up of nodes V '
and edges E^), such that G exhibits the following characteristics:
• There is a one to many mapping from T i G V to T/^ E V ' and from
E to

E

G E'. Expressed simply, each task of the original program is

represented by one or more nodes in G \
• All and only those cedl-trees that may be generated by executing G are pro
duced by executing G'.
• For all nodes, T[^ E V% the set of declared sequences which may be bound to
the formed parameter,

must contain exactly one element (which may be

either a declared sequence, Qk,q, or the special vedue, unbound).
• AU edges,

entering a node Tj^ must correspond to the same branch of

the same spawn instruction,

in the original program.

Stage 3: Replace the EVAL instructions of every node in G' with in-hne macro expansions
of the declared sequences which they evaluate (see Section 5.5.2). Each instruction
in the expansion is suitably adjusted to reflect the probability of the evaluation.
The program graph has now been transformed to one which has an equivalent
*See Section 3.2.4 for a definition of sequence references.
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time-cost to the origineil but which no longer contains shared expressions. The
new graph will not be used at run-time, it is merely required to perform time-cost
calculations.
Stage 4: Use the analysis described in Sections 5.2 zind 5.1 to calculate the time-costs of
the task templates in the new program graph.
Stage 5: Map the resulting time-costs back onto the edges of the original program graph.
Before continuing with the analysis of sharing and declared sequence evaluation it is
prudent to pause in order to exéimine the nature of parzdlel evaluation in the presence
of shared workloads. Firstly, key terms used in the subsequent analysis are defined.
The Peiragon instruction set is then categorised according to which instructions cause
inter-task synchronisation and which do not. Thirdly, the structure of task templates is
expressed in terms of well defined regions. This simplifies the analysis in the presence of
shciring. Finally, some notation is introduced for reasoning about intra- and inter task
relationships. The notation will be used extensively in Section 5.4.

5.3.1

Probabilistic E vents versus M echanistic A ctions

The term event is used in the mathematics of simulation and in probability theory to
describe two different but related concepts. Consider an experiment where a pair of dice
are thrown a number of times. In simulation, each dice throw might constitute a separate
mechanistic event. Probabilistically, however, we may define an event. A, as ‘the sum of
two dice is less than seven’ eind calculate that the probability of the event A is 15/36.
In the context of anedysing Paragon programs, this dichotomy is potentially confusing.
We shall therefore reserve the term event for the probabilistic sense and use the term
action to denote mechanical activity. For example, the simulated spawning of a task is
an action while the phrase ‘a child is spawned by the ath spawn instruction of task Ti’
describes cin event with a probability of, say, pa^.
In the following analysis, two classes of events will be encountered:
a to m ic ev en ts are those whose probability can be determined without reference to
other events. For example, consider the instruction:
SPAWN label-> Tj

(50%).
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The event that ‘the SPAWN instruction creates a child task using template Tj’ is
atomic and has a probability of 50 per cent. The probability of an atomic event is
independent of the probabilities of ah other atomic events.
co m p o u n d ev en ts are combinations of atomic and other compound events. Two com
pound events may both refer to a common sub-event, hence statistical dependen
cies may exist between them. To cope with dependencies, compound events are
described algebraically using set notion. To obtain an estimate of the time-cost of
a Paragon task, an arithmetic expression must be constructed from the algebraic
representation of the time-cost, taking note of any statistical dependencies that are
present ([BE87] provides a good introduction to this topic).

5.3.2

P red ictin g Interaction B etw een Task Instances

Paragon instructions fall into two categories: those whose actions affect just the current
task instance (we shall call these passive instructions) and those which interact with other
t as k instances and consequently necessitate message passing (we shall call these active

instructions). The following table illustrates which instructions fall into each category:
Passive
Declare
Tail
Work

Active
Block
Eval
Return
Spawn

When workloads are shared by multiple tasks, the time-cost analysis is mostly con
cerned with the actions of the active instructions. These wiU be examined in some detail
in the following sections.

5.3.3

Evaluation Points and Evaluation Intervals

When an instance of a task, Tj, or a declared sequence, Qi,q, spawns a child task using
template Tj, the child may or may not begin to execute immediately. The precise tem
poral relationships between tasks executing in parallel are dependent on the loading of
the system, the number of processing elements assigned to the calculation, the reliability
of the communication infrastructure, and other attributes that are outside the scope of
Paragon specifications. The Paragon BLOCK instruction does, however, limit the lifespan
of each task instance with respect to specific points in its parent.
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In the absence of more detailed information we are forced to make the following
assumptions and simplifications when analysing a task template, T{:
1. The entire execution period of a child task instance (which was constructed using
template Tj), including the period required to execute the descendants of the child,
is considered to occur at a single point in time. This point is hereafter referred
to as the evaluation point of Tj. An evaluation point is equivalent to an abstract
mechanical action that occurs instantaneously.
This simplification allows the evaluation properties of a child task, Tj, to be applied
atomically.
2. The probability for two insteintaneous actions to occur simultaneously is assumed
to be zero.
3. In the absence of blocking, the evaluation point of a child, Tj, may occur, with
equal hkehhood, at any point during its parent’s lifetime.
This assumption is needed because, other than the simple blocking mechanism,
Paragon contains no instructions to constrsiin when tasks zire dynamically scheduled
and at which precise time they wiU complete.
4. The hkehhood that the evaluation point of an instance of Tj occurs during a time
interval measured with respect to its parent, is proportioned to the probabihty that
the child has not yet completed in that interval.
This assumption is a heuristic. It allows the probabihty that an instance of Tj
reaches its eveduation point during a given execution interval of X{ to be related to
the BLOCK instructions in X{ which lexically precede the interval.
5. In the absence of blocking, the parallel actions a i . . . a„ (respectively performed by
a coUection of tasks and declared sequences, X i .. .X „, executing in parallel) may
take place in any order with equal hkehhood.
This assumption defines the behaviour of parallel child tasks while X{ is executing
within an interval that is bounded by, but does not contain, BLOCK instructions.
6. It is assumed that speculative parahehsm [BZ90, SY90, PJ89] is not being modeUed
and that ah child tasks are meant to terminate prior to their respective parents.
To enforce this assumption, the closing brace of a task template is treated as an
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imconditional BLOCK instruction which suspends the parent until every child task
has completed.

Consider the action of the following BLOCK instruction on the task instance identified by
label:
BLOCK label (p6%).
If the probability that the instance had not already completed immediately prior to the
BLOCK is given by p then there is a probability (100 —pb)pf 100 that it has still not

completed immediately after the

blo ck .

Figure 5.3 shows a progression of BLOCK instructions acting on a labelled task in
stance. The expression attached to each stage indicates the probability that the instance
is still evaluating after immediately after the preceding BLOCK instruction has been ex
ecuted. The probabilities wiU be used in Section 5.4.5 as weighting factors to estimate
when the evaluation point of the child instance is reached with respect to the instructions
of the parent task. In the figure, the Greek letter ^ is used to range over the BLOCK in
structions and we use a caret ( “) to indicate the largest value in a range (e.g. 1 <

< /9).

In accordance with Simplification 6, above, there are /? — 1 explicit BLOCK instructions
and the closing brace of the template represents BLOCK^.
If a parent and child task make references to the same declared sequence (the sequence
is shared) then, by estimating where the evaluation point of a child task will occur with
respect to the peirent, probabilities can be Ccdculated to determine which of the tasks
will force the evaluation of the sequence. The probabilities are influenced by the EVAL
instructions within the two tasks. It is convenient, therefore, to express the evaluation
point of the child with respect to the EVAL instructions of the parent. To facilitate this,
the parent’s template is divided into intervals delimited by EVALs. These shall be called
evaluation intervals. The Greek letter a will be used to rzinge over the

eval

instructions

and their corresponding intervals.
Figure 5.4 shows a task divided by à — 1 EVAL instructions into à evaluation interVcils. This is analogous to ‘fences and gate-posts’ in that there is always one fewer EVAL
instruction than there are intervals. If the very last instruction of a template is an EVAL
then the â-interval is empty.
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T he probability th a t th e child
has n ot yet com pleted a t each
stage of th e p a re n t’s execution:

p a r e n t jte m p lt {

Spawn c h ild _ in s t a n c e -> c h ild - t e m p lt
• 1

B lo ck c h ild _ in s ta n c G

(p6i%)
100

—ph\

100

B lo ck c h ild _ in s t a n c e W I , )
( 1 0 0 - p 6 i ) ( 1 0 0 - P&2)
1002

B lo ck c h i l d - in s t a n c e

n |i î ( i o o - p 5 p )
lO O P -i
•' 0

}

Figure 5.3: A series of BLOCK instructions acting on a child task instance.

5.3.4

Som e N o tation to D escrib e L exical, T em poral, and D ep en d en ce
R elations

To decide which

block

instructions occur within an evaluation interval (and thereby

derive the probability of a child’s evaluation point occurring prior to the associated EVAL
instruction) it is necessary to be able to specify the lexical order o f the instructions:

D efin ition 5.1 The syntactic relation, <, is defined over any two Paragon instructions
belonging to the same task template, I\ X I 2 states that instruction Ii lexically precedes
instruction I 2 . The inverse relation is denoted by y .
Where no ambiguity arises, expressions such as BLOCK^ -< EVAL» wiU be written (3 < a.
It win also be necessary to describe temporal relationships between the evaluation
points of child tasks and the actions of the parent. These are functions of the run-time
behaviour and are expressed thus:
D efin ition 5.2 The temporal relation,

is defined over all mechanical actions, such

that ai < 02 denotes the event ‘action ai occurs prior to action 02
is denoted by t>.
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The inverse relation

t e m p la t e {

r ------------------------------ I
DECLARE instructions
L ____________________________________

r ------------------------------ I

SPAWN, WORK, and

block

I
instructions
L __________________________________ _

►1-interval

E v a li . . .

SPAWN, WORK, and BLOCK

I

►2-interval

instructions
Eval2

• • •

E v a l&_2 . . .

r ----------------------------------1
I

SPAWN, WORK, and

block

i

I
instructions
I
L _______________________________________J

►(a —l)-interval

E v a la - i . . .

r ---------------------------------- 1
I

SPAWN, WORK, BLOCK, TAIL,

I

I
and RETURN instructions
I
L _______________________________________J

►â-interval

}
Figure 5.4: Dividing a task template into its evaluation intervals.

From Assumption 4 on page 138 we know that, in the absence of blocking, every ordering
of actions is equally hkely. Furthermore, from Assumption 2 we know that two instanta
neous actions will not take place simultaneously. Therefore, for two instantaneous actions
Ui and 02 , which may occur in parallel.
Pr(ai <1 02 ) = Pr(o 2 <3 o i) = 0.5.

(5.7)

Logical combinations of events are provided by the foUowing operators:
• The

n operator expresses the conjunction of events.

• The U operator expresses the disjunction of events.
• The unary operator ~ expresses the failure of an event (i.e. P r(~ e) = 1 —Pr(e)).
By a relaxation of syntax,

c in

action may be specified whenever an event is expected.

This represents the probabihstic event that the action occurs.
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5.3.5

R easoning ab ou t th e Interface betw een Parent and Child Tasks

Child task instances are created by the SPAWN instm ction which is responsible for de
termining which declared sequences are passed as arguments to the children. Spawn
instructions have many attributes and to describe these in a consistent manner the no
tation

is introduced. This symbol denotes a

spawn

instruction where:

Ti is the task tem plate in which the SPAWN instruction occurs.
Tj is the task tem plate used by the SPAWN instruction to create a child task instance.
id is an identifier that indicates precisely which SPAWN instruction (or sub-part thereof)
is of interest. Typically, id is set to a to identify the <rth spawn instruction of Tj,
and set to

ctj]

to refer specifically to the 7/th branch o f the instruction.

a ttr is an optional attribute of the call eind qualifies the meaning of the whole symbol. If
ottT is not specified then T i - ^ T j indicates the spaw n instruction per se. An initial
set of qualified symbols Eire defined in Table 5.1; further quEilifiers will be defined
as they are needed.
This notation is easily extended to describe SPAWN instructions which belong to de
clared sequences. Declared sequence definitions appeEir only within task tem plates Eind
the symbol Qi^q denotes the sequence defined by the gth DECLARE instruction of tem plate
Tj. A SPAWN instruction belonging to Qi^q is described by

which is a direct analogue of the T i- ^ ^ T j symbol. Definitions which are VEilid for both
Qi^q-^Tj Eind Ti~^Tj symbols Eire specified by employing a generic symbol: % —
Finally, a simple extension to the Paragon $z syntEix for specifying formal pEtrameters
provides a m ethod for referencing the fbrmEil parameters of a task template: the symbol
denotes the r th formal parameter of tem plate Ti.

5.3.6

Som e exam ples

The following examples demonstrate the way in which qualified X
be used to make statements about Paragon programs.
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—>Tj

expressions will

This denotes the declared sequence that is r e tu r n e d as the
result from a child task. The child was an instcince o f tem 
plate Tj and was spawned by the <7th spawn instruction of
tem plate Tj.
This denotes the e v a lu a tio n p o in t of the child instance.
The fth a c tu a l p a r a m e te r of the specified alternative, rj,
o f the <rth SPAWN instruction o f tem plate T^. (The use of the

T i^ T i

O operator is inspired by the syntax for passing parameters
in SPAWN instructions where the parameters axe enclosed in
<> brackets.)
Refers to the identification label attached to the a spawn
instruction of tem plate T{.

Table 5.1: An initial set of qualified T{ —> Tj symbols.

1. The expression:

specifies that when the crth SPAWN instruction of T* spawned a child task, (a) it
used tem plate Tj and (b) the yth actuzd parameter passed to the child was bound
to the r th formed péirameter of T,-.

2. Probabilistic reasoning is central to Paragon analysis; the following expression:
Pr

< BVALaji

indicates the probabihty that the child task, spawned by the aih SPAWN instruction
of task Ti, reaches its evaluation point prior to the tim e that T{ executes its a th
EVAL instruction.
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5 .4

A n A n a ly s is o f D e c la r e d S e q u e n c e E v a lu a tio n

The aim of this section is to develop an analysis which can determine the Hkelihood that
a task causes the evaluation of one of its locally-declared sequences or formal parameters.
The analysis will then be used in Section 5.5 to replace EVAL instructions by the bodies
of the declared sequences which they are known to evaluate, suitably adjusted to reflect
the probabihty of the evaluation.

5.4.1

Sim plifications

To simplify the analysis we shall continue to use a subset of the full Pciragon language.
It is, however, a much larger subset than previously allowed and one from which sensible
workloads can be constructed (e.g. see Chapter 6 where all of the experimental workloads
belong to this subset). The full language is accepted with the exception of the foUowing
restrictions:
1. RETURN instructions are not aUowed.
2. Declared sequences may not access the formal parameters of their defining tasks.
The first simphfication means that the map of shared references is in the form of a tree
rather than a graph because references cein only be passed from older to newer gen
erations of task instances. The second simplification effectively bans aU references to
shared workloads from declared sequence templates (remember that a declared sequence,
Qi,q, cannot defined its own local sequences and that it may not reference the declared
sequences of its defining task). Therefore declared sequences have no use for EVAL in
structions and, although they may spawn child task instances, their SPAWN instructions
cannot pass actual parameters. This restriction aUows declared sequences and formal
parameters to be analysed in mutual isolation.

5.4.2

Tem poral R elationships and Probabilistic Events

The analysis concentrates on the temporal relationships between parent and child tasks
and the foUowing properties, each of which is described by a coUection of probabilistic
events:
N e c e ssity is the property that the value of an object is required. This corresponds to
a declared sequence being referenced by an EVAL instruction. The events which
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describe this property have the generic name ‘Need’,
In ta ctn ess is the property that a formal parameter or a locally-declared sequence has
not already been evaluated. The probabilistic events which describe intactness
properties are given the generic name ‘Intact’ and rely heavily on the synchronisa
tion properties described in Section 5,4.4,
L ocality o f evalu a tio n combines the previous properties to describe which task in
stances cause the eveduation of which declared sequences, thus

f u lfillin g

the aim of

the section. The events which describe locality of evaluation have the generic name
‘Eval’.
Firstly, expressions for necessity of formal parameters and locally-declared sequences
are defined. Temporal relationships between parent and child tasks are then explored
prior to defining expressions for intactness over formais and declared sequences. Finally,
these expressions are used to define the probabilistic events that a task causes the evalu
ation of its locally-declared sequences smd formal parameters. The evaluation properties
will be used in Section 5.5 to transform EVAL instructions into the bodies of the declared
sequences which they evaluate.

5 .4 .3

D e te r m in in g t h e N e c e s s it y o f F o rm a l P a r a m e te r s a n d L o c a lly D e 
c la red S e q u e n c e s

In this section, expressions are given for the compound events that the values of formal
parameters and locally-declared sequences are required by the EVAL instructions or chil
dren of a task. If a value is necessary and the declared sequence (either defined locally
or bound to a formal parameter) has not yet been evaluated then the evaluation will be
triggered. If the sequence has already been evaluated then no action wiU be taken. Ne
cessity does not therefore determine whether an evaluation takes place, it merely places
a limit on the unevaluated state of a sequence. The probabihstic events for necessity
properties are defined as follows.
• The necessity of a declared sequence within an

eval

instruction is given directly

by the instruction’s definition. In Chapter 3, the

eval

instruction is defined with a

number of alternative branches, each of which may require the value of a number of
locally-declared sequences and formal parameters. We shall formally identify each
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sequence reference by VarjS to indicate that we are dealing with the 77th brsmch
of the EVALa instruction and, specifically, the fth entry within the branch. The
necessity of a locally-declared sequence, Qi,q, is given by the event that the branch
of EVAL* which is chosen at run-time contains a reference to Qi,q‘.
NeedQi,g (T.-, e v a l^ ) = |J ^EVALa„ n [ j (Va„5 =
and similarly, the necessity of a formal parameter,
Need$i,* (T.-, e v a l^ ) = |J ^EVALa„ n [ j

(5.8)

is given by:
= $,>)^ .

(5.9)

• The necessity of a declared sequence with respect to a child task is similar to
the previous case for

The

eval .

spawn

instruction which creates the child task

contains a number of alternative br(inches, each of which can pass declcired sequence
references to the child as actual parameters. The event that the child needs the
value of a declared sequence is therefore defined as the conjunction of the following
events:
1 . The 77th branch of the

spawn

is chosen.

2 . The declaredsequence reference(either Qi^q or $t^g) is bound to the 5th actual

parameter of the spawn.
3. The value of the 5th parameter is necessary for the evaluation of the child
task created by the spawn.
The expression for the necessity of a locally-declared sequence with respect to a
child task instance is therefore given by:
NeedQi,,
U

=

n Need$,,«(T,))^

ny

(5.10)

where Need$,-^a;(Ti) is defined by Equation (5.12) below. The equivalent expression
for the necessity of a formal parameter, $,-^3,, with respect to a child task is:
Need$;,.

U

=

n

y

n Need$,-,;(T,})
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j.

(5.11)

• Finally, the necessity of a formal parameter,

with respect to the task in which

it is bound, depends on the necessity of the parameter with respect to (i) the EVAL
instructions of the task and (ii) the children of the task:
Need$i,. (Ti) =

(J Need$i,« (T;, EVAL„) U (J Need$;,.
a

5.4.4

<r

.
^

(5.12)

'

Tem poral R elationships b etw een Parent and Child Tasks

Synchronisation between parent and child tasks is based primarily on

block

instructions

which limit the lifespan of child tasks with respect to their parents. In this section
blocking properties are defined for the evaluation intervals of task templates (as illustrated
in Figure 5,4 on page 141); from these, expressions can be derived for the probability that
a child task has not completed when its parent reaches a specified evcduation interval.
Also, expressions are given for the temporal relationships between the evaluation point
of a child task and the BLOCK instructions of its parent.
These relationships govern the intactness properties of formal parameters and locallydeclared sequences and will be used in the definitions of Section 5.4.5.
T h e B lo c k in g P r o p e r tie s o f a n E v a lu a tio n In te r v a l

The blocking properties of an evaluation interval of a task, up to and including the
BLOCKED instruction (which must occur in the intervzil) can be summarised by a set of
pairs defined thus:
BLOCKis =

label^>r,s =

where pb^/^^ is the probabihty for the 7;th branch of BLOCK^/ to be executed and labelpij^s
the ^th entry in that branch. The set which summarises the blocking properties of the
whole of the a evaluation interval is called BLOCK^ and is equal to BLO CK 13 for the
largest j3 < a:
BLOCK^ = BLOCK^

^ a

A

/3} = 0.

For the child task instance spawned by T i - ^ T j , the event that the child is subject to the
action of a BLOCK instruction during the a evaluation interval of
BLO CK ^,

is expressed by:

T- ^ >T-
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up to and including

Applying the blocking properties shown in Figure 5.3 on page 140, the probability for
the event is given by:

P r (T ,^ r,)= l-(

n

( l - ^ )

\{<r,pb^>^)£BLOCK^
The symbol T i~ ^ T j is used to express the blocking event for the whole of the a evalua
tion interval of Ti and there is an analogous expression for its probability given in terms
of BLO CK a- For completeness, the probabihties:
= Pr

= 0

are also defined.

The Temporal Relationship between Evaluation Points and

BLOCK

Instruc

tions
Assuming a child has been spawned from T* using template Tj, the qualified symbol
T i-^^ T j expresses the event that, immediately prior to the ^th

block

instruction of Ti,

the child task has not been blocked by any of the preceding BLOCK instructions of Tj. If
< (T then the spawn cannot yet have occurred and the probability of the event is zero.
When (3 y a, the probabihty is given by:

Pr

= ( l - Pr

X J J

(l

-

Pr

.

The quahhed symbol T i - ^ T j expresses the event that the evaluation point of the
child task occurs after its parent has executed its

block^_i

instruction (or the start of

the task if /3 = 1) but before it has executed its BLOCK^ instruction. Given that the child
will reach its evaluating point at some time during its parent’s lifetime, we have:

E Pr
ffxr

= 1.
^

(513)

'

and, by Assumption 4 on page 138, we know that the hkehhood of a child reaching its
evaluating point at a certain time is proportional to the hkehhood that the child can be
executing at that time:

Pr

= *= X Pr

,
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(5.14)

therefore, from (5.13) and (5,14),
Pr

P'ytr

5.4.5

In tactn ess P rop erties o f Formal Param eters and L ocally D eclared
Sequences

Intactness is the property that a formal parameter or a locally-declared sequence has
not been evaluated prior to a given point of reference. It is often useful to deal with
intactness in two stages: firstly, to consider actions which occur sequentially, prior to
the reference point and, secondly, to consider actions which occur in parallel with the
reference point and to determine the possibility for any of these to trigger the evaluation
before the reference point in reached. The analysis is simphfied by concentrating on one
evaluation intervzd at a time.
In the following anzJysis, expressions of the form:
< EVAL.

will be used to denote the probabihstic event that the evaluation point of a specified child
task is reached prior to a specified EVAL instruction. From Equation (5.7) we know that
this event has probabihty 0.5 when /? —1 -< a ^

Similarly, expressions of the form:

are used to denote the probabihstic event that one evaluation point occurs prior to
another. Again, from Equation (5.7), the event has probabihty 0.5 when /?' = (3.
Probabihstic events for intactness properties of locahy-declaxed sequences and formal
parameters are defined as foUows.
• The event that a declared sequence, Qi^q, remains uneveduated when task T{ com
pletes its BLOCK^ instruction depends on two conditions:
1. none of Ti’s children have both reached their evaluation point and consequently
required the value of Qi^q] and
2. Ti has not itself required the value of
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The event is expressed as follows:
IntactQi g (Ti, BLOCK^g) =

n ~ (NeedÇi,,
0 -^ /3

V

n |J
^

( î i ^ T ,) ) n
^

^

')

n ~ NeedQi,q(Ti,EVALa).
a<P

(5.16)

Notice that, if /3 = 0, then Pr ( I n t a c t ( T j , BLOCK^=o)) = 1 The corresponding
event for the formal parameter, $j^a,, is given by:
I n t a c t a , (Tj, BLOCK/g) =

f | ~ (Need$i,.(TiAT,)n (J
<r^l3

\

^

^

)n
^

' )

p) ~ Need$i,a,(Ti,EVALa).
a<P

(5.17)

The event that a declared sequence, Qi,q, remains unevaluated at the point when
the EVALa instruction of Ti is executed is given by the conjunction of the events:
1. That Qi^q remained intact after the preceding BLOCK instruction. (This is an
Einalysis of sequential behaviour and is expressed by Equation (5.16).)
2. That no EVAL„' instruction between the preceding BLOCK instruction and
EVALa evaluates Qi,q. (This is also sequentied behaviour.)
3. That Qi^q is not evaluated by any of the child tasks which reach their evaluation
points between the preceding BLOCK and EVAL^. (This is an analysis of parallel
behaviour.)
The event is therefore expressed by:
I n t a c t Q i , , {T i, EVAL^) =

IntactQi^g (Ti, B L O C K ^ _ i) n
Pi
~ NeedQi,, (Ti, eval^,/) D
)8—l-<a'-<a
f l - (NeedQ;,,

n

( t . - ^ T , ) n ( ( î i - ^ î i ) <3 eval„ ) )
such that P — 1 < a < (3.
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(5.18)

The corresponding event for the intactness of a formal parameter,

when the

EVALa instruction of task T; is executed is similarly given by:

Intacts,-,a, (Ti, EVALa) =
IntactSi,* (Ti, BLOCK^_i) n
Pi

~ Needs,-,* (Ti, EVALc,/) n

/3—l-<a'-<a

f l ~ (N eed$i,.

n

n

< EVAL.)) .

(5,19)

• If we know that a child task, Tj, reaches its evaluation point between the BLOCK/g_i
and BLOCK;) instructions of its parent, Ti, then, to decide whether Tj evaluates the
locaUy-declcired sequence Q,-,g, we need an expression for the event that Qi^q has
not already been evaluated. As before, the sequential part of the expression is dealt
with by Equation (5.16) but we must also account for the following parallel events:
1. That other child tasks reach their evaluation points between BLOCK;g_i and
BLOCK^ ctnd require the value of Qj,g prior to Tj.
2. That an EVAL instruction occurs between BLOCK^.i and BLOCK;) and requires
the value of Qi^q prior to Tj.
The event is therefore given by:
I n ta c tQ j,g ^ i ~ ^ T ^

=

IntactÇ,-,g (Ti, BLOCK^_i) D

n

- (N eedç.-,

n (X i^ T ^ n

<r' ^ <7

( p T T ^ i) <
Pi
~ [NeedQ,-,g(Ti,EVALa)n Teval^ <1
P-l^cx^P
^
^
\

n
(5.20)
///

and the corresponding event for a formal parameter to remain intact in the same
circumstances is given by:
Intacts,-,* ( r i - ^ T j ^ =
IntactSi,* (Ti, BLOCK^_i) n
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0-' -< /3

a ’ ^ <r

< {Ti-I^T^)) n
Pi

~ rNeed$i,a,(ri,EVAL„)n ^eval^ <3

.

(5.21)

• We can now use Equation (5.20) to express the event that a locally-declared se
quence, Qi,q, is intact when a child task reaches its eveduation point, whenever this
may be with respect to its pcirent’s execution. The event is defined as follows:
IntactQ;,, ( t ; - ^ T ,) = [ j ( ( r ^ ^ T y ) nlntactf?;,,

(5.22)

and the corresponding expression for the equivalent intactness property of a formal
parameter, $i,x> is given by:
Intact$i,. ( îî 4 * T j ) =

(J

n IntactS.-,.

• The intactness properties for a formal peirameter,

.

(5.23)

given in Equations (5.17),

(5.19), and (5.21) are defined only within the context of the task, 7^, which binds
$i^a;. They assume that the actual parameter, T k ~ ^ T i, passed to T*- by its parent,
Tki

has not been evaluated prior to Ti reaching its evaluation point.An expression

is therefore required to describe the event that the assumption holds:
IntactSi,, \ T k-^ T A =
U ((r * ^ T i)n
= $*,.) n ln tactl^ ,,

U

= « m ) nIntactÇk,, p f r , ) ) ) .

5 .4 .6

(5.24)

E v a lu a t io n P r o p e r t i e s

Evaluation properties determine whether a task instance wiU be responsible for executing
the instructions of a declared sequence (either one that is declared locally within the task
or one that is bound to a formal parameter of the task). These properties wiU be used
to calculate how the cost of evaluating a declared sequence is divided between the tasks
which shaire the sequence.
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• For a task to cause the evaluation of one of its locally-declared sequences, the
sequence, Qi,qy must be unevaluated immediately prior to the execution of an
instruction.

Furthermore, the

eval

eval

instruction must demand the value of the

sequence. These events are expressed as follows:
EvalQi,,(Ti) = U (IntactQi,q (Ti, eval „) D NeedQi,, (Ti, eval „)) .
a

(5.25)

• The equivalent expression for a formal parcimeter can only be given with reference
to the parent of the current task because intactness partially depends on the actions
of the parent:

Eval*;,. (r* A tA =
Intact*;,. (îfe -j+ î;) n
U (Intact$i,a, (Ti, EVALa) D Need$i,a, (Ti, EVAL^))
OC

5 .5

(5.26)

A tt r ib u t in g t h e T im e -C o s t o f S h a red W o rk lo a d s to
T ask T e m p la te s

Using the expressions presented in Section 5.4 we can immediately derive recursion equa
tions for the following properties:
• that a task, Ti, evaluates the locally-declared sequence Qi^q itself (using Equa
tion (5.25)), and
• that a task, Ti, needs the value of its formal parameter, $i^a? (using Equation (5.12)).
This is possible because the required equations are all defined solely in terms of the
actions of task T{ and its childen. It is not yet possible, however, to determine whether
the necessity of a formal parameter leads to the evaluation of the declared sequence
bound to the parameter (i.e. whether the sequence is unevaluated at the time Ti requires
the value). The difficulty arises because T{ may be invoked by many SPAWN instructions,
each of which binds the formal parameters of T{ to a different set of declared sequences.
The analysis must therefore be performed separately for each set of sequences which may
be passed as actual parameters to an instance of template T{. The analyses wiU then be
collected together to create an overall estimate of the time-cost for T{.
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# d e lin e abl 60
# d efin e ab2 100
# d e fin e b al 20
A{
Decleire QAl { Work 100 }
Decleure QA2 { Work 500 }
Work 1000
Eval QAl (15%) I QA2 (25%)
Spawn c h ild l -> B <QA1, QA2> (abl%)
Work 200
Block c h ild l (50%)
Eval QAl (35%)
Spawn ch ild 2 -> B <$2, $1> (ab2%)
Work 50
Block c h ild l c h ild 2
Eval QAl QA2

a = 1

a —\
/3 = 1
a = 2

a —2
/? = 2
a = 3
/? = 3

}
B {

cr = 1
/? =
a =
/? =
a =
£7 =
=

!
1
2
2
2
3

Spawn c h ild -> A <$1, $2> (bal%)
Work 50
Block c h ild (30%)
Eval $1
Block c h ild
Eval $1 (35%) 1 $2 (45%)
T a il 1 -> <$2, $1>
}

Figure 5.5: An example of a recursive Paragon program with declared sequence evaluation
and parameter passing.

5.5.1

T h e Evaluation o f N on-local D eclared Sequences

To determine which declared sequences it is possible to pass as the actual parameters of an
instance of T{ we can perform a collecting interpretation [HY91, Hug87a, BHY89, Hud86]
on the whole program.
A collecting interpretation is easily demonstrated by an example. Consider the mutu
ally recursive template definitions shown in Figure 5.5 (the Hues of which are annotated
with a, /?, and cr numbers to help clarify the analysis). Template Ta. contains two de
clared sequence definitions which may be passed to an instance of template Tjg by T^’s
SPAWNo-=:i instruction. Ta also contains a second SPAWN which invokes an instance of Tg

with the formal parameters of Ta passed in reverse order. The formal parameters of Tjg
may be passed on to future instances of Ta by Tg's SPAWN^-^i instruction. Finally, the
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100%

o

abl%'
bal% ,
(cr=l)

ab29&
(cr=2)

( Œ= l )

<Qa,I , Qa.2>

<$2,$ 1>

\tb%
) (o-=2)
<$2 ,$ 1>

Figure 5.6; The graph, G, representing the Paragon program shown in Figure 5.5.

TAIL instruction at the end of Tb causes its formal parameters to be reversed for each

successive tail-call.
The param eter passing activities of the tasks are illustrated by the program graph,
G, shown in Figure 5.6. Here the TAIL instruction of template Tb has been transformed
into a SPAWN using the analysis of Section 5.2.2. By Equation (5.3), we calculate that
the probabihty, tb*/,, of the equivalent recursive spawn is 50%.
The straightforward program graph, G, allows us to trace the call-paths of the pro
gram and to generate a second graph, G*. There is a one to many mapping of nodes
Ti G G to nodes T^ G G* and the formal parameters of each node in G* are now as
sociated with a concrete set of declared sequences. However, G* is stiU insufficient for
a declared sequence evaluation analysis because the edges

entering a single node

Tj^ may represent different SPAWN instructions. For example, edges

and

in

Figure 5.7 both enter T^^ : the first edge represents the spawNo- = 2 instruction of Ta and
the second edge represents the spawNo- = 2 instruction of Tg. Since the declared sequences
passed by the two SPAWN instructions have different evaluation histories, their chances
of intactness will differ from one instance of Tg to the other.
The solution is to expand the graph once more, this time ensuring that each node, T/,
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100%

A2

\

<>
abl%
i(cr-l)

ab2%
(O '-2)

(Ht »

Figure 5.7: Expanding G to G* by a collecting interpretation.

in the final graph, G% is associated with a unique combination of both formal param eter
bindings and originating

SPAW N

instruction. Figure 5.8 completes the example, showing

the G ' graph derived from the original tem plates Ta and Tb- The components of the
T i ^ T j symbols labelling the nodes indicate the following: Tj indicates th a t the node

represents instances of Tj; T{ indicates the tem plate of the task which invoked the instance
of Tj\ and a identifies which of T^’s
SPAWN

sp aw n

instructions created Tj. In examples where

instructions have several branches, it would also be necessary to distinguish nodes

according to which branch invoked Tj by specifying the branch num ber, = rj.
Now, the recursion equations for a task instance to evaluate one of its formal pa
ram eters,
the precise

given by Expression (5.26) can be calculated for each node in G ' because
sp aw n

instruction are specified and, therefore, the evaluation histories of the

declared sequences can be derived using Expression (5.24).

5.5.2

T h e F inal T ran sform ation and A n a ly sis o f G'

The final analysis follows and is based on the expanded program corresponding to G '.
Given the recursion equations which express the event th at a certain declared se
quence, Qi,q, is evaluated by an instance of a task Tj (where i and j may or may not
be the same), these are transform ed into equivalent equations expressing the probability
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100%

tb%

ab2%

b a l%

a b l%

tb%

b a l%

b a l%

<>

^
tb%

tb%

b a l% ,
J )a l%

b a l%

< >

.

^

tb%

b a l%

Figure 5.8; Expanding G* to G ' by path analysis.

of the evaluation and solved numerically. The instructions of the declared sequence can
now be modified to account for the probabihty of the evaluation and inserted into Tj,
just as if they had occurred as an unshared part of the task.
If the probabihty of the evaluation is pe then the am ount of work performed by
WORK

instructions in the macro-expansion of Çi.q m ust be reduced by pg. Similarly, the

branches of s p a w n instructions within Qi.q m ust have their percentage chances reduced by
Pe.

W hen a

spaw n

instruction is added to a task definition, a new edge is correspondingly

added to G '. Simphfication 2 on page 144 states th at the

spaw n

instructions of declared

sequences are guaranteed to pass no actual param eters to child tasks. Therefore, the
formal param eters of the resulting child task instances are ah unbound (equivalent to a
binding to an unshared, empty declared sequence). The evaluation history of ah unbound
param eters is triviahy identical, therefore it is sufficient for the new edge to proceed from
the current node to any node which represents the correct child tem plate and whose
formal param eters are ah unbound. If no such node currently exists within G ' then it
m ust be created.
The

DECLARE,

EVAL,

and

BLOCK

instructions of the task tem plates (and

BLOCK

instructions of Qi^q) have no further rôle to play in the calculations because sharing has
now been transform ed away; so they are removed. Finally, since task param eters have
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(g -2 ).

(a) Summing
Summingcosts
costsover
overthe
thenodes
nodes

(b) Summing costs over the arcs

Figure 5.9: The hnal mapping of costs to the original program graph.

no influence, all references to declared sequences in SPAWN instructions are deleted. This
leaves G ' in exactly the form required for the simple time-cost analysis of Section 5.2.
The simple time-cost analysis is performed on G ' and the results mapped back to the
original program. The time-cost for a node

E G is given simply by the sum of the

time-costs for all the nodes in G ' which are derived from T{.
A more accurate mapping is also possible if costs are summed for the arcs of G
rather than for the nodes. Figure 5.9 illustrates the difference. By annotating the arcs,
the results can be used by the static scheduhng technique developed by Maheshwari in
[Mah90] and described here in Section 6.3.2.
5.5.3

N o te s on th e T ran sform ed P ro g ra m G ra p h , G'

The program graph, G ', represents an expanded Paragon program whose task templates
map to those of G and which exhibit the same average time-costs as those of G. The
run-time behaviour of the two programs are very different, however. During an execution
of G ' no task suspensions would occur due to sharing. Also, the time-costs of individual
components of G are fixed because the shared workloads are distributed evenly. The
time-costs of the corresponding components of G vary from one execution to another
depending on which component actually executes the whole of the shared workload (which
in turn depends on external factors such as processor loading). The transformation from
G to G ' is therefore solely for the purpose of analysing mean time-costs. All run-time
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B {

A {

:

Spawn c l -> B <> (100%) m i
Spawn c2 -> B <> (100%) m .

T a i l Ib

•

}

}

Figure 5.10: Task templates with inconsistent tail-call modifiers.

Figure 5.11: Coping with inconsistent tail-call modifiers.

measurements will be taken from executions of the orginal program graph.
In Section 5.2.2, the following restriction was placed on the tail-call modifiers of
SPAWN instructions: if several sp aw ns create child instances using the sam e te m plate
then all o f the spaw ns m ust m odify the tail-calls o f their child tasks by the sa m e amount.

This allows the t a i l instruction in the child template to be replaced with a recursive
SPAWN instruction that is valid for all instances of the child. However, the restriction can

be lifted if we generate a sepeirate tail-call node, in G ', for each modifier.
For example, consider the task templates defined in Figure 5.10. Both

spawn

in

structions of Ta create child instances using template Tb and both modify the number
of tail-calls made by their child. By Equation (5.3) the number of tail-calls made by the
first and second child instances are:
tbi =

,

mitB
ru itB +

and
1

tb , =
"

rn2tB
m 2 tB +

1’

respectively. These are different when mi / m 2 , hence two tail-call nodes are required in
G' to represent the tail-calls of Tb by recursive spawns; this is illustrated in Figure 5.11.
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5 .6

Sum m ary

In this chapter a time-cost analysis has been presented for a slightly restricted form of
the Paragon language defined in Chapter 3. The analysis was initially developed for a
subset of Paragon in which the declared sequence mechanism is banned. We then showed
how a program graph that includes sharing can be transformed into a graph that exhibits
the same average time-costs as the original but does not include sharing. The analysis
is then applied to the second graph and the results mapped back to the original.
The transformation which removes shéiring from a Paragon program graph relies
on the constraints imposed on the order of evaluation by the Pziragon synchronisation
features, such as the BLOCK instruction. For unconstrained regions of the graph, it is
assumed that all possible orderings are equally likely. Of course, only one of the possible
orderings will occur per execution of the workload, and this will result in one specific
task evaluating a shared sequence of instructions. Over many executions, however, it is
expected that the predicted average behaviour wiU be observed.
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C hapter 6

T echniques for D yn am ic Task
M anagem ent
In this chapter we explore heuristic techniques for dynamically scheduhng lazy func
tional programs on parallel architectures. In particular, interest is focused on distributed
memory machines. Test workloads are constructed using the Paragon language which
allows the performance of the heuristic techniques to be measured against a wide range
of potentially problematic characteristics of lazily evaluated programs.
New heuristics are developed to improve dynamic scheduling in the presence of shar
ing. The problem of scheduhng when run-time input destabihses run-time costs is also
considered. Finahy, we investigate a new technique for latency tolerance in coarse-grain,
message-passing architectures.

6.1

I n tr o d u c tio n t o D y n a m ic T ask M a n a g e m e n t

Dynamic task management is a general term encompassing a number of techniques for
controlling parahehsm at run-time. Ideally, ah parahehsm would be detected at compile
time and, using an accurate model of the paraUel computer on which the program wiU be
executed, the compiler would pre determine an optimum schedule for executing progreun
tasks on the processing elements of the paraUel machine [BP92]. In reahty, however,
this is infeasible because of factors such as run-time input which mean that the dynamic
execution profile of the program is unpredictable [Vra90, §4.6]. Also, higher-order func
tions and lazy evaluation comphcate compile-time analysis enormously. In general, an
exact analysis might be intractable (e.g. [HY86, Hol9l]), or the time needed to compile
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programs might simply be unreasonable (e.g. [HH91]). In aU of these circumstances
an approximate analysis must be performed. Fortunately, we can offset compile-time
approximations by using dynamic task management at run-time to make more effective
use of the available information.
The work presented in this chapter assumes that a compiler has suitably annotated
executable programs to indicate the availability of parallelism (but that the annotations
do not enforce parallel execution). Methods for doing this, such as strictness analysis
were mentioned in Chapter 1 and further discussion is given in Section 6.1.1, below. We
deal here primarily with the issues of mziking decisions at run-time based on the compilersupplied information and further information obtained dynamiccdly. Given an cinnotated
program, run-time mechanisms are therefore required to monitor the state of the parallel
machine and to determine when pzirallel execution is desirable. Parallel execution then
occurs whenever parzdlelism is both available and desirable.
In Section 6.3 the information demanded from the compiler is of a more complex
nature but the approach is still to use a mixture of compile-time analysis and run-time
information to decide when and where pareillel execution wiU occur. Decisions made at
run-time can be grouped into three main categories:
1. how to propagate parallelism (discussed in Section 6.1.2),
2. when to discourage parallelism (discussed in Section 6.1.3), and
3. given a set of tasks that are available for parallel execution, in which order should
they be evaduated? (discussed in Section 6.1.2).
These issues are not necessarily orthogonal because the order of evaluation cam have an
effect on the amount of parallelism available in the system at specific points in time (e.g.
see the discussion of LIFO/FIFO scheduling strategies in [RS87] and in Section 6.1.2
below).

An inappropriate scheduling decision will then activate the mechanisms for

discouraging the generation of paradlel tasks.
Section 6.1.4 completes this introduction by discussing the relationship between highlevel system design and the effectiveness of dynamic task-control strategies. A short case
study is presented to demonstrate that task management strategies are often tuned to a
particular architecture and in general are not universally applicable.
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6.1.1

C om pile-tim e D ecisions A lone are Insufficient for Efficient Par
allel E xecution

Compile-time analysis can tell us a number of useful things about a functional program
including: the asymptotic time-complexity of its functions [Le 85, Le 88, San89, San90];
which function arguments can be evaluated strictly [BH86]; and which expressions are
shared and where they are referenced [BPJR88, Gol87, HG85, JL89a], Each of these
can be employed at compile-time to estimate the most desirable run-time behaviour for
efficient parzdlel execution in given circumstances.
Strictness analysis by abstract interpretation [Myc81] is perhaps the best known of
the above techniques and has long been used to determine when it is safe to evaluate ex
pressions in parallel. However, it is not possible to find all of the parallelism in a program
by compile-time anzdysis because that would be equivalent to a solution of the halting
problem [HY86]. In [Bur87], Bum introduced the notion of evaluation transformers (see
also Section 1.3.2) which allow estimates of strictness to be refined at run-time as more
exact information becomes available. Evaluation tréinsformers require a small run-time
overhead but provide improved execution efficiency because strictness can be detected in
more cases than by straightforward compile-time analysis.
Similarly, run-time information can be advantageous when attempting to use the other
types of analysis to control the behaviour of parallel program execution. For example, in
[Mah90] Maheshwari uses time-complexity information to specify the order in which the
strict arguments of individual functions will be made into parallel tasks and demonstrates
that improved reduction times are consequently achieved. In Section 6.3 we show that a
further improvement can be made over the fixed compile-time orderings when the order
is decided at run-time. This is possible because compile-time decisions cannot take into
account the context switches that wiU be made between separate functions because exact
execution profiles cannot be determined prior to executing the program (again, this would
amount to solving the halting problem [Le 85]).
To support automatic compile-time analysis, it has been advocated that programmers
should supply annotations in their source code. Annotations can provide information
that it would be impossible for the compiler to detect automatically, such as an insight
into the type of input likely to be supplied to the program at run-time. An example
annotation is that for specifying which expressions are most likely to benefit from being
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evaluated in parallel (e.g. the { ! } annotation of [PJ89], the par annotation of [Roe89],
and the @p parallel-appHcation operator of [Bur84]). It is tempting to imagine that
by combining programmer knowledge and compile-time analysis, sufficient information
will be available at compile-time to render redundant decisions made at run-time. Even
with cinnotations, however, programs can still benefit from delaying certain decisions
until run-time. The programmer might easily provide incorrect information, resulting in
degenerate run-time behaviour or may simply underestimate the consequences of placing
too many (or too few) annotations, daym an reports in [da93] that injudicious placement
of parallel cinnotations when using the GRIP multiprocessor [PJCSH87] via its remote
access meiil server [HPJ90] have led to significant reductions in run-time efficiency. For
programs which have thousands of lines of source code, a trial and error approach to
finding suitable annotations would be too great a burden to place on an appHcations
programmer who has httle or no knowledge of the expected behaviour of the program.^
Beyond this section, no further discussion wiU be given to the subject of annotations,
save to say that their over- or under-use ought to be tempered by run-time checks to
counteract degenerate behaviour in the fight of programmer misapprehensions.
In summary, the case for delaying decisions until run-time is a strong one for many
applications. Equivalence to the halting problem is often cited as the meiin reason why an
approximate compile-time analysis is required. Also, uncertainties introduced by allowing
programs to operate on input supplied at run-time mean that compilers cannot predict
exact run-time behaviour. Programmer annotations might help to overcome some of the
problems but cannot be relied upon to provide the whole solution. The remainder of
this chapter will therefore work towards improving the quality of information available
at run-time cind the algorithms for using the information, specifically in the realm of
dynamic task management.

6.1.2

A rranging for Parallel E xecution

For parallel execution to take place, work must be distributed between the processing
elements of the parallel machine. A fundamental choice when distributing pzirallel tasks
is whether:
^To reinforce this, d a y m a n further argues th a t the am ount of recent interest expressed in profiling
tools for functional program m ing languages [CPC91, RW92, SPJ92] dem onstrates th a t th e behaviour of
functional program s is generally not well understood.
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(a) having created a new task, a PE makes an unsolicited transfer of the work to a
remote PE, or
(b) newly created tasks remain with their original PE until a request for work is received
from a remote PE,
We shall call the first method forced scheduling to denote the activity of forcing work
on remote PEs, and the second method demand scheduling to denote the request-based
trcmsfer. For the purposes of experimentation with the DIGRESS system, we choose
to use a demand scheduling strategy. This is prompted by architectural considerations
discussed in Section 6 .2 . Both techniques are discussed below, and a number of other
practices commonly used to bedance the load of a pctraUel machine dynamically are also
described.

(a) Forced Scheduling
Under forced scheduling, PEs maintain a pool of tasks which have arrived and are await
ing execution (it is common for task pools to be managed as queues [BP92, WWW"*'88 ]).
When a new task arrives at a PE, and the task pool has sufficient capacity, the new task
is added. If the task pool is full then the task must be refused, requiring extra message
passing and an increased period of latency. When a PE finishes executing its current
task, a pending task is extracted from the pool. If the pool is empty, however, the PE
must await the cirrival of a task from a remote processor. Figure 6 .1 (a) illustrates the
four steps required to transfer work from a heavily loaded to a lightly loaded processor
using forced scheduling.
Choices made at compile-time (e.g. [L088 ]) and by dynamic load-balancing algo
rithms (e.g. [Sar87, Kun91, Sta85]) will typically be used to decide which processing
element will receive a newly sparked task. Also, using a specialised programming lan
guage, it is possible for programmers to insert placement annotations into the source code
[HS85]. This simplifies the compile-time analysis but restricts portability and requires
the programmer to have detailed knowledge of the underlying architecture.

D iffu sion S cheduling
Propitious task placement can be achieved when global knowledge of the state of the
machine is available. However, global knowledge is expensive to maintain, and much
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Figure 6.1: Distributing work to parallel processing elements.

work has been directed towards schedulers which require knowledge of just a hmited
number of processing elements [Hud84, Sar87, BP92]. Furthermore, a potential problem
of global knowledge is that a lightly loaded processing element may become swamped
with work because its low utilisation is known to a large number of busy processors. If
many of these elect to place work to the same lightly loaded processor, the loading of the
machine will become unbalanced. A solution to this is proposed in [Hud84, HG84, GH86],
where the transfer of work is restricted to neighbouring processors only. This encourages
the gradual diffusion of work from heavily loaded areas to lightly loaded areas, hence it
is known as diffusion scheduling.
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Task M igration
To reduce idle times due to poor initial placements, an algorithm may be employed to
migrate tasks from busy to idle PEs (e.g. [NS88]). If the initial placements are extremely
poor, migrating tasks between processing elements can produce some improvement in
efficiency but it has been shown in [ELZ88] that migrating active tasks is not likely to
provide significant performance improvements.

(b) Demand Scheduling
Under demand scheduling, newly created tasks are not sent directly to the PEs on which
they will be executed. Instead, they are either held locally in a task pool maintained by
the creating PE or are sent to a task pool maintained by a remote task mcinager. Idle
PEs are responsible for locating a task pool with a surfeit of tasks and requesting the
transfer of work. As for forced scheduling, global knowledge of the loading of the system
can improve scheduling by ensuring that requests for work are always sent to the task
pool which contclins the largest supply of work.
Again, there is a risk associated with global knowledge because it is possible for the
heaviest loaded PE to be swamped with requests. The scheduler ought to ensure that
not all of the heaviest loaded PE ’s work is given up, leaving that PE idle eind needing to
search for work. Globed knowledge might edso lead to the heaviest loaded PE spending all
of its time answering requests and performing no useful work. A balance must be struck
between the cost of updating the global information frequently and the penedty paid if
too many requests are sent to a single processing element. In [MS90] (where the paradlel
machine is constructed from a network of transputers) the problems are minimised by
sending requests to neighbouring processors only, thereby effecting a diffusion scheduling
mechanism.
When a request for work arrives from a remote PE, a task is removed from the local
task pool and sent in response to the request. If the task pool is empty, however, a
denial will be sent in response and the requesting processor must search elsewhere. By
ensuring that am idle PE sends only one request at a time, there is no danger that the
idle PE will become swamped with work, and consequently starve other PEs of work.
This also means that incoming tasks need never be refused because there will always be
sufficient capacity in the local task pool. There is, however, a possibility that idle times
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will be protracted because of the latency period of inter-processor communications and
the time required to export a task once a request is received. Fortunately, idle times can
be reduced if the scheduling scheme is made latency tolerant [Sar87]. When there is no
spare work among the busy processors, the idle processors ought to be discouraged from
sending requests. These points are is discussed further in Section 6.6.
Figure 6.1(b) illustrates the five steps required to transfer work from a heavily loaded
to a lightly loaded processor using demand scheduling.

Choosing the next Task to Schedule
Whenever there is a pool of tasks awaiting export an interesting question is which order
the tasks should be dispatched for remote execution. The choice of task can have signif
icant effects on the loading of the system and the efficiency of the overall reduction. A
simple heuristic is to choose the least recently sparked task by managing the task pool
as a FIFO queue [PJCS89, HPJ92]. This causes the program graph to be reduced in
a breadth first manner which generates maximal parallelism. (If the machine becomes
swamped with excessive parallelism then the FIFO strategy may be abandoned in favour
of a LIFO strategy. The progrzim graph is then traversed in a depth first manner, thereby
generating minimal parallelism. We expand on the subject of restricting paraiUelism in
Section 6.1.3.) A more complex strategy is to take account of the expected time-cost
of the tasks in the task pool [Mah90, Mah92]. Using time-cost information, different
selection criteria can be applied, depending on whether the request for work originated
from the local or from a remote processing element. This technique is explored in some
depth in Sections 6.3 and 6.5.

6.1.3

R estrictin g Parallelism

If the generation of parallel tasks incurs a run-time overhead and there are too few
processors to take advantage of the parallelism then unnecessary overheads wiU occur.
Therefore, whenever wasted parcdlelism is expensive, it is expedient to limit the creation
of tasks. This can be done in several ways; for example:
1. The compiler generates code which produces fewer parallel tasks [HG85, Gol88].
2. A run-time throttling mechanism dynamically adjusts the behaviour of the code so
that fewer tasks are constructed [HPJ92, MS90, PJCSH87, BG85].
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3. Task generation is made lazy so that minimal overhead is incurred until the task is
really going to be executed in paraUel [CPJ86].
The first method places a significant burden on the compiler and, as discussed in Sec
tion 6.1.1, compile-time decisions are based on incomplete information and are less than
optimal. If we intend to aUow a dynamicaUy configured machine (see, for example, the
proposals of Section 6.2) then many different versions of the compiled program wiU be
necessary for reasonable behaviour to be obtciined from a variable number of proces
sors. A lesser degree of compile-time throttling may be useful, however, for setting the
minimum granularity of tasks. In general, the compiler should generate code whose se
quential threads of execution (or tasks) are sufficiently large for their remote execution
to be worthwhile [Gol88]. This is a problem of static program partitioning [Gol88, SH86]
and is not tackled in this thesis.
The task-throttling approach is commonly used in modem paraUel functional lan
guage implementations (e.g. [PJCS89, HPJ92, MS90, Sar87]) and most projects have
demonstrated improved execution times for benchmark programs when throttling is used.
TypicaUy, throttUng is obtained by;
1. Ignoring the option to generate paraUel tasks when some pre-defined Umit is reached
[HPJ92].
2. Switching to a scheduhng strategy which naturaUy produces fewer paraUel tasks
than the current strategy [RS87, BS81].
3. Choosing to execute versions of functions which generate less paraUehsm [BG85,
Bus87].
One problem with throtthng is the possibUity that, having reduced the availabihty of
tasks, many currently executing tasks complete and the machine is left with insufficient
paraUehsm to keep aU of its processors busy. This situation is particularly acute when
a smaU number of processing elements are producers of tasks and a large number are
consumers (see Experiment B .l in Appendix B for a demonstration of this phenomenon).
Another consequence of throtthng is that schedulers which use time-cost information to
improve execution efficiency (see Section 6.3) wiU not be able to make the best possible
decisions because the throtthng strategy acts first, removing potential tasks without
consideration for their time-costs.
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The approach explored in this thesis is that of lazy task generation: rather than
reducing the amount of available parallelism, the technique advocates that the cost of
building a paxcdlel task is avoided at the time of the spzirk and delayed until the task is
picked up for remote execution. We shall see in Section 6.1.4 that this method requires the
system implementor to bear lazy task generation in mind when designing the structure
of the reduction machine. As an example, we show that Clack’s Four Stroke Reduction
Engine [CPJ86] (as implemented on the GRIP multiprocessor [Cla92b]) allows lazy task
generation, whereas a stricter regime is enforced by the design described in [HPJ91],
Both designs use the same basic hardware but employ different memory structures.

6.1.4

A rchitecture Influences Scheduling P olicy

The scheduling policies adopted for reducing functional program tasks in parallel de
pend very much on the underlying machine circhitecture. This is easily demonstrated
by comparing (i) an architecture which provides a flat address space for the whole of
the machine’s memory, such that aU processors have equal access to the whole memory
structure, with (ii) an architecture in which processors communicate via message passing.
For shared-memory architectures it is possible to maintain a single, globed task pool
into which all new tasks are placed when they are created, and from which all processing
elements fetch work when they become idle. The overheads for placing a task into the pool
and for removing the task for execution are minimal because the original task description
is avciilable to aU processing elements. Therefore, the number of times that processors
are required to fetch work from the pool, and the size of the work units, axe relatively
unimportant.
On distributed memory architectures, where each processor is tightly bound to its
own local memory, a cost is incurred every time a task is exported from one processing
element to another for remote execution. This has two main consequences:
1. A task should only be exported when the recipient processor needs the work, the
donor has spare capacity, and the overhead of exporting the task is justified by the
time required to execute the task.
2. Workloads should be arranged so that the number of exports required to keep every
processing element busy is kept to a minimum.
The scheduling requirements of distributed memory architectures therefore differ quite
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substanticilly from those of shared memory architectures. Between these two hardweire
extremes there is a complete design space for parallel architectures. For example, the
GRIP multiprocessor [PJCSH87, PJCS89] described briefly in Chapter 1 is designed
with a combination of shared cind local memory and provides a useful case-study for
examining scheduling policies.

Recapping briefly, the GRIP hardware provides each

processing element with its own private memory and access to a number of intelligent
memory units (IMUs). A single IMU and four processing elements are physically grouped
on each circuit board of the machine thus providing processing elements with a three-layer
memory hierarchy (local memory, on-board EMU memory, cind off-board EMU memory).
To date, at least two distinct memory organisations have been used with the GRIP
hardware. The first was used by the interpreted Four Stroke Reduction Engine [CPJ86]
and holds all graph cells on the EMUs. The local memory attached to the processing
elements is small and used for maintaining an argument stack, abstract machine registers,
some intermediate workspace for primitive instructions, and a small amount of code to
govern the behaviour of the abstract machine. The task pools are stored in the EMUs
and the action of sparking a task (so that it is visible to aU processing elements in the
machine) consists of placing just two pointers into the local portion of the distributed
task pool. This memory eirrangement is illustrated in Figure 6.2(a). The second is used
by the compiled Spineless Tagless G-machine [PJS89] which holds the program code, the
graph, cind local task pool in the local processor memory. A distributed, global task pool
is maintained in the EMUs [HPJ92] (see Figure 6.2(b)). For garbage collection purposes,
pointers from IMU memory to loccil memory are banned. Therefore, to make a task
globally available, its entire state, consisting of graph nodes and code pointers, must be
flushed from local memory into the global task pool. Task descriptors are therefore large
and expensive to create.
An advantage of the first memory model is that the overhead to spark a task is
minimal. However, since all graph reduction is performed using EMU memory then heap
access is expensive. A second advantage (specific to the GRIP architecture) is that, by
using IMU memory to store the heap, the IMUs can be micro-coded to make high level
heap transformations. In the second model, any heap stored in EMU memory is treated
just as a task descriptor and is transformed in local PE memory only.
The second memory model speeds up heap access but sparking a task into a global
task pool becomes expensive. When the task’s description is flushed to the global task
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pool, it by no means certain that the task wiU execute remotely. Therefore, work to
export the task is performed non-lazily and there is now an urgent requirement for a
throttling strategy to reduce the amount of wasted effort [HPJ92]. This is a direct result

of banning pointers from IMU memory into PE memory.
It is apparent from this example that scheduling strategies can depend very much
on initial design decisions such as the memory structure of a machine. It is important,
therefore, to realise that new scheduhng strategies may not be equaUy apphcable to aU
types of machine.

6.2

T h e E n v iro n m en t U n d er In v e stig a tio n

The scheduhng techniques and experiments described in this chapter are based on expe
rience with the DIGRESS distributed memory reduction architecture described in Sec
tion 3.1.2. In this section we explain the reasoning behind key scheduhng decisions with
respect to the DIGRESS architecture. The properties of the DIGRESS system which we
consider to have an effect on scheduhng strategies are:
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1. Every processing element in a DIGRESS virtual machine is connected directly to
every other processing element. Therefore one neighbourhood encompasses the
whole machine and there is no naturcd concept of distinct groups of neighbouring
elements.
2. AH memory is local and private to individual processing elements. There is no
globally addressable memory.
3. Inter-processor d ata transfer and synchronisation Eire carried out by message pass
ing over a local area network and are therefore expensive.
4. The processor network is dynamicaUy configurable: physical processors may leave
and join the network arbitrarily.
5. The DIGRESS distributed system mcinager maintains global information about the
loading of cdl processing elements.

6.2.1

C hoosing b etw een D em and and Forced Scheduling

The first decision is to choose between demand cmd forced scheduling strategies for dis
seminating work. If we consider a forced scheduUng strategy then Property 5 immediately
leads to the problem that processing elements might become swamped with work unless
diffusion scheduling is employed (see Section 6.1.2). However, it can be concluded from
Property 1 that diffusion scheduling techniques do not map to the DIGRESS hardware
quite as naturaUy as they do on, say, the Alfalfa system [GH86] which uses a hypercube
network, or ZAPP [MS90, MS87] which uses a network of trzmsputers.^ It is possible to
impose a notion of neighbouring processors but this somewhat undermines the DIGRESS
principle of using global information to the fuUest possible extent.
Consider next a demand scheduling strategy where tasks are exported solely in re
sponse to requests from idle processors. Using this scheme there is no danger of un
wittingly swamping processors with work as long as idle PEs send just a single request
for work at a time. Unfortunately, Property 3 means that we are Ukely to pay for the
improved stabiUty with relatively long idle times due to the high communications latency
of the system. Also, Figure 6.1 shows that demand scheduling requires one extra message
^Both of these architectures arrange processing elements as th e nodes of sparsely connected graphs
whose arcs represent direct com munication paths. Two processing elements qualify as neighbours if they
com m unicate directly.
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to relocate work. This is partially offset by the extra message passing incurred by forced
scheduling when workloads are refused by busy PEs and by the fact that latency tolerant
heuristics can be used to overcome the latency of the extra message.
Ultimately the choice of strategy for DIGRESS is governed by the level of success in
(i) avoiding a badly balanced machine under forced scheduling and (ii) reducing idle peri
ods caused by request latency under demand scheduling. If we fail to solve (i) completely
then the possibility remetins that a force-scheduled system may reach a pathological state
of imbalcince. If we fail to solve (ii) completely then a demand-scheduled system will run
a little less efficiently than it might otherwise, but no pathological case would be ex
pected. In conclusion, we elect to take the safer option by choosing to implement a
demand scheduling strategy and to address the problem of reducing the effect of request
latencies.

6.3

U s in g T im e -C o s t I n fo r m a tio n t o G u id e S tr a te g ie s for
D e m a n d S c h e d u lin g

When a request for work arrives at a task pool which contains a number of tasks awaiting
execution, the task pool manager is free to choose any one of the tasks to send in reply to
the request. If the task manager has advanced knowledge of the amount of time required
to execute each task then it will be able to make an informed decision about which task
to supply [Mah90, San90]. We define the term time-cost to mean the actual amount of
time, in seconds, that a task wiU take to execute.

6.3.1

S electing a M etric for T im e-cost

Traditionally, the time required to execute an algorithm is expressed as a closed form
expression (using ‘big-O’ notation) which specifies the order-of-magnitude of the expected
time as a function of the size of the input [Weg75]. This is certainly appropriate for
comparing the efficiency of alternative algorithms operating on the same input. However,
it is an inappropriate metric for comparing the relative costs of a number of tasks in order
to improve scheduling decisions.
Consider the time-complexity functions time = k x

-fn) and time = ^ulog 2 n,

for input size n and constant factor k, plotted in Figure 6.3. The first (exponential)
function might represent the expected complexity of an algorithm which first filters its
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input (the lineeir part of the function) and then applies a transformation of exponential
cost to the result (which, in this case, is typically 10^ times smaller than the original
input list). The second (logarithmic) function is exactly that achieved, on average, by a
number of common sorting algorithms such as quicksort.
It is clear from the figure that, in the hmit, the exponential edgorithm will cost
more than the logarithmic algorithm. In general, however, the two tasks will operate
on different finite input streams and, even if they do operate on the same input, there
is a region of the graph in which the relative costs of the two algorithms are reversed.
It makes no sense, therefore, to reason about concrete time-costs solely on the basis of
asymptotic time-complexities; the actucd input sizes and constants of proportionality are
needed if reHable comparisons are to be made. This leads immediately to the question of
whether or not it is possible to obtain the required values. There are two distinct cases to
consider, depending on whether decisions are to be made at compile-time or at run-time.
Generally, programs read their input at run-time. Therefore, input sizes cannot be
determined exactly at compile-time. The best that can be hoped for is an approximate
characterisation of the input, either supphed by the programmer (in the form of anno
tations) or derived automatically from knowledge of previous input patterns (the latter
approach is discussed in Section 6.5.3). In this case the input sizes are effectively known,
thus concrete (albeit estimated) values can be calculated from the time-complexity ex
pressions and can be represented as a simple numeric value.
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At run-time the input to the program is available and, intuitively, it seems that
it ought to be possible to construct information more accurately than that available at
compile-time. It is reasonable to expect that the input to a task will be constructed lazily,
as it is demanded, because we are dealing with lazy functional programs. Therefore it
will not always be possible to determine the magnitude of some input prior to executing
the task which consumes it. Consequently, we must continue to use the estimates of
average input sizes which are derived at compile-time. The analysis of Chapter 5 does
this for Paragon programs and the results are used to construct simple numeric values
which represent the expected average time-costs of tasks.

6.3.2

A n Exam ple Scheduling Schem e B ased on T im e-C osts

In [Mcih90], Maheshwari attempts to control parallelism in functional programs with the
aid of time-complexity information at compile-time. For each function call, the strict
arguments of the function are spawned as child tasks in an order which is expected to
produce minimal idle times. This mechanism assumes, firstly, that the spawned tasks
will be picked up by remote processing elements in the order in which they were spawned
and, secondly, that all tasks will require greater execution time than the total time taken
for it to be exported and for their result to be collected. The tasks created to evaluate
the strict cirguments of a function are exported in descending order of their time-costs
for the following reasons:
1. In th e event that som e tasks Eire evEiluated locally, the com m unications overhead is
b etter justified by exporting the largest tasks.

2. By exporting large tasks, the remote processing element requesting the work wiU be
kept busy for a longer period cind wiU therefore send fewer work request messages.
3. When a processing element exports work, it must spend some time packaging and
sending the tasks [Mah90, Ch.4], The timing diagram in Figure 6.4 demonstrates
that because of this overhead, it is better to export the most expensive of a number
of tasks first.
We can state the last of these points more precisely. Let C^xport be the time taken
to arrange for a task to be exported; Ciatency be the average network latency; Cretum
be the time taken to package and return a result; and Cxi be the time-cost for task
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T{. In terms of the idle time experienced by the processor exporting work for remote

execution, the timing diagram in Figure 6.4 shows that an idealised synchronisation can
be achieved if

—Cr- = Cexport for all tasks T{ and T i^i exported consecutively, and

C ti = C t ^ + 2 X Ciatency + Cretum where T[ is the one task evaluated locally and

is

the least expensive of the exported tasks.
This assumes that we can relate communications costs and execution costs mathe
matically. To avoid having to quantify the relationship, Maheshwari suggests that tasks
are exported in descending order of their time-cost, excepting the following heuristic:
“if [the cost of communication] Ccomm is very high compared to [the cost of creating n
tasks] nCcreation then the most complex argument should be kept for local execution
— if not, then the least complex one should be kept for local evaluation.”
In reality, there is no guarantee that there will be sufRcient processing capacity in the
machine to execute all but one task in parallel. This wiU result in multiple tasks being
executed locally. We do not implement the above heuristic because the sum of a number
of small, locally evaluated, tasks may well prove to be greater than each of the larger
tasks exported to remote processors. By keeping the smallest tasks local, the cost of
exporting is always set against the most expensive tasks.
Child tasks might be spawned at any time during the lifetime of their parent and in
any number of batches. In Section 6.3.3 we show that the simple, compile-time scheme
can fail when this occurs and in Section 6.3.4 we present a solution to the problem which
requires time-cost information to be carried at run-time.
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6.3.3

C om pile-T im e Scheduling can Fail w hen Tasks Suspend

Lazy evcJuation might result in tasks being temporarily suspended when there is con
tention for shared values. For example, a task, A, may demand the value of a shared
expression, F ,, when E , is already being evaluated by another task, B. In this case, A
must suspend until B has completed the evaluation. When the suspension is no longer
required, task A can be resumed. If another task, (7, has begun execution in the mean
time then resumption wiU not occur immediately. Instead, the resumable task. A, is
placed in a special task pool and will be resumed as soon as task C completes or sus
pends. We noted in Section 6.1.2 that performance gain is unlikely when active tasks
cire migrated [ELZ88]. Therefore, we keep resumable tasks separate from newly sparked
tasks and do not allow them to be exported for remote execution.
Another cause of suspension during parallel evzduation is that a task may be blocked
while a closure is fetched from another processor. The blocking mechanisms can make
the compile-time scheduling strategy described in Section 6.3.2 behave badly. Figure 6.5
shows seven stages of a task management sequence to illustrate how task suspension
disrupts the compile-time scheduling:
Stage 1: Task A is currently executing.
Stage 2: Task A requires the value of a remote expression. It is therefore temporeirily
blocked and must suspend. The processing element must now wait until more work
is transferred from einother PE because there are no tasks in the local task pool
(the mechanism for transferring work between PEs is transparent to this example).
Stage 3: Task B arrives from another PE and becomes the current task.
Stage 4: Task B spawns a number of child tasks B\ , . . Bn which are candidates for local
or remote execution. They are spawned in the order of their relative time-costs
according to the rules of the compile-time scheduling strategy.
Stage 5: The remote expression (or its value) on which task A was blocked is now avail
able. Task A is therefore moved to the pool of resumable tasks.
Stage 6: Task B now requires the value of a remote expression and suspends. The pro
cessing element resumes task A (we assume that resumable tasks have priority over
virgin tasks residing in the local task pool).
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Stage 7: Task A spawns a number of child têisks Ai . . . A m which are candidates for
local or remote execution. Again, these are spawned in the order of their relative
time-costs according to the rules of the compile-time scheduling strategy.
In the final stage, the local task pool contains two distinct sequences of spawned tasks.
The strategy ensures that the tasks within a single sequence are in the correct order
but makes no claims about tasks taken from separate sequences. Therefore it is pos
sible for the cost of Ai to be greater than the cost of B j for any i < m, j < n. The
compile-time scheduling strategy may therefore effect a smaller reduction in idle times
and communications overheads than initially expected.

6.3.4

M aking T im e-cost Inform ation Available at R u n -tim e

Maheshwari’s compile-time scheduling scheme cam be improved by retaining time-cost
information at run-time for ciU tasks. This requires a space overhead to store costs and a
small time overhead to compare costs dynamically but allows tasks spawned by different
parents to be scheduled correctly with respect to the order of their expected time-costs.
The problem reported in the previous section is therefore solved and the improvement is
easily demonstrated by experiment. To do this we implement three scheduling strategies
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as follows:
R andom : given a pool of unevaluated tasks, the choice of which task to execute next,
either locally or remotely, is réindom.
Localised: the task pool is managed as a FIFO queue with respect to supplying tasks for
remote execution and as a LIFO queue for supplying tasks for local execution. The
compiler arranges for the strict arguments to a function to be spawned in descending
order of their expected time-cost, according to Maheshwari's compile-time scheme
[Mcih92]. The queuing mechanism provides a correct time-cost ordering for the
spawns of each individual function call unless the pool contains tasks spawned by
more than one function call. In this case, a correct ordering cannot be guaranteed
for the pool as a whole (hence the term localised scheduling).
G lobal: every task has a time-cost weighting attached to it at run-time. The algorithm
is similar to the locahsed scheme except that it is possible to compare the expected
time-cost of any two tasks at run-time. This allows the whole task pool to be
maintciined as a sorted list, thereby providing a correct ordering throughout.
The test workload given by Program A .l in Appendix A was executed for the localised
and globed scheduling techniques, over a range of granularities. In the program, instances
of the task templates Task_k and TaskJB are equivalent to tasks A and B in Figure 6.5
and their respective children are equivalent to A i .. .Am (where m = 1) and Bi .. .Bn
(where n = 20). The results cire plotted in Figure 6.6 and show a significant reduction in
run-time overheads when a global time-cost strategy is used in preference to the localised
scheme.

6.3.5

Sharing A ffects D ecisions B ased on T im e-cost Inform ation

Lazy evaluation wiU ciffect any scheduling strategy which is guided by time-cost predic
tions. Whenever two or more tasks share a sub-computation, the time-cost for evaluating
the expression will be incurred by one task only. The actued time-cost of the other tasks
will therefore differ from their potential time-costs. If expected time-costs are calculated
and used without taking sharing into account, it is possible that the scheduling strategies
given above may fcdl to improve efficiency. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7 where six tasks
are held in a task pool, pending execution. The tasks, A . . .F , are ordered according to
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Figure 6.6: Global scheduling outperforms localised scheduling when tasks suspend.

their expected time-costs. If the tasks’ time-costs include the cost of executing the shared
work then the actual costs will be different because each piece of shcired work is performed
only once. If task A cind task F are initially removed from the task pool for remote and
local execution, respectively, then the real costs of the tasks are those given in column (i)
of Table 6,1 which indicates that the ordering should have been A, F, D , By Ey C.
However, if the new ordering is used instead of A . . . F’ then F is no longer considered
to be the least expensive task.

C is now chosen for the initial local execution and

therefore evaluates the shared work. Consequently C is now more expensive than F and
we conclude that the effect of sharing in this case is to cause the scheduling strategy to
behave paradoxically. Sharing has ensured that the task evaluated locally wiU cost more
than other tasks executed remotely, thereby defeating the aim of the strategy.
The other two columns in Table 6.1 show the real costs of the tasks when the A .. .F
ordering is used with different local and remote work requirements. Firstly, in column (ii),
four local evaluations are performed prior to a remote evaluation (therefore, tasks F .. .C
are evaluated before task A).

Secondly, in column (iii), four remote evaluations are
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Figure 6.7: The disruption of scheduling mechanisms by sharing.

performed prior to a local evaluation (therefore, tasks A . . .D are evaluated before task
jP). In both of these cases the orderings are such that the cost of certain tasks executed
locally exceeds the cost of other tasks executed remotely.

An E xp erim en tal D em on stration o f th e Sharing Problem
A single Paragon source is used to drive the experiment and conditional compilation is
used to generate two related workloads:
1. with delayed (but not shared) argument passing (see Program A,2, page 217), and
2. with shared argument passing (see Program A.3, page 218).
Both workloads require the same amount of overall processing time and have the same
dynamic caJl-graph; the difference between them is limited to the style of argument
passing between tasks. Each workload is executed a number of times with granularity
scales of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 (see Section 3.3.2 for a definition of unit sizes).
The mean overheads (measured with respect to useful work) are illustrated graphi
cally in Figure 6.8. In the absence of sharing, both the localised and global scheduling
strategies reduce the run-time overhead. In the presence of sharing, however, the correla
tion between the expected and actual time-cost of tasks is reduced and, as expected, the
strategies fail to make an improvement. Therefore, we conclude that, for programs where
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Actual Cost (local/remote)
Task

Expected Cost
(i)

(iii)

(ii)

A

2000

2000

(remote)

1000

(remote)

2000

(remote)

B

1800

800

(remote)

800

(remote)

800

(remote)

C

1600

600

(remote)

1600

(local)

600

(remote)

D

1400

900

(local)

900

(local)

1400

(remote)

E

1200

700

(local)

700

(local)

700

(local)

F

1000

1000

(local)

1000

(local)

500

(local)

Table 6.1: The real costs of executing the tasks given in Figure 6.7.

the time-costs of shared workloads are significant with respect to the overall time-cost
of individual tasks, the resulting instability in the actued time-cost of tasks will cause
scheduling strategies based on time-cost analysis to fêdl to reduce communications over
heads. This phenomenon is sufficiently importemt to warrant further investigation and
we return to the issues of instability in Section 6.4.

6.3.6

Im proving T im e-cost E stim ates by Taking Sharing into A ccount

The problem observed in the results of Figure 6.8 occurs because we failed to take sharing
into account when time-cost predictions were made. When cin expression is shared, its
whole time-cost was wrongly attributed to every task that requires the vzdue of the
expression. Summing the time-cost of the tasks therefore gives an unrealistic prediction
of the time-cost of the whole program because the shared work is counted many times
over. A better solution would preserve the overall time-cost for the program. This can
be achieved by dividing the time-cost for an item of shared work between the tasks which
share it.
Chapter 5 showed a time-costs analysis that accounts for sharing in workloads gen
erated using a subset of the Paragon task modelling language. In order to improve the
accuracy of the division, the analysis estimates the probability for each task to evalu
ate the shared workload itself and apportions the workload’s time-cost accordingly. A
similar analysis for the full Paragon language is much harder, and for higher-order, lazy
functional programs may require assumptions and simplifications to be made. (A naïve
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Figure 6.8: An effect of sharing on schedulers which use time-cost anadysis.

approach would be to divide the shared time-cost equally between all tasks which require
the value. This is inaccurate but would at least provide the correct overall time-cost.)
Figure 6.9 shows the relative overheads measured for Program A .6 over a range of
granularity scales. The upper curve was obtained when the workload was dynamically
scheduled according to a time-cost analysis which failed to take sharing into account. The
lower curve was observed when the same workload was dyneunically scheduled according
to the time-cost analysis of Chapter 5.

The lower overheads obtained by the more

intelligent time-cost analysis cire clearly preferable. The improvement is due to the fact
that overall costs of each task (including those of its children and shared expressions) are
more accurately represented.
A key feature of the workload used to stimulate the above experiment is that there are
no large deviations from the mean costs calculated by the analysis. In Section 6.5.4 we
show that even when sharing is analysed sensibly, large deviations from mean time-cost
predictions can still pose problems. This is addressed with further adjustments to the
dynamic scheduling scheme.
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Figure 6.9: Improving Dynamic Scheduling by Accounting for Sharing.

6 .4

I n s t a b ility in F u n c tio n a l W o rk lo a d s

The term stability is used here to describe the degree of conformity between the mea
sured run-time behaviour of a functional progreim and the average behaviour predicted at
compile-time. Conversely, instability is the degree of non-conformity between predicted
and observed behaviour. Instability can be caused by any of the following factors:
R u n -tim e in p u t Where the size of input (e.g. the length of a list, or the magnitude of
a number) dictates the number of recursive calls within a program segment. Also,
conditional branching can be determined by run-time input (e.g. in an interactive,
menu-driven program, user input is used to select one of a number of menu options).
Each alternative branch may then result in a different amount of processing effort.
L aziness Where, as demonstrated in Section 6.3.5, the total cost of evaluating a task is
dependent on whether or not other tasks evaluate shared expressions in advance.
D egree o f p a ra llelism Where different behaviour will be experienced according to the
number of processors currently being employed to reduce the program.
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Figure 6.10: Tasks made unstable by sharing and run-time input.

The first two of these are illustrated by the Paragon Program A.4 given in Appendix A.
In this progT2im, a single tail-recursive parent spawns three children during each iteration,
using task templates p r o c e s s l, p r o c e ss!, and p rocessS , respectively. Fifteen tail-calls
are made, giving sixteen iterations in total.
The results of the experiment are shown graphically in Figure 6.10. For each iter
ation, two bars are plotted, illustrating the cost of executing p ro cess3 relative to the
costs of p r o c e s s l and p r o c e ss!, respectively. It is clear that, on average, p rocess3 is
more expensive them p r o c e ss! and less expensive than p r o c e s s l. However, during the
sixth, eleventh, and final iterations, the relative costs are cdtered. Also, during the sixth
iteration, the relative costs of p r o c e s s l and p r o c e ss! are reversed, with respect to all
other iterations. The effects observed for this example are due to the combination of
shared evaluation with run-time behaviour influenced by simulated run-time input.
In the next section we attem pt to improve dynamic scheduling by taking instabilities
into account.

6.5

F u r th er Im p r o v e m e n ts t o T im e -C o s t S c h e d u le r s

So far it has been demonstrated that time-cost information can be used (i) at compile
tim e only, and (ii) to slightly better effect at run-time, to reduce the overheads of parallel
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computation. Instability due to sharing was also illustrated. In this section we improve
the preceding scheduling techniques to overcome the problem of workloads whose mean
time-costs are biased by instabilities.

6.5.1

R isk A version and th e B u m b le-B ee

In the search for novel methods of improving dynamic scheduling an interesting rela
tionship was encountered between parallel processing with demand scheduling and the
activities of foraging insects (specifically the bumble-bee, which forages without com
municating with other bumble-bees [Rea91]). The pictograms of Figure 6.11 illustrate
the following analogies between demand scheduling and foraging as performed by the
bumble-bee:
work

*— > nectar

processing element <— > bumble-bee
task

<— > flower

task pool <— > flower bed
The work

nectar analogy is straightforward. Bumble-bees need nectar to to keep

them alive, and processing elements (PEs) need work to keep them busy. In the second
analogy, the idle PE sends a work request which is effectively foraging for work in a
similar mainner to the bee. This leads to the third analogy. Bumble-bees select flowers
according to their past utility [Rea91], using recognisable attributes such as colour to
guide the selection. In previous sections we have attempted to express the expected
utility of a task instance by making reference to the template and the
used to create the instance. The final mapping, task pool

spawn

instruction

flower 6ed, is explained as

follows. The bumble-bee forages within a particular flower bed because it believes that
food is available there; a PE sends its work request to a specific remote task pool because
it believes that work is to be found there.
The analogy is distorted slightly because, in the parallel processing domain, the in
telligence for choosing a task does not come from the foraging agent, but from a task
pool manager. Therefore, the PE

bumble-bee analogy can be expressed by a total of

three separate relationships:
bee’s desire for food <— > P E ’s desire for work
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Figure 6.11: The equivalence between foraging insects cind PEs looking for work.

foraging excursion <— > issue of work request
bee’s intelligence *— > remote task pool manager
Having established a link between bumble-bees and parallel processing, we can observe
the algorithms employed by the bees when foraging for food

c in d

attempt to discover

whether they can be applied to problems in the parallel processing domain. Importantly,
the results of [Rea9l] show that bumble-bees are ready to forsake high mean/high risk
returns in favour of lower, but more consistent returns. This is known as risk aversion. If
a certain type of flower returns a high average yield of nectar, but the mean is biased by
a small number of excessively high yields, then the bee will ignore the flower. A biased
mean implies a number of low yield flowers, visits to which may lead to a short-term net
reduction in energy.
We have already seen that there is a potential problem with mean yields in the parallel
processing domain. If the time-costs of two or more workloads are compared on the basis
of their mean, expected yields then there is a chance that means biased by outlying
values will result in unreliable comparisons (see the simulation in Section 6.5.4). We
shall therefore attempt to develop a risk aversion technique for time-cost schedulers.
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Spawn Al -> A <closure-list>
Spawn Bi -> B <closure-list>
Block Ai Bi (100%)
Spawn B2 -> B <closure-list>
Spawn Cl -> C <closure-lisi>
Block Bz Cl (100%)
Spawn C2 -> C <closure-lisi>
Spawn A.2 -> A <closure-lisi>
Block C2 Az (100%)

Figure 6.12: A possible source of intransitive time-cost comparisons.

6.5.2

R isk A version by M odal A nalysis

In Section 6.3.2, advantages were shown for exporting tasks in the order determined
by their time-costs. Up until now, time-costs have been calculated as the mean time
expected for a task instance to be executed. In Section 6.4 the presence of instability in
the time-cost of tasks was illustrated. Given that instability might occur frequently in
real workloads which consume run-time input cind which have many shared expressions,
we suspect that the mean time-cost is too unreliable to be used as a metric for scheduling
tasks. It would, perhaps, be better to take the mode of the frequency distribution of timecosts. Unfortunately, there is no reason to assume a continuous, unimodal frequency
distribution for time-costs.
Furthermore, consider the example Paragon segment in Figure 6.12 which spawns
tasks using three task templates, A,

and C . Using cT to denote the observed time-cost

of a task instance, T, it is quite possible for {cA\ > c 5 i), (cBz > cC%), and (cCz > cAz)
in the same program run. This suggests a relationship between templates A, B, and C
that is not transitive. To express this, we can define a comparison operator, © , such
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that
(A © B )

A

(B © C )

^

(A © C ).

A ^ B indicates that an instance of template A takes longer to execute than an instance
of template 5 , with respect to some pre-defined context. For workloads that have already
been executed, the © relation can be defined as follows:

A©B = # ( S > S ) > # ( S > 5%)

(6.1)

In definition (6.1), the cT syntax is extended to task templates. It refers to the observed
time-cost of a task instance created using template T . The expression ^ {aR b) denotes
the number of times that the relationship aRb was observed to be true.
Clearly, definition (6.1) is meaningful only when the expression (cA > cB) has mean
ing; and it is not sensible to compare cA with cB if no operational relationship exists
between A and B. As the comparison will be used to determine an ordering for use with
dynamic scheduling algorithms, the run-time comparisons made between task instances
by the scheduler is a good basis for determining the vzJidity of comparing cA with cB.
In our current implementation, comparisons are made when a new task instance is
spawned and inserted into the task pool. For example, if the task pool contains tasks X
and Y when task A is spawned then A is compared with the two tasks already in the
pool; hence, in this example, the expressions cA > cX and cA > cY are meaningful.
Applying this interpretation, definition (6.1) retrospectively states whether or not one
task instcince ought to have been considered more expensive than another for scheduling
purposes.
In Section 5.5.2 it was shown that predicted time-costs

Ccin

be attached either to the

nodes of the static call-graph for Paragon programs or to the arcs. In the former case,
the © relation is defined over task templates. In the latter case the © relation requires
extra contextual information in the form of the SPAWN instruction used to create the
child task instance.
In the next section we show how the © relation can be used to improve the basic
dynamic scheduling algorithms that use predicted time-costs to determine the order in
which tasks are executed.
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6.5.3

Stochastic Learning Autom ata

A stochastic learning automaton (SLA) is a device which uses previously recorded be
haviour to make adjustments to future behaviour [NT74, MS86]. For example, in [Kun9l]
Kunz uses an SLA to guide forced task scheduling. Whenever a processor places a task
with another processor, the recipient responds with a score. The score indicates the
recipient’s level of agreement with the scheduling decision, based on factors such as the
number of tasks already awaiting execution, the size of its free memory, the current rate
at which the CPU is context switching between tasks, the rate at which operating system
calls are being made, and the processor’s one-minute load average. When a processor
needs to place a task, it generates a random number to select a recipient according to a
locally maintciined probability vector. Scores received from recipients are then used to
adjust the probability vector.
In [Mah90], Maheshwari discusses the idea of obtaining time-cost information by
profiling previous executions of a program. This is a form of SLA although the granularity
of information update is fair coarser than the example given above because time-costs eire
calculated after the program has completed its execution. Subsequent runs of the program
can then use the old information to predict mean time-costs.
In the previous section we defined a new operator, © , for comparing expected timecosts based on past knowledge. The knowledge is gathered as the program executes
and might be applied to the current program if the analysis can be performed on-the-fly.
Alternatively, the data can be post-processed and applied to subsequent executions of the
progrcun in the meinner suggested by Maheshwari. The information required by the ©
comparison operator is different to that required for a mean time-cost profile. A matrix
of counts is mmntained either for the nodes or arcs of the static program graph:

C =

Cii

Ci2 " •

C21

C22

•''

C2t

C 7 -I

C ^2

' ' '

^TT

where r denotes the number of arcs or nodes in the graph. Assuming that we are anno
tating the time-cost of the nodes of the graph, the entry Cij indicates the number of times
that node i resulted in a more expensive task than node j . Therefore, definition (6.1)
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can be restated as:
T i(^ T j =

C ij

>

( 6 .2 )

C ji,

When the axes of the graph are annotated, the definition is similar but Equation (6.2) is
expressed for arcs ( s p a w n instructions) instead of nodes (task templates).
Equation (6.2) can be represented simply by a matrix of boolean values:

^

F a lse

(ci 2 > C21)

• - • (ci^ > c^i)

(c 2i > C12)

F a lse

• • • (c 2r > ^1-2)

(CtX >

Cir)

(Cr2

>

'''

F a lse

Since every entry in B is defined by the > operator, it does not always follow that
bij = -nbji (where -1 is the boolean not operator). If Cij = Cji then bij = bji = F alse.
The above definition of B does not take account of any (compile-time) time-cost
analysis whatsoever. It merely reports observations from previous program executions
and implements a risk aversion strategy. Mean time-cost analysis is not wholly redundant
however. When Cij = Cj^, we Ccin use a prediction of the mean time-costs to make the
decision (in fact, this is similar to the mechanism employed by the bumble-bee for whom
mean utility has some part to play in the decision making process when risks are perceived
to be small [Rea91]). Therefore, the boolean decision matrix for scheduling becomes:
dll

di2

d\T

^21 à,22

d,2 T

d^i

d-j-2

where

dij — <

True,

if Cij > Cji V ((i ^ j ) A {cij = Cji) A {cTi > cTjfj

F a ls e ,

otherwise

and cTi is the mean expected time-cost of the tem plate Ti (again, if arcs rather than
nodes are annotated with tim e-costs, an equivalent expression is used for costs due to
SPAWN instructions rather than task tem plates).
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Figure 6.13: Mean time-costs calculated for Program A .7.

6.5.4

Scheduling w ith R isk A version

To demonstrate the advantage of scheduling with a risk aversion strategy rather than
relying on mean time-cost information, a simulation is constructed using Paragon Pro
gram A.7 from Appendix A. The workload consists of a tail-recursive task A which
spawns a number of children. Synthetic closures are shared between A and its children
and the mean time-cost of each child is influenced by the EVAL instruction within task
A. The relevant segment of task A is defined as follows:

Spawn c -> C < c lo sn r e 4 , c lo su r e l>
Spawn d -> D <closnre3>
Spawn e -> E < c lo sn r e 5 , closn re2>

/ / closure4 costs 500, closure 1 costs 4500
/ / closures costs 2000
/ / closures costs 500, closure2 costs 5000

Eval clo sn r e 4 clo sn re2
I closures closurel (factor%)

If the first brcinch of the EVAL is selected then child instance c is the most expensive,
followed by d, and then e. If the second branch is selected then instance e is the most
expensive, followed by d, and then c. The selection is governed by the percentage probabihty: fa c to r . When fa c to r is fixed at zero, the first branch is always selected. When
fa c to r is 100, the second branch is always selected. In between, instabihty is introduced
because a mixture of the two time-cost orders is experienced.
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Figure 6.14: Risk aversion is at least as good and can be better than scheduling with
mean time-cost information.

The mean time-cost einalysis of Figure 6.13 shows that child instances c and e have
approximately equal mean time-costs when f a c to r is fixed at 29.4. Below this, c is
perceived to be more expensive than e, and above this c is perceived to be cheaper than e.
From our knowledge of the EVAL instruction and its effect on time-cost orderings, however,
it would be better to assume that c is the most expensive for all values of f a c to r < 50.
The risk aversion (stochastic learning) strategy of Section 6.5.3 does exactly this by
observing run-time behaviour. The simulation was executed for 0 < fa c to r < 100 with
tasks dynamically scheduled (i) randomly, (ii) according to risk aversion via a stochastic
learning process, and (iii) according to mean time-cost information. The performances of
the three scheduling strategies are plotted in Figure 6.14 and are summarised as follows:
(i) The random schedule exhibits an approximately hnear relationship with fa c to r .
Observing the extremes of Figure 6.13, it is clear that this occurs because the
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range of time-costs for c, d, and e is narrower when the first branch of the EVAL
instruction is executed (e.g. when fa c t o r = 0) than when the second branch is
taken (e.g. when fa c to r = 100). As the difference between the costs is increased,
the load becomes less evenly balanced between processors. (This effect also occurs
for the risk aversion and mean time-cost schedules, but is less obvious because their
run-time overheads are influenced by more dominant factors.)
(ii) The risk aversion schedule is least successful when fa c to r = 50. At this point the
workload is at its most unstable because both branches of the EVAL instruction are
equally likely. Even the most accurate (fixed) prediction of which child task wfll be
the most expensive wiU be incorrect in at least half of the cases. The risk aversion
schedule improves as fa c to r becomes smaller or larger than 50. The improvement
demonstrates an approximately linear relationship between instability and observed
run-time overhead.
(iii) For 0 < fa c to r < 30 the schedule based on mean time-cost information closely
follows the risk aversion schedule. When factor % 30 a worst case performance
is observed for the time-cost schedule. This is just beyond the point at which the
mean time-cost analysis stairts to report that child instance e is more expensive
than instance c. The tasks are therefore scheduled correctly for approximately 30%
of cases. The performance is worse than that achieved by the random algorithm.
Incorrect scheduling continues until fa c to r = 50. Beyond fa c to r = 50 the perfor
mance of the mean time-cost schedule is again similar to that of the risk aversion
algorithm.
When fa c to r = 50, the risk aversion and mean time-cost algorithms are both better
than random scheduling. This is because random scheduling sometimes schedules child
instances other than c or e first, thus resulting in an incorrect schedule. The risk aversion
strategy never predicts this ordering cind the time-cost strategy predicts that either c or
e is the most expensive, unless 25 < fa c to r < 33 (see Figure 6.13) when d is scheduled
first.
In the above example, the risk aversion schedule gives similar performance to the
mean time-cost schedule over most of the graph, and significantly better performance
when 30 < fa c to r < 50.
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6.5.5

C onclusions and Further W ork w ith R isk A version

We have demonstrated that improvements in dynamic scheduling can be achieved if task
pool comparisons are observed at run-time and the outcomes used to influence future
scheduling decisions. The technique requires that every comparison is logged and that
the time-cost of the tasks so compared is monitored. This is an expensive operation.
The technique is readily apphcable to the Pciragon synthetic workloads because these
axe cilways executed with full tracing facilities enabled. For real functional languages,
however, tracing is an overhead that must be accounted for.
To overcome the cost of measuring run-time costs and logging comparisons, it might
be useful to investigate instability further. If it is possible to predict at compile-time
which tasks are most hkely to be unstable then we can reduce the number of tasks that
are traced and whose task pool comparisons axe logged by concentrating on these only.
For the other tasks, we can rely on the mean time-cost analysis that was apphed in
Section 6.3.

6 .6

M a n a g in g L a te n c y P e r io d s

In [Sax87] Saxgeant makes three points about latency periods in pciraUel processing:
1. Latency causes processors to idle.

For example, this can occur under demand

scheduling (see Section 6.1.2) when a processing element (PE) completes its current
task and has no further tasks in its local task pool. The PE sends a request-for-work
message to the most heavily loaded PE, and idles until either a task descriptor or
a denial is received.
2. Latency causes a process switching overhead.
3. Latency costs nothing if there is sufficient parallelism because there is always al
ternative work to perform when a task is blocked or messages are in transit.
At the time of his article, Saxgeant befieved that the property of latency-tolerance was
restricted to fine-grain machines. The purpose of this section is to investigate the pos
sibility of applying latency-tolerance techniques to our coaxse-grain architecture. The
experiment presented here represents a preliminary investigation into improved latencytolerance. Completion of the experiment relies on an extension to the current imple-
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Figure 6.15: Increasing the number of PEs per physiccd processor to improve latencytolerance.

mentation of the DIGRESS architecture [Cla92a] and is reserved for future work. The
preliminary results are, however, encouraging.
6.6 .1

Im p ro v in g L a ten cy -T o lera n ce b y R eco n fig u rin g th e A r c h ite c tu r e

On the DIGRESS architecture, processors are typically Unix workstations on which PEs
are executed as virtual processors. It is theoreticcdly possible to execute more than one
PE per physical processor as illustrated in Figure 6.15. Notice that only one local system
manager (or Ism [GB91]) is present on each physical processor, irrespective of the number
of PEs. All of the PEs on one physical processor communicate with the outside world
(and with each other) via the same local system manager.
Intuitively, there appears to be a major disadvantage in executing multiple PEs on
a single processor because an extra overhead is experienced: the operating system is
required to continually switch between PE jobs to enable them to run concurrently.
However, the likehhood of a physical processor becoming idle is reduced. If one of its PEs
enters an idle state then the remaining PEs are able to consume a correspondingly larger
number of CPU cycles during the period of idleness. This has the effect of improving the
latency-tolerance per physical processor. An improvement in absolute execution times
relies on the following factors:
1. There is sufficient potential parallelism in the workload to warrant the increase in
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PEs.
2. The improved latency-tolerance has a more significcint effect than the increase in
overhead due to extra job scheduling by the operating system (and other factors
such the inevitable reduction in locality of reference when more PEs are employed).
The first factor is important. It can be argued that if there is sufficient potential
parallehsm for more PEs then it would have been better to use more physical proces
sors. However, as the DIGRESS processors are workstations, the limit on the number of
processors that can be assigned to the computation is likely to be low. The technique is
intended primarily for programs which exhibit more parallelism than can be exploited in
the usual manner by the available processors. We make no claims for the technique with
respect to massively parcdlel machines.
In response to the second factor we state the following hypothesis:
H y p o th esis 6.1 It is expected that (subject to a saturation point for the number of PEs
per physical processor) job scheduling overheads incurred by the operating system will
be small in comparison to the improvement achieved by improved latency-tolerance on a
coarse-grain parallel machine.
The motivation for this hypothesis is that, as granularity is increased to overcome the
expense of message passing [Mah92], the frequency with which new tasks are created wiU
be reduced. This wiU have the effect of protracting the average idle time experienced by
a processor awaiting work.

6.6.2

E xperim ents w ith L atency-T olerance

To test Hypothesis 6.1, the workload described by Paragon program A.5 in Appendix A is
executed for three different architectural configurations and for a range of grain sizes. The
workload contains a combination of tail-recursive tasks, divide and conquer workloads,
and simple tasks which perform primitive work only. Shared expressions and delayed
evaluation are also present. These induce extra overheads when locality of reference is
forsaken by an increase in the number of PEs.
By taking a basic Paragon program and using the granularity index to increase gran
ularity, we effectively generate a larger program. The number of tasks in the program’s
dynamic call-tree is independent of the grain size. If we had used a real program, the
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effect of increasing grain size would be to reduce the number of tasks. In both cases, a
similar reduction in the frequency with which tasks are created is experienced. By fixing
the shape of the call-tree, we can experiment with workloads of progressively increased
cost, but whose overheads due to task creation and message passing are independent
of granularity. It is therefore straightforward to eliminate these overheads when the
experimental results cire analysed.
The PE/processor configurations are as follows:
1. One PE, one processor. This is used to characterise the fixed overheads experienced
due to task creation and executing instructions other than W ORK. No messages are
passed and the processor never becomes idle.
2. Two PEs, two processors (one PE per processor). This is the simplest possible
message-passing configuration without running multiple PEs on any one processor.
3. Two PEs, one processor. This is the simplest possible multiple-PE per processor
configuration. Although the PEs are both on the same physical processor, they
continue to communicate by messages passed via their loccd Ism and wiU suffer
periods of idleness.
We are restricted to these configurations by the current implementation of DIGRESS
local system managers. At present, the Ism’s do not allow more PEs than two per
physical processor, and they limit each physical processor to only one PE when more
than one physical processor is employed. On the strength of the results obtained from
these preliminary experiments, however, this situation is to be rectified.
Figure 6.16 illustrates the relative overheads measured for the above configurations
(overheads axe expressed as a ratio of absolute overhead relative to the time spent exe
cuting WORK instructions). When the overheads are fixed (remember that the workload
contains the same instructions, irrespective of the granularity) then the relationship of
the relative overhead, V%, to the workload granuleirity, G, is given by V = 100vG“^,
where v is the absolute cost of the fixed overhead. Taking logarithms,
log V = log(100vG~^) = log lOOu —log G.

(6.3)

Examining the log/log plot of Figure 6.16, it is evident that we obtain the behaviour
characterised by Equation (6.3) both for the 1 PE /1 processor configuration and for the
2 PEs/1 processor configuration. In the latter case, the intercept on the y-axis is larger,
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Figure 6.16: The effects of varying the architectureil configuration.

reflecting the approximately constant increase in overhead due to job scheduling by the
operating system.
For the configuration of 2 PEs executing on 2 processors the gradient of the plot is
shallower them for the other cases. This indicates that the absolute overhead is no longer
fixed, but approximately related to the granularity by u =

for some suitable value

of m. The relative overhead thus becomes:
Via = loOviaG”'-^
which gives the logarithmic expression,
log 1^2,2 = Iogl00v2,2 - (1 - m )logG .

(6.4)

The shallow, negative gradient observed in Figure 6.16 is obtained when 0 < m < 1 in
Equation (6.4).

6.6.3

C onclusions and Further W ork on L atency-T olerance

For each of the above experiments, the average number of messages passed between PEs
remains constant as the granularity of the workload increases. A constant-factor change
in the relative cost of message passing wiU thus result in a corresponding change in the
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y-intercept of the graph, leaving the gradient unchanged. Therefore, the shzJIow gradient
of the two processor experiment cannot be explained by the expense of passing messages
between physical processors.
When there is only one physical processor, the processor will spend very little of its
time idle.^ In the 2 PE s/2 processors case, one of the processors will become idle every
time its PE completes the execution of the last task in its task pool. Therefore, the
gradients of Figure 6.16 strengthen the conviction that it is intolerance to latency which
introduces overheads that are related to the granularity of the workload.
In these experiments, large, coarse-grain workloads benefit from the latency-tolerance
afforded by executing multiple PEs on a single physical processor. The increased job
scheduhng overhead must therefore have been overcome, as predicted by Hypothesis 6.1.
However, we have been able to measure only three, somewhat extreme cases. What of
more generzd cases? We must attempt to predict what would happen if there were many
physical processors, each running multiple PEs.
It might be argued that if the available paxallehsm is higher than Ccin be exploited by
the physical processors of the machine then it is unlikely that latency periods will occur
due to lack of work. Furthermore, if work is not avédlable then increasing the number of
PEs can only be detrimental. The latter argument seems to be valid if the knowledge of
available work across the whole machine is correct at all times. In real implementations,
however, the cost of frequently updating the global knowledge is prohibitive [HG84,
GH86] and there is a trade-off between the frequency of update and the effects of using
out of date information.
Incorrect loading information can lead to requests being sent to processors which now
have empty task pools. Currently, our PEs are programmed to hold on to requests for
work received from remote PEs if (i) the local task pool is empty, but (ii) the recipient of
the request has potential for generating new tasks. An alternative approach of sending an
immediate denial leads to the problem of thrashing as requests and denials continue until
the global load information is updated."* At times when there really is too httle work
to keep all of the PEs busy, thrashing is particularly problematic without some method
of keeping it in check. Whichever mechanisms are employed to avoid thrashing in the
^Idleness can occur for 2 P E s/1 processor in the rare event th a t both P E s are executing work, but
have em pty task pools, and sim ultaneously have to fetch a rem ote synthetic closure from the other P E .
^ O ther mechanisms can also be employed to stop thrashing, such as th e use of a back-off tim er before
a second message is resent.
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presence of bad load information, the average latency increases for idle PEs seeking work.
In particular, the mechanism of holding on to requests definitely causes latency periods
to be related to the rate at which new tasks are spawned and hence to the granularity of
the workload.
We predict that in the presence of certain scheduling heuristics (such as those men
tioned in the previous paragraph), the latency-tolerance obtained using just two PEs
running on a single processor wiU extend to the more general case of two PEs running
on each of many physical processors. Less optimism is expressed for more than two PEs
per processor, but final conclusions are delayed until further experiments are possible.
It is felt that, when only a small number of workstations are available for computing
the value of a large program, this technique for improving latency-tolerance will prove to
be beneficial. The technique wiU be especially applicable to programs which exhibit little
algorithmic parallelism, but rely instead on the implicit parallelism. For these progreims
there is greater potentied for idle periods between limited bouts of work.
Finally, the technique of using multiple PEs per physical processor appears to be
comparable with using a single PE per physiced processor and giving each PE a number
of separate task pools, as illustrated in Figure 6.17. Instead of relying on the operating
system to schedule several PE jobs, each PE is responsible for managing its task pools
independently. When one of the task pools becomes empty, the PE sends a message
to another PE to obtain further work. The empty task pool cannot supply work to
the PE but the remaining task pools can. The PE is therefore tolerant of the latency
of sending the work-request message. This insight also removes the operating system’s
job scheduling overhead and improves the locality of reference because the same address
space is used by the tasks extracted from edl of the task pools on the PE.
On first inspection, maintaining multiple task pools might appear to reduce the ability
of the scheduler to impose a total order on tasks because multiple pools imply a partial
ordering. However, the scheduler has access to all of the task pools at the same time
so can choose the most or least expensive of all tasks available to satisfy remote and
local requests for work, respectively. The operation of merging the contents of task pools
increases the cost of extracting a task, but this is offset by a reduction in cost of task
insertion because there are fewer tasks per pool.
There is clearly much scope for further work in this area, requiring the re-design and
re-implementation of the DIGRESS local system managers and the Paragon processing
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Figure 6.17: Mapping the technique to 1 PE per physical processor with many task pools
per PE.

elements.

6.7

S u m m a ry and C o n clu sio n s a b o u t D y n a m ic Task M an
a g em en t

Many experiments have been reported in this chapter exploring attem pts to reduce
run-time overheads. The central theme of the research was inspired by Maheshwari’s
hypothesis that tasks for remote execution ought to be spawned in a definite order
[Mah90, Mah92]. It has been clear from the experiments that this hypothesis is jus
tified. However, it is equally clear that the intention to schedule workloads in a definite
order will be thwarted when there is a low correlation between predictions about timecosts and actual time-costs observed at run-time. If the correlation cannot be maintained
at a reasonable level then there is no advantage in using time-cost information in pref
erence to scheduling tasks randomly. Two main causes were identified for limiting the
accuracy of time-cost predictions:
1. lazy evaluation,
2. run-time input.
Lazy evaluation renders asymptotic time-complexity measures difficult to use because the
value of input parameters cannot always be determined in advance of spawning a task. If
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absolute time-costs must be predicted correctly, this presents a serious limitation. Using
Paragon workloads we avoid the problem by characterising costs with random variables.
This is sim ilaT to using a profiler to make a study of the typiced inputs to functions during
previous program runs, and using those to guide predictions for future executions.
Instability in workload costs was demonstrated with the aid of simulated run-time
input. Even when time-cost analysis is improved to take account of sharing, we showed
that instability in observed time-costs can reduce the effectiveness of scheduling based
on mean time-cost cinalysis. The problem with the unsupported use of mean time-costs
is that the risk of an incorrect prediction is not taken into account when a decision is
made. Wegbreit’s early attempts at time-complexity anzilysis [Weg75] acknowledged the
characterisation of a time-cost by the 4-tuple [min, max, mean, variance). Three of
these components give a measure of risk. However, it is not necessciry to make such
complex characterisations because our concern is simply to identify the likelihood of
correct comparisons. We can measure this directly, by logging comparisons made by task
pool managers and profiling the cost of the associated tasks. As we edready consider
profiling as a pre-requisite for characterising time-costs then this seems to be a sensible
progression. The results obtained using risk analysis have been encouraging.
It is possible for the input data of a program to change so drcunatically that earlier
profiles have no relevance to the current execution. If this happens, any scheduling
algorithm which requires profile data from previous executions is liable to fail to reduce
run-time overheads. The use of profiled information for scheduling algorithms should
therefore be restricted to programs which follow similar trends on different sets of data.
For example, one of the reasons for developing DIGRESS was the existence of a complex
data processing problem related to geological surveys.

An anadysis program wiU be

executed on survey data which describes deep core samples taken off-shore around the
coasts of the world. When many core scimples are analysed from the same area, it is
reasonable to expect that the data will exhibit common trends. Therefore, it may be
possible to reduce program overheads for the majority of the analyses by profiling the
initicJ executions. When the computations are expensive this may weU reduce overheads
sufficiently to make the met a-analyses worthwhile. Paragon has proved to be a good
vehicle for rapidly prototyping test-beds for new scheduling schemes. Initial hypotheses
can be strengthened or weakened using Paragon workloads, and areas of contention can
be quickly identified. Using the information derived from Paragon experiments as a
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guide, we can stairt to plan further experiments based on large^ real functional programs.
Finally, in Section 6.6 a new technique was described for improving latency-tolerance
in the DIGRESS architecture. The initial experiments are promising and it is felt that,
of the work presented in this chapter, the latency-tolerance results are the most generally
applicable.
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C hapter 7

C onclusions and Further W ork
In this chapter the contributions of the thesis Eire summarised and conclusions are drawn
from the work presented. Relationships between this and work by others are described
and opportunities for further work are discussed.

7.1

S u m m a r y a n d C o n c lu sio n s

The work presented in this thesis makes five main contributions to functional program
ming research:
1 . A novel approach to constructing experimented workloads has been developed by

synthesising the run-time behaviour of functional programs.
2 . A time-cost analysis has been devised for the synthetic workloads. The analysis

takes shared computations into account cind computes the expected mean time
required to execute individuzd tasks.
3. Extensions have been provided to existing methods for dynamically managing lazy
workloads on loosely-coupled architectures.
4. Experimental data is now available detailing experience with different workload
granularities. Prom this, it is possible to deduce suitable workload granularities for
executing real functional programs in parallel on the DIGRESS architecture.
5. A tool for profihng higher-order, lazy functional programs has been developed.
This improves the quahty of information that is available to analyse the run-time
behaviour of functional programs.
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These areas of resezu'ch axe summarised below and conclusions are drawn.

7.1.1

M odelling Functional W orkloads

Traditioncdly, programs are partitioned at compile-time into a number of sequential
threads of execution, called tasks. Task granularity is a crucial factor governing the
efficiency of the program when it is executed in parcdlel. At run-time the program is
distributed among the parallel processors of the reduction machine by dynamic schedul
ing and load balancing algorithms, either embedded in the code for the tasks or suppfied
externally by a task management package.
There is a potential conflict when attempting to measure the behaviour of real pro
grams because it may be difficult to determine whether an inefficiency is due to bad
partitioning or is caused by an inefficient task management scheme. The problem is
compounded by the large degree of transformation that functional programs typically
undergo when they are compiled. The final run-time program may bear fittle or no
resemblance to the original source code and the resulting stimulus can be difficult to
predict. This obfuscates the construction of test workloads and we have commented on
the profound shortage of well-structured, well-understood, standard benchmarks.
In an attempt to alleviate these problems we have designed an experimental language
which facilitates the rapid construction of synthetic workloads. The run-time stimulus
and a granularity index are specified explicitly by the experimenter and the compiler
performs no transformations on the workload whatsoever.
One of the most useful features of synthesising functional workloads is that the results
are scalable. The same experiment can be repeated for a single workload, over a range of
granularity coefficients. This helps to identify the degree to which a result is dependent
on the average size of the tasks. An important attribute of scalable workloads is that the
amount of communication and task manipulation overhead remains constant when the
number of processing elements is fixed. It is therefore straightforward to account for these
overheads when the results of experiments are analysed. The overheads can be vsiried,
of course, by reconstructing the workload description. This corresponds to re-writing a
real functional program or redesigning its compiler. The synthetic workloads therefore
provide a more malleable description of experimental stimuli than those afforded by real
functional programs.
The main alternatives to modelling functional stimuli are using traces of real program
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executions [Des89] eind using rezil programs in their own right. From experience gained
with model workloads, it is often necessary to construct very specific stimuli to test an
hypothesis. Therefore, for real functional programs to prove useful as stimuli for systems
under test, it will be necessary to construct a large library of standard benchmarks whose
resultant workloads are well understood. Whenever a compiler is updated, the workloads
wiU change and must be cedibrated a&esh. Currently, the n o fib benchmark suite [Pax93]
is under active development at the University of Glasgow. It is hoped that, eventually,
it will be as strzdghtforward to construct test workloads by combining programs from
benchmark suites such as this, as it is to use artificial stimuli. In the interim, the
synthetic functional workloads provided by Paragon have proved to be a useful source of
predictable, experimental stimuli.

7.1.2

T im e-C ost A nalysis

A great deal of work has taken place in the field of time-complexity analysis (e.g. [Le 85,
Le 88 , Weg75, Ros86 , Ros89, BH89, DJG92, San90, Wad88]) but few serious attempts
(with the notable exception of [Mah90]) have been made to apply the results to practical
problems such as dynamic task management. For practical use we reaUy need to predict
the physical length of time that a task wiU take to execute. For this reason, we adopt the
term time-cost in preference to the more conventional term, time-complexity. Measures of
time-complexity typically do not require knowledge of the input to a program, but merely
report an asymptotic time-complexity function. We ought to be more precise than this
but, given that much of the input to a program is presented at run-time only, a compüetime analysis wiU often fail to provide the correct results. Nevertheless, compile-time
analysis ccin at least give us a basis for making scheduling decisions.
The key contribution of the time-cost analysis presented in Chapter 5 is that laziness is
dealt with in a sensible way. Previous analyses have made little or no attempt to account
for shared computations. For example, the work of Scinds [San90] deals with cedl-by-name
semantics but does not detect where shared expressions are evaluated. When a shared
expression can be evaluated by any one of a number of different tasks, our analysis makes
a statistical approximation and shares the cost of executing the shared expression between
the tasks. This gives an estimate of the mean time required to execute individual tasks,
making the analysis directly applicable to dynamic scheduling algorithms. The Paragon
time-cost analysis adopts an approach similar to [San90] in that programs undergo cost208

preserving transformations, resulting in new programs that cire simpler to cinalyse.
The time-cost analysis is defined over the syntax of the Paragon synthetic workload
language and is therefore simpler than an equivalent analysis for a full, functioned progrcimming language. Recursive functional programs lead to recursive complexity equa
tions, the solution of which usually require hxed-point iteration [AH87, HH91, PJC87,
MH87]. To describe non-flat data objects such as lists, potentially infinite domains are
constructed [Wad87b]. These have to be approximated by finite domains to ensure that
fixed-point solutions terminate. The advantage of using the synthetic workload language
is that the above complications are avoided. Consequently, the effort to determine the
utility of the sharing analysis was minimised.
The information provided by time-cost analysis with sharing taken into account has
resulted in better dynzimic scheduling than that obtained when sharing was not taken into
account. However, this relies on relative costs within workloads remaining stable with
respect to changes in run-time input. As workload instability increases, the utility of all
time-cost analyses is reduced. If a time-cost analysis is to be used for scheduling purposes
then the improved results demonstrated in this thesis suggest that similar improvements
cein be achieved by augmenting the analyses for real functional Izmguages with a sharing
analysis. Further experiments will be required to determine the extent to which instability
causes problems with real functional programs.

7.1.3

D ynam ic Task M anagem ent

Synthetic workloads have been used to experiment with techniques for managing the
execution of tasks dynamically. We have been able to identify the conditions in which
various compile-time scheduling decisions are Hkely to yield an inefficient distribution of
progrEim tasks and have shown methods of improving existing techniques.
The work was based on an idea presented in Maheshwari’s thesis [Mah90]. Maheshwari states that if tasks are spawned in a definite order then lower overheads can be
achieved. We have verified this proposition but draw sfightly different conclusions about
the underlying reason for the result. Maheshwari believes that the improvement is mainly
due to the careful management of the timing graph shown in Figure 6,4 of Chapter 6 , and
the subsequent reduction in the time spent by a parent task awaiting the results of its
children. He also assumes that there will always be sufficient processing capacity in the
parallel machine to immediately absorb all of the work made avciilable for parallel eval209

nation. We have found that for demand scheduled, coarse grained computations, there
will almost always be some idle time either by the parent, or by child tasks because it
is extremely difficult to ensure that the difference in costs between successively spawned
tasks is exactly the amount required to overcome idleness. The problem is further com
pounded by instabilities in the workloads. The result is therefore more likely due to the
fact that exporting the most expensive tasks makes more efficient use of communications.
Also, when there is insufficient processing capacity for all tasks to be exported then it
is better for several small tasks to be eveduated sequentially by the processing element
which spawned them than for the small tasks to be exported leaving larger tasks behind.
The former case is more likely to result in more evenly balanced processing elements.
In general, the ability of processing elements to context switch between tasks when
task-suspension occurs means th a t it is insufficient to rely on compile-time decisions. By
improving the scheme so th a t scheduling decisions Eire taken at run-tim e, lower overheads
Eire observed in the presence of context switching.

Despite this improvement, there

remains a fundam ental problem when time-cost predictions are used to schedule tasks:
if ever the observed costs are such th a t the ordering of tasks differs from th a t predicted,
then the reduction in overheads wiU be attenuated.
The use of profilers to characterise workloads Eind obtain estim ates for the relative
costs of tasks can Eilso be improved. In addition to determining mean time-costs, the
compEirisons m ade by the scheduling algorithm are logged and the observed time-costs
used retrospectively to determine the correct outcome of each comparison. In this way, a
stochastic learning autom aton can be constructed to guide future comparisons according
to past results. Mean time-costs alone can be poor predictors when the m ean is biased
by unstable run-tim e input or lazy evaluation.
In conclusion, making predictions completely immune to instabilities in the time-cost
of individual tasks appeEirs to be an insurmountable problem. However, successive im
provements in the heuristics used to predict time-costs can take us some way to achieving
Maheshwari’s original goal of exporting tasks in an order which results in lower run-time
overheads. For coarse-grain architectures such as DIGRESS, even the smallest reductions
in overheads are welcome.
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7.1.4

E xp erim en ts w ith Granularity

Many of the experiments presented in Chapter 6 were conducted over a range of greinularities. The granularity index multiphes the work units specified in Paragon WORK
instructions. We can define granularity to be the ratio of primitive processing time to
messages passed. The average granularity of a workload is therefore determined by gwI m
where g is the granularity index, w expresses the mean work units per WORK instruc
tion in the workload description, and m specifies the average number of messages passed
per work instruction. Using this simple formula, the minimum acceptable granularity
for workloads on DIGRESS can be calculated by inspecting the experimental results.
Throughout Chapter 6 , overheads are plotted relative to the primitive work performed.
The curves therefore approximate a 1 /x relationship if the overheads are fixed and the
workload granularity is variable. When the grain size is smedl the relative overhead rises
quickly with small reductions in granularity. As the grain size is increased the relation
ship begins to approach a straight line. The point at which this starts will be taken to
be the minimum acceptable granularity.
From the experimented data gathered, we can conclude that the rninimum granularity
is achieved when there are approximately 38 work units per message passed. All of the
experiments were executed on DECstation 3100 workstations which require % 1.73 X 10“"^
cpu-seconds to execute a single work unit. Therefore, for this hardware, we have found
that an average of about 6.6 cpu-milliseconds of work is required between messages.

7.1.5

A Profiling Tool for H igher-O rder, Lazy Functional Program m ing
Languages

Functional languages are stiU largely undiscovered as serious tools for the construction of
real programs. One reason for this is the lack of development utilities such as debuggers
and profilers [Cla93]. In this thesis there is a genuine need to analyse the run-time be
haviour of real functional programs to provide rough guidelines for constructing synthetic
workloads.
The profiling tool whose implementation is described in Appendix C is a new method
of tracing the behaviour of higher-order, lazy functional programs, d aym an suggests
in [Cla93] that the results of a profiled program execution should be reported in such a
way that they correspond closely to the text of the original source program. This may
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seem obvious, but many functional language implementors are used to thinking in terms
of underlying implementation issues rather than in terms of the high-level source code.
The difference is seen mainly when lazy evaluation causes an expression to be evaluated
by a function other than that in which it was defined.
The profiler is able to record results using both implementor-friendly and programmerfriendly styles. This provides a much greater insight into what really happens during the
execution of a lazy functional program and is particularly helpful for constructing sensible
synthetic programs when the effects of laziness on scheduling is being studied.

7.2

S u m m a r y o f R e la te d W ork

Our work has focused on two major reseeirch cireas: modelling lazy functional workloads,
and using the resulting workloads as experimental stimuli for experimenting with dyneimic scheduling techniques. Although we could find no previous attempts to model
functional language workloads in the manner described in Chapter 3, the idea of synthe
sising imperative workloads is not new. In Section 2.2.4 we described the work of Kunz
[Kun9l] who uses executable synthetic workloads to experiment with job scheduling in
the Unix operating system. We also discussed the work of Phillips, Skilling, Candlin, et
al at the University of Edinburgh whose research uses synthetic workloads to characterise
the run-time behaviour of parallel imperative programs [CFPS92, CPS92, CGS89, PS91].
Within the functional language implementation community, it has been common to
use real functional progrcims as workloads for experimentation [HPJ91, LV91, RW92,
BH92, CC91, AHPJT91]. However, some work on the use of trace-based workloads
[HL84, Sve90] has been carried out at the University of Glasgow by Deschner [Des89] (see
Section. 2.2.2). Deschner’s work resembles our own in that experiments are conducted
using abstractions of real functioned programs. Deschner uses the workload abstraction
to drive a simulated graph reduction system. Perturbations are made to the way that
the reduction system reacts with the workload, but the workload remains fixed. Using
Paragon workloads, we drive real reduction hardware and can make perturbations to
both the reduction system and to the workloads themselves without having to alter any
functioned language source code.
The closest work to the dynamic scheduling research reported here is that of Ma
heshwari [Mah90, Mah92]. Maheshwari explored the use of time-complexity analysis for
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deriving information that would be useful in scheduling parallel functional progrcims.
He restricted the scheduling activities to compile-time cind used a measure of asymp
totic time-complexity. In Chapter 6 we demonstrated limitations in the Maheshwari’s
original ideas and showed how the limitations could be overcome in many cases by im
proving time-cost analysis and using the information at run-time. Related scheduling
techniques resulting from the work of Hammond and Peyton Jones [HPJ92, HPJ91],
Peyton Jones and Clack [PJCS89], Sargeant [RS87, Sar87], and Hudak and Goldberg
[G0I88 , Hud84, HG84, HG85], among others, are discussed in Section 6 . 1 . Work related
to the time-cost analysis performed in Chapter 5 is discussed in Section 7.1.2.
Finally, the functional language profiling tool whose implementation details are pre
sented in Appendix C is one of a number of tools currently under development. The re
lated work of Runcimcin and Weikeling [RW90, RW92], Sansom and Peyton Jones [SPJ92],
and of Appel, Duba, and MacQueen [ADM88] is described in Section 1.1.4,

7.3

F u r th er W ork

The work presented herein forms one pzurt of a larger, ongoing project dealing with the
parallel reduction of functional programs using loosely-coupled workstations. Much of
the work reported in this thesis is still to be incorporated into the full system, thereby
providing the foundation for a significmt amount of further work. Earlier chapters have
already alluded to some of the investigations that are still to be completed. Below,
the previous discussions are consoHdated and expanded to give an overall picture of the
direction in which the research is leading.

7.3.1

Im provem ents to Paragon

During this period of research, we have found that the Paragon workload description
language has proved to be a convenient vehicle for experimenting with new scheduling
schemes. In it’s present form, however, Pziragon is lacking in some minor respects and
we believe that further development of the language will bring increased benefits.
A number of possible extensions were mentioned in Section 3.4 such as an extended
instruction set to allow the specification of hardware constraints. Another extension is
that of modelling structured data objects. In Section 4.6.3, an approximation for a dataparallel computation was presented. A more accurate representation was not possible
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because Paragon does not currently possess any method for representing data structures
and their corresponding properties of synchronisation. Further research is needed to
develop the extra Paragon instructions to model both data-dependent synchronisation
and to characterise the associated memory usage. The work of Runcimzm and Wakeling
[RW92] has shown the significance of studying memory activity at run-time, and Paragon
remains inconiplete while it is unable to model this aspect of workloads.
Many of our experiments have been concerned with overcoming instabilities due to
run-time inputs and lazy evaluation. It has been possible to model this by generating
random variables that affect the locality in which shared expressions are evaluated. Fu
ture work on scheduhng problems would benefit from the abihty for Pairagon workloads to
accept real run-time inputs. The abihty of the time-cost analyser to predict the run-time
stimulus is therefore restricted, thus bringing Paragon further in line with real functional
progrEims. The exercise would be a good stepping stone towcirds the adaptation of the
analyses and scheduhng algorithms for real functional workloads.

7.3.2

T im e-C ost A nalysis

The time-cost analysis developed for Paragon has brought rewards when used to make
dynamic scheduhng decisions. However, the rewards are restricted to certain classes of
workloads. The success of the technique is most acutely affected by the instabihty in
actual time-costs with respect to those predicted at compile-time.
Before a decision is made to develop an equivalent analysis for real functional program
ming languages, further information is required. Primeirily, it is necessary to determine
for real workloads, how often, and to what extent, inst abihty wiU attenuate the utihty of
the compile-time predictions. Such a study wiU only become meaningful, however, when
it is conducted over a comprehensive hbrary of large functional programs. When this
is completed, it is hoped that at least for some types of program, inst abihty wiU prove
to be of sufficiently smaU effect to suggest that improved time-cost analyses will yield
measurable gains in dynamic scheduhng behaviour.
The analysis presented in Chapter 5 is defined for the subset of Paragon programs in
which synthetic closures are not returned as results of tasks, and for which the evaluation
of one synthetic closure does not imply to the evaluation of a second. Work has begun
on removing these restrictions and further work is to be completed before a fuU analysis
is achieved. The proposed amendments to the language are also hkely to precipitate the
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need for further enhancements to the analysis,

7.3.3

Lexical Profiling Tool

The lexical profiling implementation of Appendix C is given in terms of a straightforward
interpretive graph reduction engine. However, the techniques are relatively general and
will require a minimal amount of modification for use with compiled graph reduction.
Whenever graph cells are constructed by compiled code, they can be marked with
the profiler’s 'colouring’ information in much the same way that we mark the interpreted
graph. The biggest difference between compiled zind interpreted graph reduction is that
compiled code attempts to avoid constructing graph whenever possible, relying instead
on the computation of intermediate results on the stack [FW87, BPJR88, PJS89, AJ89b].
The colouring information must therefore be placed into the object code and copied onto
the stack whenever data is held there. If it proves to be common for consecutive entries
on the stack to be marked with the same information then it may be possible to optimise
the storage of profile data on the stack by the judicious placement of markers such as
those employed by [FW87] to trigger graph updates.
It is proposed that the compiled-code version of the profiler is developed for the
(i/, G)-machine [AJ89b], for which we already have an in-house compiler [Pax90]. It will
be a relatively straightforward exercise to update this compiler to cope with profiling
information.

7.3.4

E xten d in g Scheduling Techniques to D IG R E SS

The experiments conducted during this research have taken place on an early prototype
of the DIGRESS communications subsystem [GB91]. The next logical step is to extend
the scheduling techniques developed for Paragon workloads to the implementation of the
parallel Four Stroke Reduction Engine [CPJ86] currently being built on DIGRESS and
later to the proposed implementation of the (i/, G)-machine [AJ89b]. A parallel version
of the lexical profiling tool is also being constructed for DIGRESS. It is expected that the
extensions to a full parallel implementation of the Haskell language and the subsequent
experimentation with dynamic scheduhng based on the work of this thesis, wiU constitute
a major research project.
The prehminary latency-tolerance experiments in Section 6.6 have indicated that
latency-tolerant computations may be possible by increasing the number of processing
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elements executing per physical processor. The current implementation of the DIGRESS
local system managers (Ism’s) [GB91] does not allow this in the general case. This facility
is to be added to the Ism’s and the experiments extended for more general PE/processor
configurations. The Paragon processing elements are also to be redesigned to incorporate
multiple task pools per PE. It is hoped that, on completion of more comprehensive
experiments, the new technique for achieving latency-tolerance can be carried forward to
the full functioned language implementations on the DIGRESS architecture.
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A p p en d ix A

E xp erim en tal P aragon P rogram s
This appendix lists the Paragon pro

A_Child {
/ / 4th. most exp en sive
Work 45000

grcims used by the experiments described

}

in this thesis. All Paragon workloads are
B_Task {
/ / 3rd most exp en sive
Spawn b l -> B_Child

pre-processed by cpp, the C language pre
processor, thus allowing macros to be de
fined with #def in e.

A .l

Spawn b20 -> B_Child
Eval $1
Work 10000
Block b l . . . b20

P r o g r a m w it h ta sk
s u s p e n s io n s

B_Child {
/ / l e a s t exp en sive
Work 2500

main {
/ / most exp en sive
D eclare shsured_a {
Work 30000

}

}
D eclare delayed_b {
Work 100

A .2

}
Spawn a -> A_Task <shared_a>
Spawn b -> B_Task <delayed_b>
Work 500
Eval shared_a
Work 1000
Block a b

P r o g r a m w it h
u n sh a r e d , n o n -s tr ic t
a r g u m e n ts

# d e fin e ch ild (w ) { \
Eval $1 $2 \
Spawn ex -> expensive_snb \
Spawn ch -> cheap_snb \
Work w \
Block ex ch \

A_Task {
/ / 2nd most exp en sive
Work 5000
Eval $1
Spawn a l -> A_Child
Work 5000
Block a l

}

main {
D eclare a rg l
D eclare arg2
D eclaxe arg3
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{ Work 750 }
{ Work 750 }
{ Work 750 }

main {
D eclare sh a rel { Work 3000 }
D eclare share2 { Work 3000 }
Declaure share3 { Work 3000 }
Spawn a -> c h i l d l <shaure3, shaurel>
Spawn b -> c h ild 2 < s h a r e l, shaure2>
Spawn c -> ch ild S <shaLrel, shaure3>
Spawn d -> c h ild 4 < sh are2, sh arel>
Spawn e -> ch ild S <shaure3>
Spawn f -> childG <shaire2>
Spawn g -> c h ild 7 <shaare3>
Spawn h -> ch ild S <shaure2>
Work 3000
Block a b c d e f g h
T a il 8

D eclare arg4 { Work 750 }
D eclare argS { Work 750 }
D eclare arg6 { Work 750 }
Decleure arg7 { Work 750 }
Decleure aurgS { Work 750 }
Declaire aurgO { Work 750 }
D eclare arglO { Work 750 }
D eclare aurgll { Work 750 }
D eclare aurgl2 { Work 750 }
Spawn a -> c h ild l <aurgl, aurg2>
Spawn b -> c h ild 2 <aurg3, aurg4>
Spawn c -> ch ild S <aurg5, aurg6>
Spawn d -> c h ild 4 <arg7, arg8>
Spawn e -> ch ild S <aurg9>
Spawn f -> cbildG <arglO>
Spawn g -> c h ild 7 <aurgll>
Spawn h -> ch ild S <argl2>
Work 3000
Block a b c d e f g h
T a il 8

expen sive_sn b {
Work 10000
>

c h ild l
ch ild 2
ChildS
ch ild 4
ch ild S
childG
ch ild 7
ch ild S

c h i l d l c h ild (4 0 0 0 )

ch ild 2
ch ild S
c h ild 4
ch ild S

c h ild (3 5 0 0 )
child(SOOO)
c h i l d (2500)
ch ild (2 0 0 0 )
C h il d S child(lSO O )
ch ild 7 child(lOOO)
ch ild S c h i l d ( 500)

cheap.sub {
Work 500

eip en siv e_ sn b {
Work 10000

}

}

A .4

cheap.sub {
Work 500

}

A .3

c h ild (4 0 0 0 )
c h ild (3 5 0 0 )
child(SOOO)
c h ild (2 5 0 0 )
c h ild (2 0 0 0 )
child(lSO O )
child(lOOO)
c h i l d ( 500)

P rogram to
d e m o n s tr a te
in s t a b ility in t h e c o s t

P r o g r a m w it h

o f ta sk s
sh a r e d , n o n -s tr ic t
The following Paragon program sim 

a r g u m e n ts

ulates a functional program segment de
# d efin e ch ild (w ) { \
Eval $1 $2 \
Spawn ex -> ex p en siv e.su b \
Spawn ch -> cheap.sub \
Work w \
Block ex ch \

signed to process a state variable (e.g.
represented by an n-tuple).

Processing

is performed iteratively by the task tem 
plate i t e r a t i o n and for each tail-call a
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number of sub-tasks Eire spawned. The

Spawn t e s t l
-> p r o c e s s l < sh llt,sh .lm d ,sh lh v >

declared sequences of the it e r a t io n tem

Spawn t e s t 2
-> p ro cess2 <sh21t,sh2md>

plate are shared operations performed on
the state items cind each of these may be

Spawn t e s t s
-> p ro cè ss3 < s h S lt, shSmd, shShv>

required by the sub-processes according
to the influence of some run-time input.

Work lo c a l

This choice is represented by the multiple
Block t e s t l t e s t 2 t e s t S
Work r e s u lt s

options for spawning sub-processes.
# ifn d e f
# d efin e
# en d if
# d e fin e
# d e fin e
# d efin e
# d e fin e
# d e fin e
# d e fin e

T a il t a i l c a l l s

X

10

X

ta ilc a lls
lig h t
middl
heavy
lo c a l
r e s u lts

ite r a tio n {
Decleure
D eclare
Decleire
D eclare
D eclare
D eclare
D eclare
D eclare

s h llt
shlmd
sh lh v
sh21t
sh2md
s h S lt
shSmd
shShv

15
1000
2000
10000
10000
1000

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Work
Work
Work
Work
Work
Work
Work
Work

lig h t
middl
heavy
li g h t
middl
li g h t
middl
heavy

# d e fin e p ro cess {
Eval $1 $2 $3
Work lo c a l
}
p r o c e s s ! p rocess
processY p rocess
processZ p ro cess
p r o c e s s l p ro cess
p ro cess2 p rocess
p rocess3 p rocess

}
>
>
}
>
>
}
}

A .5

\
\
\

A la r g e, g e n e r a l
p u r p o se , w o rk lo a d

Spawn c h ild l
-> p r o c e s s ! < sh llt,sh lm d >
I p r o c e s s ! <sh21t,sh2md>
I p r o c e s s ! <sh31t,sh3md>

# ifn d e f t a i l c a l l s
# d e fin e t a i l c a l l s 10
# en d if

Spawn c h ild 2
-> processY
I processY
I processY
I processY
I processY

main {
D eclare expl {
Spawn a -> subprocl
Spawn b -> subprocl
Work 20
Block a b

< s h llt ,s h lh v > (r%)
< s h l l t , shlmd>
<sh21t,sh2md>
<sh31t,sh3hv> (x%)
< sh 3 1 t, sh3md>

}
D eclare
Decleire
D eclare
D eclare
Spawn a

exp2 { Work [0 ..3 0 ] }
expS { Work [1 0 ..4 0 ] }
exp4 { Work [2 0 ..5 0 ] }
expS { Work [3 0 ..4 5 ] >
-> p r o c e s s la <exp2>
I p r o c e s slb <exp3>
Spawn b -> p rocess2
Spawn c -> p rocessS
Spawn d -> p ro cess4 a <expl>

Spawn ch ild S -> processZ
Work lo c a l
Block c h ild l c h ild 2 ch ild S
Work r e s u lt s
/ / These sure th e ta sk s to m onitor
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Block r_arg
Spawn r ig h t -> div_conq_2 (40%)
I le a f 2
Block l e f t r ig h t
Work SO

p rocess4b <exp2>
p ro cess4 c <exp3>
-> p rocessS
-> processG <exp3>
-> processT a <expl>
I p rocess7b <exp2>
I p rocessT c <exp3>
-> p rocessS
b c d e f g h.
I
I

Spawn e
Spawn f
Spawn g

Spawn h.
Block a
Work 40
Spawn i -> p rocess9
Spawn j -> p ro cess2
Spawn k -> p rocesslO
Spawn 1 -> div_conq_l
Spawn m -> p rocessS
Spawn n -> p rocessS <exp3>
Spawn o -> p r o c e s s ll
Spawn p -> div_conq_2
Block i j k l m n o p
Work 20
T a il t a i l c a l l s

le a f 2 {
Work 100

}
p r o c e s s la {
Spawn a
Spawn b
Spawn c
Block a
Spawn d
Eval $1
Block a
Work 50

d iv_conq _l {
Spawn l_ a r g l -> p ro cess2
Spawn l_ a rg 2 -> processO
Spawn l_ a rg 3 -> p r o c e s s ll
Block l_eurgl l_ arg2 l_arg3
Work 50
Spawn l e f t -> div_conq _l (45%)
I le a f1
Spawn r_ a r g l -> p ro cess4 a (20%)
I p rocess4b (20%)
I p ro cess4 c
Spawn r_arg2 -> p r o c e s s 12
Block r_ a x g l r_arg2
Work 50
Spawn r ig h t -> div_conq _l (45%)
I le a f1
Block l e f t r ig h t
Work 100

-> snbprocl
-> snbproc2
-> snbprocS
b c (50%)
-> snbproc4
(50%)
b e d

p r o c e ss lb {
Eval $1
Work 50

}
p ro ce ss2 {
Work 100

}
p ro cess3 {
D eclare
D eclare
D eclare
Spawn a

expl { Work
exp2 { Work
exp3 { Work
-> snbproc2
I snbproc3

50 }
50 }
[1 0 ..1 0 0 ] }
<expl,exp2>
<expl,exp3>

Work 60
Eval exp2 exp3 I exp2
Block a
Spawn r -> p rocessS (30%)
I term in ate
Block r
Work [1 0 ..2 0 ]

le a f1 {
Work 75
>

div_conq_2 {
Work 50
Spawn l e f t -> div_conq_2 (40%)
I le a f 2
Spawn r_arg -> p rocessS
Work 50

p ro cess4 a {
Eval $1 (50%)
Work 20

}
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p ro cess4 b {
Work 50
Eval $1 (80%)

p rocesslO {
Work [1 0 ..1 0 0 ]

}

}
p r o c e s s ll {
Decleire expl { Work 5 }
Decleure exp2 { Work 30 }
Work 10
Spawn a -> subproc2 <expl>
1 subproc3 < e ip l,ex p 2 >
Spawn b -> subproc2 <exp2>
1 subproc4
Work 30
Block a b (50%)
Spawn r -> p r o c e s s ll (45%)
1 term in ate
Block a b r
Work 5

p ro ce ss4 c {
Eval $1
Work 30
>

p ro cessS {
Work 100
>

p ro cess6 {
Work 20
Eval $1 (80%)

}
p r o c e s s l2 {
Work [1 0 ..5 0 ]
Work [2 0 ..3 0 ]

p rocessT a {
Eval $1
Work 20

}

}

subprocl {
Work 30

processTb {
Work [2 0 ..4 0 ]
Eval $1 (20%)
Work 10

}

}

subproc2 {
Work 30
Eval $1 (10%) I $2 (10%)

p rocessT c {
Work [30. 50]
Eval $1

}

}
subproc3 {
Work 10
Eval $1 (10%) I $2 (10%)

p ro cess8 {
Work 250

}

}
processG {
D eclare
D eclare
Spawn a
Spawn b
Spawn c
Spawn d
Work 30
Block a

subproc4 {
Work 30
exp l { Work
exp2 { Work
-> subproc2
-> subproc2
-> subproc2
-> subproc2

20

}

}

30 }
<expl,exp2>
<expl,exp2>
<expl,exp2>
<expl,exp2>

term in ate {
Work [1 0 ..5 0 ]

}

b e d

>
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A .6

P rogram to te st

A .7

P r o g r a m t o s im u la te

s c h e d u lin g b a se d o n

in s t a b ility for

t im e -c o s t a n a ly sis

e x p lo r in g risk

# ifn d e f t a i l c a l l s
# d e fin e t a i l c a l l s 20
# en d if

a v er sio n
# iln d e f t a i l c a l l s
# d e fin e t a i l c a l l s 20
# en d if

main {
Spawn a -> A
Spawn b -> B
Spawn c -> C
Spawn d -> D
Spawn e -> E
Spawn f -> F
Work 50
Block a b c d e f
Work 50
T a il t a i l c a l l s

A {
Decleure
Decleure
Decleure
Decleure
Decleure
Spawn
Spawn
Spawn
Spawn
Spawn

/ / d e fin e a g e n e r ic tem p late:

closturel
clo sn re2
c lo su r e s
clo su re4
clo su re5

a
b
c
d
e

->
->
->
->
->

{
{
{
{
{

Work 4500 }
Work 5000 }
Work 2000 }
Work 500 }
Work 500 }

B
B
C< c lo sn r e 4 , c lo sn r e l>
D<closure3>
E< c lo su re S , closn re2>

//
# d e fin e gen eric(n am e, shsured,fixed)
name {
D eclare sh a r e l { Work shared }
Decleure share2 { Work shared >
Work [1 2 5 ..3 7 5 ]
\
Eval sh a r e l (40%) | share2 (30%)\
Work [2 5 0 ..7 5 0 ]
\
Eval sheurel (30%) | sheure2 (25%)\
Work [3 7 5 ..6 2 5 ]
\
Eval sheurel (20%) I sheure2 (75%)\
Work [2 5 0 ..7 5 0 ]
\
Eval sheurel (40%) 1 sheure2
\
Work [1 2 5 ..3 7 5 ]
\
Eval sh a r e l I share2 (30%)
\
Work fix e d
\
Eval sheurel I sheure2
\

/ / T his i s
th e im portant l i n e
/ / c o n tr o llin g s t a b i l i t y —
Eval clo sn r e 4 clo sn re2
1 clo su re5 c lo s u r e l
Block a b
Work 100
Block c d e
Work 100
T a il t a i l c a l l s
}

B { Work 500 }

C{
Work 500
Eval $1 $2
Work 1000

/ / u se th e g e n e r ic tem p late to b n ild

/ / ^6 sepeurate ta sk tem p la tes:
//
g en e r ic
g e n e r ic
g e n e r ic
g e n e r ic
g en e r ic
g e n e r ic

(A,
(B,
(c.
(D,

(E,
(F,

250,
250,
250,
250,
1250,
1250,

5500)
5000)
4500)
4000)
1000)
500)

D {
Work 2500
Eval $1
Work 500
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E {

Block c l c2 c3 c4
c5 c6 c7 c8
c9 clO c l l c l2
c l3 c l4 c l5 c l6
c l7 c l8 c l9 c20

Work 2500
Eval $1 $2
Work 500

A .8

y

P r o g r a m to
d e m o n s tr a te lo ss o f
p a r a lle lis m d u e t o
t h r o tt lin g

# d e fin e c h ild r e n ( a ,b ,c ,d )
Work 100
Spawn a -> c h ild
Spawn b -> c h ild
Spawn c -> c h ild
Spawn d -> c h ild
Block a b e d (20%)
Work [1 0 0 ..1 0 0 0 ]

# if d e f DIVIDE_AND_CONQUER
c h ild { Work [10 0 0 ..1 0 0 0 0 ] }
#

d e fin e recu rsio n
\
Work [1 0 0 ..1 0 0 0 ]
\
Spawn 1 -> producer (48%) \
Spawn r -> producer (48%) \
Block 1 r
\
Work 4000
# en d if

# if d e f TAIL.RECURSIVE
c h ild { Work [50 0 0 ..2 0 0 0 0 ] }
#

d e fin e r e cu rsio n
Work 10000
T a il 6

\
\

# en d if

producer {
ch ild r e n
ch ild r e n
ch ild r e n
ch ild r e n
ch ild r e n

(cl,
c2, c3 , c4)
( c5 , c6 , c7 , c8)
( c9, clO, c l l , cl 2)
( c l 3 , c l 4 , c l S , cl 6)
( c l 7 , c l 8 , c l 9 , c20)
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recursion

A p p en d ix B

E xp erim en tal R esu lts
The experiments and results presented in this appendix illustrate points made in the
main chapters of this thesis.

B .l

E x c e s s iv e T h r o t t lin g c a n b e C o u n te r -p r o d u c tiv e

In [PJCS89] it is mentioned that throttling can lead to a loss of parallelism which Ccinnot
be recovered once the work is committed to sequential evaluation. Here we demonstrate
this effect using Paragon Program A.8 from Appendix A. By conditioned compilation,
the program produces two distinct workloads, one tail-recursive and the other following
a divide and conquer pattern. The results of throttling the workloads are shown in
Figure B .l. It is clear that when parallelism is throttled too severely, even the divide
and conquer algorithm can become inefficient.

140
Relative 12 O
run-time
overhead 100
(%)
80

Divide and conquer workload

Tail-recursive workload
--------- --

60

10
15
Throttling threshold

20

Figure B.l: Loss of parallelism when the throttling threshold is too low.
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F u n ction :
C alled by:
Ë xp t.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

filter

qsort
m ain
calls
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

tim e
0.70
1.06
1.08
0.74
1.00
0.64
0.74
0.88
0.98
0.90
1.14
0.86
1.04
1.02
0.92
1.22
0.84
0.92
0.98
0.84
1.28
0.92
0.54
1.04
0.98
1.08
1.04
0.84
1.18
1.30
0.56
0.74
0.84
0.70
0.80
0.76
0.74
0.90
0.70
0.60
1.14
0.94
0.92
1.12
0.74
1.02
0.64
0.78
1.04
0.88
1.04
1.10
0.84
0.82
1.00
1.06
0.96
1.02
0.90
0.88

qsort
calls
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

tim e
10.84
15.98
14.60
11.00
14.56
10.96
10.46
11.78
14.26
10.22
14.80
10.30
14.12
14.10
16.70
15.50
10.22
14.74
14.56
14.78
14.12
15.00
11.38
13.44
14.50
13.34
13.76
10.04
15.20
14.34
11.48
10.82
12.20
10.36
11.64
11.44
11.96
10.76
10.24
10.28
13.60
14.62
14.82
14.12
11.18
15.46
11.16
10.22
14.86
9.96
11.76
14.92
14.78
10.90
13.80
14.80
14.12
14.18
11.34
14.76

qsort
calls
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

tim e
4.92
6.46
6.98
5.04
6.60
5.22
4.66
4.54
7.04
5.04
6.54
4.80
6.50
7.04
6.24
6.72
4.84
7.06
6.32
7.04
6.40
6.20
4.76
7.08
6.74
6.62
6.22
5.06
6.86
6.08
4.66
5.00
5.06
5.02
4.64
5.30
5.08
4.68
4.76
4.90
6.30
6.36
5.90
6.66
4.86
6.54
4.96
4.64
6.58
4.96
5.14
6.54
6.52
4.58
6.80
6.40
7.04
6.52
4.86
7.00

+ +
filter

calls
1174
1546
1252
1372
1340
1296
1286
1320
1304
1176
1300
1194
1180
1146
1524
1418
1208
1388
1302
1314
1254
1270
1352
1118
1216
1118
1204
1154
1410
1280
1436
1320
1654
1208
1512
1376
1524
1266
1156
1248
1174
1398
1360
1264
1274
1512
1386
1102
1324
1136
1562
1292
1344
1410
1218
1282
1150
1208
1396
1314

tim e
37.18
66.04
51.38
42.54
55.00
39.66
40.30
40.66
54.44
35.70
54.08
37.48
48.50
47.10
63.40
59.98
37.54
58.76
54.84
54.80
52.12
53.26
42.28
44.98
49.88
45.80
49.80
35.02
58.10
52.92
45.06
41.40
52.10
36.90
47.62
42.38
46.72
38.70
35.52
39.36
46.80
57.66
55.98
51.68
39.08
62.60
43.92
33.76
56.04
33.96
50.64
54.44
55.90
44.62
49.36
54.74
46.82
49.46
42.96
53.58

Table B .l: Profile results for quicksort.
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q sort
calls
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

tim e
1.84
2.30
1.98
1.68
2.16
1.36
1.56
1.82
2.26
1.56
2.00
1.38
2.14
2.10
2.10
2.58
1.50
2.28
2.28
2.08
2.36
2.08
1.68
2.06
2.00
2.10
2.14
1.54
2.26
2.08
1.60
1.70
1.70
1.66
1.52
1.78
1.46
1.72
1.74
1.42
2.16
2.20
2.00
2.22
1.46
2.18
1.60
1.60
1.96
1.54
1.82
2.14
2.04
1.68
1.80
2.30
2.20
2.08
1.58
2.32

4-4calls
346
510
425
388
418
372
376
332
472
399
449
341
384
412
444
447
408
476
389
383
379
497
434
326
382
401
342
377
492
341
458
455
518
336
392
510
510
399
347
308
368
351
428
422
347
473
476
356
426
350
371
431
386
509
375
372
373
353
439
473

tim e
2.28
5.34
4.18
2.54
3.88
2.52
2.70
1.96
4.56
2.84
4.56
2.34
3.60
4.12
4.42
4.52
3.06
4.78
3.40
3.70
3.24
4.88
2.88
2.78
3.56
3.70
2.96
2.66
4.94
3.06
3.38
3.30
3.96
2.18
2.78
3.72
4.02
2.74
2.32
1.90
3.30
2.88
4.02
4.00
2.30
4.68
3.62
2.28
4.30
2.26
2.58
4.44
3.60
4.02
3.50
3.28
3.36
3.16
3.20
4.66

A p p en d ix C

Im p lem en ta tio n D etails for
L exical Profiling
Implementation details of the lexical profiling scheme for higher-order, Icizy functional
programming languages are presented here. The mechctnisms discussed relate directly
to an interpreted graph reduction engine such as the Four-Stroke Reduction Engine
[CPJ86]. However, they may also be included into a fully compiled abstract machine
by suitably amending the instruction set to incorporate extra profihng peirameters and
operations. It is assumed that the reader is fcimihar with the terminology and operations
of interpretive graph reduction. Standard texts such as [PJ87b] and [FH88] provide a
thorough introduction to the subject.
A brief synopsis of lexical profiling is given in Section C .l. Sections C.2 and C.3
describe the operations performed at compile-time and run-time, respectively, in order
to effect lexical profiling. Finally, Section C.4 demonstrates the correct behaviour of
the lexical profiling implementation using an example which contains both higher-order
functions and lazily evaluated arguments.

C .l

S y n o p s is o f L e x ic a l P r o filin g

Lexical profiling as originally suggested by daym an in [CPC91, Cla93] is designed to
report:
• the number of calls made to and from specified functions,
• space-usage, and
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• the time taJcen to perform computations,
for higher-order, lazy functional programs, in terms of to the lexical a&nities present
in the source code. The idiosyncrasies of profiling lazy, higher-order programs are best
described by example. Consider the following short program:
le t

map f []
map f (x :x s )
increm ent x
g
h
in (g , h ) .

=
=
=
=
=

[]
f x
x +
map
map

: map f xs
1
increment [1 ..1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]
increment [ 1 ..1 0 ]

When this program is executed, increment will be invoked many times from within map
via map’s higher-order parameter. The explicit references to increm ent, however, are
lexically enclosed within the definitions of g and h. From the programmer’s point of view
it makes sense to talk about the function increm ent which originates from either g or
h in preference to that which was invoked by map because this is more readily related
back to the source code. This is the essence of lexical profiling. In larger examples where
increm ent is passed as a higher-order argument by many functions, the information
provided by the lexical profiling style is far simpler for the programmer to assimilate
than the non-lexical alternative.
The mechanism which keeps track of the origins of higher-order functions can be
extended to overcome the problems of profiling in the presence of lazy evaluation. The
following function definition is used to illustrate the problem:
h = f exp^ expB.
Here, the expressions exp^ and expg originate from the definition of function h. However,
lazy evaluation semantics demands that the expressions wiU not be evaluated until their
normcd forms are definitely required. We must therefore keep track of the origin of all
argument expressions so that when the expressions are eventually evaluated the profiler
cam assign the cost of the evaJuation to the correct function.
Figure C .l illustrates the general framework of the profiler. The programmer specifies
which functions are to be profiled and in which mainner (see Section C.2) when the
compiler is invoked. The profiling results are written to shared memory as the program
executes. These can therefore be read by a separate report process which can display
the results as they are generated. The high-level function names are not present in the
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command
line
options

F2CGF

anx-file
(colours—>
functions)

profiled
CGF

run-time

report
process

display

results in
shared memory
Figure C.l: The profiling framework.

executable progrcim, therefore an auxiliary file is generated by the compiler so that the
report process can map the encoded profile data back to the original functions.

C .2

C h a n g e s t o t h e C o m p ile r

For correct lexical profiling, the compiler examines the source program prior to ciny
transformations that it may wish to perform. The lexical structure of the original program
can then be recorded. After this, the compiler is free to trzinsfbrm the program with the
provision that the lexical profiling information must be manipulated sensibly.
The following discussion assumes that the functional program is represented internally
by the compiler as a parse-graph (see e.g. [PC91]) and that the nodes of the parse-graph
are represented by cells which have been extended to include profiling information. To
keep track of the relationships between the parse-graph and the source program we assign
a unique colour for each function to be profiled. Typically, colours wiU be represented by
integers and will be assigned to every ceU in the par se-graph. Each cell also contains a
1-bit flag to indicate whether it represents the root of the definition of a profiled function.
When the flag is set, the ceU is said to contain a root-marker.
Colour assignment is performed in two stages. The first stage identifies the roots of
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g=
dr.

dr=?

dr.

Figure C.2: An example of éin unprofiled function which is shared by two profiled func
tions.

the function definitions within the graph:
for each function to be profiled:
(i) locate the root o f the subgraph which represents the function definition.
(ii) set the root-marker for this cell.
(iii) assign a unique colour to the cell.

The second stage propagates the colours to the other cells in the graph:
for each cell whose root marker is set:
(i) recursively propagate the colour of the cell to all of its descendants, ter
minating each branch o f the recursion on encountering a cell whose colour is
already determined.
(ii) if the recursion terminates on a cell whose root-marker is not set and
whose colour is different from that being propagated then the unprofiled child
is shared by two (or more) profiled parents. Two methods for dealing with
this problem are described below.

Figure C.2 illustrates the problem of an unprofiled function which is shared by two or
more profiled functions. The graph represents the case when profiles are requested for f
and g, but not for h, where f , g, and h cire defined as follows:
f =
g =
h =

exp^ h
h expcexpB

Two alternative solutions are provided:
1. Duplicate the cells which represent the shared child, as demonstrated in Figure C.3.
The result of the program is unchanged but a loss of sharing may occur, thereby
distorting the outcome of the profile.
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g=

root

clii

clr-

Clfi

Figure C.3: Duplicating the shared function.

g=
clr-

Figure C.4: Profiling the shared function in its own right.

2. Profile the child separately in its own right (see Figure C.4). Although this results
in a loss of accuracy when propagating the costs of child functions backwards to
their pzirents, the sharing properties of the source progrcim are retained.
It is intended that both of these options are available to the programmer and the choice
of which to use for a specific profiling exercise is governed by the requirements of the
resulting information.

C .3

T h e R u n - tim e M e c h a n is m s

For straightforward interpretive graph reduction, a program is represented by a graph
of binary cells.

Each cell consists of left-hand and right-hand fields whose contents

are determined by the abstract machine.

(Other fields may also be required by the

reduction engine to store status information but these have no effect on the profiling
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g=Xx

Figure C.5: A naïve attempt at profiling lazy, higher-order functions.

mechanism described here.) For profiling purposes, extra fields will be required to record
the contextual information supplied by the compiler in the form of cell colours.
A naïve attempt at profiling is shown in Figure C.5. The graph represents the fol
lowing program segment:
le t

g X

=

X exp^

h

=

g f

expg

in h
and each graph cell is augmented with the colour of the function which constructed it in
the seime manner as the compiler’s parse-graph shown in Figures C.2, C.3, and C.4. We
shall henceforth use the terms consiructor-function and its associated constructor-colour.
The graph segment shown in part (ii) of Figure C.5 is the result of instantiating g with
the argument field, 0 , using template instemtiation [PJL92, Ch.2]. The redex has been
overwritten by the result and the movement of key fields from graph segment (i) to graph
segment (ii) is illustrated by the labels 0 , 0 , and © .
There are several points of interest in this example. Firstly, note that the constructorcolour of the overwritten redex has not been updated. This is explained in more detail in
Section C.3.4. Secondly, notice that in part (i) of the figure, prior to instantiating g, the
reference to function f was contained within a cell whose constructor-colour was given as
h but in part (ii) of the figure, after the instantiation, the reference is contained within a
cell whose constructor-colour is given by g. This clearly contravenes the rules of lexical
profiling because it now appears as though the reference to f occurred lexically within g.
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g = lx
f

Figure C.6: Lexicéil profiling using boxed arguments.

CL

OL

L

CR

< -

OR

R

(root)
C <r- O

Figure C.7: A fully augmented graph cell.

The problem is due to the unboxed argument,

and can be solved by ensuring that

all argument values are boxed. Figure C.6 demonstrates this principle. In part (i) of the
figure, prior to the instantiation of g, the argument containing the reference to f is boxed
and thus occupies an extra cell. After the instantiation (peirt (ii) of the figure), the cell
is unchanged, hence mainteiining a constant constructor-colour for the reference to f .
The method of boxed arguments provides correct lexical profiling information but
requires the reduction engine to represent all arguments as boxed values. This will need
changes to be made to the way that most abstract machines perform graph reduction
and is very inefficient. Ideally, the profiling mechanism should only require changes that
relate directly to profiling and not to the reduction strategy.
Fortunately the problem can be overcome by assigning additional colouring informa
tion to the left-hand field, T, and to the right-hand field, i2, of each cell as depicted
in Figure C.7. Since L and R each have their own profiling information, values can be
safely unboxed without losing vital information. In total, six colours are used, plus a
1-bit marker (root) which is set in the top cell of profiled functions (see Section C.2) and
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reset in all other cells.
The six colours axe arranged into three pzdrs: c *— o (defined for the whole cell),
Cl

ol

The

(defined for the left-hand field), and

cr

o r

(defined for the right-hand field).

operator is used simply to combine the two colours of each pair into a single,

compound symbol. Table C .l provides a summary of the colouring information.
The c,

CLi

and

colours indicate the constructor-function for the whole cell, the

cr

item in the left-hand field, and the item in the right-hand field, respectively. For the cells
of supercombinator templates, c =

cl

=

cr.

These are assigned statically when the pro

gram is loaded, according to the colouring information supphed by the compiler. When
supercombinator templates are instantiated (see Sections C.3.1 and C.3.2), a mutable
copy of the template graph is constructed. The fields which contained formal parame
ters in the template are instemtiated with both the value ctnd the profiling colours of the
actual peu-ameters. Therefore, in the mutable part of the program graph, the c, cjr,, and
Cr

colours within a single cell may be different.
The colours o,

o l

,

and

o r

are origin-colours and are used to record which functions

lexically contain references to the corresponding constructor-functions in the source pro
gram. Profihng information Ccin then be reported back to the programmer in terms of
the lexical function origins present in the source code. Consider the example program
given on page 227. Here, the origin-colours of cells constructed by map will be set to the
colour of function g for the first call to map and to the colour of function h for the second
call. Agciin, the o,

o l

,

and

o r

colours may differ from each other when either or both of

the left- or right-hand fields are instantiated by actual pareimeters. Since origin-colours
are calculated during instantiation, they are not defined for the cells of supercombinator
templates.

C .3.1

In stan tiatin g Profiled Supercom binators

If the root marker in the top cell of the supercombinator’s template is set, then the tem
plate represents a profiled function. Figure C.8 illustrates the procedure for instantiating
profiled functions, using the supercombinators
fi
±2 X

cind

which are defined as follows:

= ±2 exp^
=

expg

X.

Consider part (i) of the figure which represents the state of the reduction immediately
prior to the instantiation. The o, ol , and

o r

colours of every cell in / 2’s template are as
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(i)
s-^ t

u -^ v

^2 —% X.

2 -^ ? 2 -^ ? root
X 2-#-?
2- # - ?

Figure C.8: Instantiating a profiled supercombinator.

yet undefined. In this case, the origin of the reference to

is given by the constructor-

colour, Cl = s, in the left-hand field of the redex. That is therefore the value assigned
to the origin-colours of the instantiated graph shown in part (ii) of the figure. Notice
that, as before, the colours c +— o of the overwritten redex remain unchanged and that
the actual parameter, @, retains its colours, u

C .3 .2

u.

Instantiatin g Unprofiled Supercom binators

Figure C.9 illustrates the procedure for instantiating a supercombinator whose root
marker is not set. This uses the same supercombinator definitions as Figure C.8 but
represents a call to a function, /%, that is not being profiled in its own right. For the
purposes of profiling, /2 has been subsumed into its origin-function, f \. The instanti
ation therefore differs from that of profiled supercombinators in two ways. Firstly, the
constructor-colour in the left-hand field of the redex will always be identicad to that of
the subsumed supercombinator. Secondly, the origin-function for the subsumed super
combinator is the same as the origin-function of the profiled function into which it was
subsumed. Therefore, the origin-colour is determined by the origin-colour, ol = t, in.
the left-hand field of the redex. All other aspects of the instantiation are identical to the
profiled case.
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= A X.

Figure C.9: Instantiating an unprofiled supercombinator.

C .3.3

Call-count Profiling

The number of calls to a profiled function is determined by the number of times its as
sociated supercombinator is instantiated. Sections C.3.1 and C.3.2 described two types
of instamtiation, the first of which deals with profiled supercombinators. Call-counts are
incremented only for profiled supercombinators which must, of course, include CAFs.^
CAFs are not necessarily instantiated in the normal way because they have no argu
ments. Instead a profiled CAF is detected when the unwind operation [PJ87b] passes
through a cell whose root marker is set. The call-count for the associated CAF is then
incremented and the root-marker of the CAF is then reset (it would be wrong to count
many invocations of a shared CAF separately because the CAF is evaluated only once).
A separate call-count register is maintained for every c *— o combination, where c is
statically bound to the cells of the supercombinator template and o is determined by the
method described in Section C.3.1.

C .3.4

Space Profiling

Space profiling uses the profiling colours c <— o attached to the cells in the program graph
to determine the total number of cells allocated for a function and the maximum number
of cells allocated at any one time. Space profiling information is recorded separately for
each c

o combination and requires only small changes to be made to the cell allocation

^C onstant applicative forms [PJ87b].
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and garbage collection code so that the relevant registers are updated each time a cell
is allocated or deallocated. To monitor continuously the number of heap cells that are
currently active we are assuming reference-count garbage collection [GRW88, Hug87b,
Axf90, Hud86, LM86, Shu88]. If a different style of gstrbage collection were used, such
as two-space copying [Bak78, Rud86] or mark/sweep [Coh81, Hug85] then the number
of active heap cells could only be approximated by an upper bound. This would only be
accurate immediately after a garbage collection has taken place and would steadily lose
accuracy as cells become inactive, up to the next collection.
In classical graph reduction the redex is overwritten with the result after each reduc
tion has taken place to ensure that shared values are not recomputed (there are many
and varied discussions about this in e.g. [Joh84], [Aug84], [FW87], [PJ87a], [PJ87b],
[BPJR88], [PJS89], [AJ89a], [AJ89b]). For space profiling purposes we must take care
when overwriting a redex to leave the profiling colours of the cell intact (the profiling
colours for the fields may change of course), otherwise the de-allocation of the cell by the
garbage collector will decrement a different space-usage register to that which was incre
mented when the cell was allocated. The colours attached to the fields of the updated
redex ensure that the higher-order lexiczd profiling continues to function correctly.

C .3 .5

Tim e Profiling

The implementation of time profiling is closely tied to the unwind operation of graph
reduction. The profiler maintains a separate timing for each C£,
cind makes use of a current cl +—

ol

colour combination

register (we use the colours of the left-hand field

because the spine of the graph is encoded there and it is the pointers in the spine which
determine function calls). At the start of the reduction all timers are zeroed, the current
C£

Ol register is set to the cl <— ol of the initial redex, and the system time, t, is

read. Reduction then proceeds as normal by unwinding the spine.
When unwind encounters a cell whose

<—

colour differ from the current c/; <— o/; :

1. The current system time t' is read.
2. The accrued time for cl

ol

is incremented by the elapsed time t' —t.

3. The timer t is updated with
4. The current cl

ol

register is set to
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The unwind operation is performed each time a redex is overwritten. As long as the
unwind always starts at the overwritten redex, no further action is required to profile
time costs. This mechanism provides the required time, space, cind call-count profiling
information even when lazy evaluation causes the graph to become fragmented and results
in many context switches.

C .4

A S in g le -S te p p e d E x a m p le o f L e x ic a l P r o filin g

In this section the steps of the reduction shown in Figure C.IO are explained with specific
reference to lexical profiling activities. The figure is based on the following function
definitions:

h

= g f

g

X =

X exp^

f

y = + expB

y

cind the explanation rehes on the profiling terms described in the previous sections; the

reader should be famihar with these before continuing.

Part (i):
1. The current c^, <— ol register is set to

<— • and the spine is unwound (the time

for h <— • is not yet updated).
2. The profiled function, g, is encountered and the origin-colour for the function is
determined from the left-hcind field of h where cl = h.

Part (ii):
1. The redex is overwritten with the instantiated copy of g (the cell allocator incre
ments the space usage for g as the new cells are allocated). The formal parameter,
X,

has been overwritten by the argument field, @, complete with its profile colours,

h <— •. The origin-colour of this reference to g is set to h as determined in part (i).
It is written into or in field ® and into o, o r, and or of the cells in the subgraph,
A.
2. The call-count for g *— h is incremented.
3. The spine is unwound a second time (again, the timers are not yet updated).
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root

h=

root

root

(ii) •

f = ly .

root

Figure C.IO: Lazy, higher-order profiling.

4. The profiled function, f , is encountered and the origin-colour for the function is
determined from the field @ where

= h. This is correct because the reference

to f originated from h in part (i).

Part (iii):
1. The instantiation proceeds as before. The redex is overwritten with the instantiated
copy of f (the cell allocator adjusts the space-usage for f as the cells are allocated).
The argument field, © , overwrites the formal parameter and the origin-colours in
and below field © are set to h.
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2. The call-count for f *— h is incremented.
3. The spine is unwound for a third time and, since the f *—h colours of the left-hand
field differ from the current ci, *— oi, register value of h <— •, the elapse timing is
adjusted for h *— •. The current cl <— ol register is set to f *— h and the unwind
continues until the primitive function + is reached.
4. At this point the values of A and B are required. Each is reduced in turn before
the + function can be executed. Notice that the profile colours of A and B correctly
identify their constructor- cuid origin-functions, hence the technique has behaved
correctly in the presence of lazy evaluation.
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Colour

Description

c

Identifies the function responsible for creating the current graph cell.

o

Identifies the origin of the function responsible for creating the current graph
cell. From this colour we can determine where the function reference was
made, lexically within the source code,

cx,

Indicates which function originally created the left-hand field of the current
cell. This is needed to keep track of the constructor colour of functions that
have been passed as cirguments. If the field contains a higher-order argument
then Cf, ^ c.
This colour is used in Section C.3.1 to determine the origin colour of a profiled
supercombinator when the supercombinator is instantiated.

Ol

The origin colour of the left-hand field of the current cell. As for c^, if the
field contains a higher-order argument then ol ^ o.
This colour is used in Section C.3.2 to determine the origin colour of a nonprofUed supercombinator when the supercombinator is instantiated.

Cr

The constructor colour of the right-hand field of the current cell. Again, if
the field contains a higher-order argument then

cr

^ c.

This colour is needed when the value of the field is passed as an actual
pcirameter to another supercombinator where it is subsequently applied as a
function to some arguments.
Or

The origin colour of the right-hand field of the current cell. As for
field contains a higher-order argument then

or

c r

, if

the

^ o and, again, the colour

is needed when the value of the field is passed as an actual parameter to
another supercombinator.

Table C.l: A summary of colouring information.
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